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ABSTRACT 
District-heating and/or cooling systems are gradually be- 
coming popular all over the world for heating and/or cooling of 
large premises. 
Current conventional practice for the DHC underground 
distribution networks is to place the supply and the return pipe- 
lines side-by-side in air-filled trencRe's. However, t present 
investigation has shown that by optimising the location of the 
pipelines, the thermal insulation provided by the air around the 
pipes can be maximised. This is achieved by placing the hot pipe- 
line above the cold one, the exact position depending upon the 
temperatures involved. For most purposes, it is recommended that 
the displacement ratio for the hot pipe is to be at -0.7 or -0.08 
and that of the cold pipe at 0.05 or 0.67 for district heating or 
cooling respectively [i. e. the hot and cold pipes being placed in 
the upper and lower halves of the trench respectively]. 
Each chapter is presented in such a way that it can be read 
independently of the others as far as possible. 
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CHAPTER 1 
ENVOLVEMENT OF COMBINED HEAT AND POWER WITH 
DISTRICT HEATING OR COOLING 
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SUMMARY 
Great Britain compares poorly with other European countries 
with respect to its rate of introduction of combined heat and 
power (CHP) together with district heating and/or cooling (DHC) 
systems. Sources of energy for such schemes, as well as develop- 
ments in metering and control of CHP-DH systems are reviewed. 
Major governmental investments to encourage the wider adoption of 
these systems are needed urgently in the best interests of 
Britain. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board 
CHP Combined heat and power 
DC District cooling 
DH District heating 
DHC District heating and/or cooling 
GLC Greater London Council 
ITOC Intermediate take-off condensing turbines 
SNG Synthetic natural gas 
GLOSSARY 
Condensing boiler: A boiler with the ability to condense the 
water vapour in the combustion products 
by reducing the flue-gas temperature be- 
low its dew point. 
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Culm : Coal dust, especially of anthracite. 
Discount rate : The rate of interest used in discounting 
costs and benefits with respect to inves- 
tments. 
Heliostat :A device consisting of a mirror which 
turns so as to always reflect the insola- 
tion, from the Sun, in a fixed selected 
direction. 
Load factor : The average load divided by the designed 
maximum capacity of the installed system. 
Operational pay - back period : Capital cost of the system 
divided by the savings achieved per hour 
by the installation of that system. 
Premium fuel :A high-quality primary fossil fuel: elec- 
tricity can be considered for some appli- 
cations as the premium fuel. 
Syncrude : Synthetic crude oil derived from coal or 
oil shale. 
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DISTRICT HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS 
T. ý /1. ý.. w.. n... 
I 
By these processes, a heated or cooled fluid (usually water) 
is distributed from a central source to residential, commercial 
or industrial consumers, usually in high intensity of demand 
areas (e. g. for well-occupied tall buildings) in which comfort- 
able conditions need to be maintained. The central source may be 
either a chiller(1), a boiler(2), a refuse incinerator 
(3), 
a 
geothermal source 
(4), 
solar energy(5), or waste-heat, e. g. as a 
by-product of electricity generation(6). This latter approach is 
known generally as the combined heat and power (CHP) or cogenera- 
tion procedure. The extent of the delivery zone alone should not 
be regarded as the sole criterion for assessing the economic 
feasibilities of proposed district-heating or district-cooling 
schemes. A small project can be attractive financially if a 
sufficiently large heating or cooling demand exists, whereas it 
will probably be uneconomic to serve a large area having only low 
( demands 7ý. 
The History of CHP-DHC 
A sufficient supply of heat is a basic human necessity. The 
Romans employed piped heating systems for dwellings as well as 
baths, whereas mediaeval castles had vast chimney-less fire- 
places, in which piles of logs were burned(8). Sir William Cook 
in 1745 used pipes for conveying steam to heat his home in 
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Manchester, England: he also attempted to warm a group of build- 
ings in this same way from a single source of heat(9). Subseque- 
ntly, in 1748, Benjamin Franklin employed an underground iron- 
stove furnace to heat a row of houses, via a small district- 
(10) heating scheme, at Philadelphia, USA. 
Throughout the eighteenth century, in many places men were 
applying their wits, skills and hands to devise and improve 
heating services. Thomas Newcomen, a British mechanic, in 1712 
took what in retrospect has been called "one of the longest steps 
in history" when he improved radically the primitive, steam- 
(10) driven, water-lifting device invented by Thomas Savery. 
James Watt in 1774 heated his upstairs workroom with heat 
derived from a basement boiler. Subsequently, in 1791, Hoyle of 
Halifax obtained a patent on a system involving pipes filled with 
steam to heat a building. In 1816, Jacob Perkins and the Marquis 
de Chambonne employed hot water as the heat-distribution medium 
l0). for a system they introduced in England 
However, Birdsill Holly, in 1877, deserves the credit for 
being the first person to put district heating on a successful 
commercial basis(9). By 1879, Holly's Corporation had nearly 
three miles of mains heating lines in service, and by 1880 the 
. 
(steam 
service had been extended to include several factories 
The potential for CHP was also evolving simultaneously: many 
small electric companies were set up to satisfy the eager 
appetite for electric supplies following Edison's pioneering 
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efforts at the end of 1870's. Electric generators, operated by 
reciprocating steam engines, were employed in plants sited in 
high population-density urban areas. Commonly the waste steam 
was exhausted to the atmosphere. However, as economies of scale 
began to be achieved in the generation of electricity during the 
early part of the twentieth century, the "total-energy" approach 
was abandoned, and so, at that time, district heating failed to 
gain in popularity. 
By 1909, only about 150 district-heating systems existed in 
the United States, and many of these operated on low profit 
margins 
(11). 
Significant numbers of district-heating installat- 
ions were not installed in Europe until after World War Two. 
Since then, mainly in Northern European countries, the USSR (the 
largest user of district heating in the world) and the other 
communist block, centralised-planning, countries, DH systems have 
become common place. This was usually feasible and economic 
because of the building there of large (but compact) housing 
blocks: a policy which is favoured in many of these countries. 
District heating in the other European countries has grown in 
popularity less rapidly because of the low unit fuel costs during 
the last 40 years, and the abundance of available fossil fuels. 
Nevertheless, in the USA, district heating has been adopted freq- 
uently for college/university campuses , and for commercial 
12). ( 
multi- purpose buildings 
Due to the 1973/1974 and 1979/1980 oil crises, and the polit- 
ical reluctance to permit nuclear power to be substituted, in a 
-1.6- 
large way, for fossil fuels in the UK, the problem of energy 
thrift has, intermittently during the last decade, been regarded 
as urgent(13). Thus the concepts of DH, DC, and CHP (or cogenera- 
tion) have become increasingly advocated as desirable in energy- 
thrift policies by many planners, architects, engineers and even 
some politicians(14-21). For instance, DH is included in the US 
Government's energy-conservation programme and is now regularly 
commended in the British Parliament as an important means of 
reducing the national rate of fuel consumption 
(22-25). Yet few of 
the good intentions have been translated into positive actions in 
the UK. However, in the USA, new systems (e. g. CHP/DHC systems in 
Trenton, New Jersey and St. Paul, Minnesota) have recently been 
brought into service as a direct consequence of the US Department 
of Energy and US Department of Housing and Urban Development 
. grants and technical support26-29) 
( 
DC is not so widely implemented as DH, but it is being advoc- 
ated and adopted slowly as a financially-attractive process. one 
of the biggest systems in the world, outside Japan, is located in 
Hartford, Connecticut, USA: it was, in 1962, the first utility- 
operated district plant to market both chilled water and steam. 
Nevertheless fewer than sixty urban systems are in current use in 
the USA(12). Japan has been somewhat of a pioneer in the field of 
DC: even in 1981, it was estimated that about ninety different 
systems were in operation there. However, DC systems are already 
operating, or are being installed, in several cities of Europe 
30,31)_ 
and the USSR 
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TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Basic Features 
DHC systems usually consist of three major components(11). 
The first is the production plant (i. e. the energy-release 
system) which provides either steam, hot water or chilled water. 
C1P is the production of heat as well as useful shaft power - 
see Fig. 1. However, recent thermodynamic availability studies 
applied to the processes involved in CHP plant, consider the 
optimal amounts of mechanical power and heat current as end- 
products 
(32). C11P can involve topping cycles or bottoming cycles. 
In the more commonly-employed toppin3 cycle, the generation of 
electricity is the prime aim, the exhaust stream heat being made 
available at various pressures and temperatures. In the bottoming 
cycle, heat is produced for process use, and relatively high- 
temperature and high-pressure waste heat is then recovered and 
. 
(3 
used to generate electricity3,34) 
The second component in a CIIP-DHC system is the transmission 
(i. e. the distribution) network, which conveys the heated or 
cooled fluid through pipes from the production plant to the 
consumers. DIIC line-networks are expensive: they constitute at 
least 50% of the capital costs of the DI(C supplies. The use of 
flexible pipelines, cimplified fittings and compact measuring 
instruments could reduce the costs of distribution systems sign- 
ificantly(35,36). Several design studies as well as behavioural 
tests have been undertaken, and computer-program packages for 
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predicting the performances of proposed CHP-DHC distribution net- 
works have been devised(37-65). Much time, effort and money have 
been devoted to producing reliable, cheap, well thermally- 
insulated underground pipelines, but unfortunately to date, these 
60). (endeavours have not been completely successful 
Many CHP-DHC pipeline networks are buried; some of the avail- 
able DH configurations being shown schematically in Figs. 2 -4 9. 
The most frequently-recommended and widely-used design in the 
U. K. is that of two thermally-insulated pipelines, located side- 
by-side in an atmospheric-pressure, air-filled, rectangular 
trench - see Fig. 10(29'66). In the event of such a trench beco- 
ming flooded (which occurs intermittently in Britain, because of 
its maritime climate, high humidities and relatively high water- 
table levels), drainage and evaporation from around the pipelines 
can then ensue automatically. Otherwise, if the insulant is 
allowed to remain damp, the moisture reduces the insulant's 
effectiveness and mechanical strength (sometimes permanently), as 
well as promotes corrosion of the underlying steel pipelines, 
which are supposedly being protected by the insulant. 
The third component of a CHP-DHC system is the "in-building" 
equipment. If steam is supplied by the DH system, it may be (i) 
employed directly for heating; (ii) directed through a pressure- 
reducing station for use in either a low-pressure steam space- 
heating system, a domestic water-heating system or an absorption- 
cycle refrigerating system; or (iii) passed through a steam-to- 
water heat exchanger in buildings employing hot-water heating 
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systems(11). However in most hot-water systems, water-to-water 
(67) heat exchangers are used. 
Types of CHP-DHC Systems 
DHC systems are classified according to the heat-transfer 
medium employed 
(11) 
:- 
(a) Steam types 
1: Heat-only systems, for which the boiler supplies only 
steam at the required design pressure to the distributio 
(network 29ý. 
2: CHP, cogeneration, or dual-energy use systems, in which 
the available steam is a by-product of the electricity- 
generation process. Back-pressure steam turbines, inter- 
mediate take-off condensing (ITOC) turbines, gas-turbines 
and diesel-engine driven generators are employed in such 
systems(34,68-72). 
3: Supply or purchase systems, where steam surplus to the 
demands on other boiler plants, including refuse- 
" 
(incineration 
systems, is bought73º74) 
(b) Hot-water types 
1: Hot water supplied from boilers at central locations in 
75ý. the system 
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2: Hybrid systems, where there is a basic steam system which 
develops on-site hot water for a localised hot-water net- 
work(76) 
3: CHP, cogeneration, or dual-energy use, where hot water is 
produced as part of an electricity - generation pro- 
(cess77ý. 
4: Hot water obtained from geothermal sources(78'79) . 
5: Preheated water arising from refuse-burning operations; 
hot water extracted from an industrial waste-heat system 
(e. g. cooling water from a power station or a heating 
system return-pipe); or sea or lake water up-graded with 
(80 
respect to temperature by means of heat pumps -86) 
(c) Chilled-water types 
1: Chilled water produced at a central plant by steam-driven 
equipment(l). 
2: Electrically-driven equipment producing chilled water at 
(a 
central plant87ý . 
3: Absorption refrigerator (e. g. operating on a lithium bro- 
mide/water mixture)(11,88). 
4: Natural cold-water direct-cooling systems, using fresh 
water sources such as lakes, reservoirs, rivers, ice 
34,89). (ponds, 
and ground-water 
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SOURCES OF ENERGY FOR CHP-DHC SCHEMES 
Wood 
Wood has a relatively low calorific value compared with those 
for bituminous coal and oil. Because cellulose (wood being its 
chief source) is the most abundant natural material on Earth, and 
we are not dependent upon it for food supplies, it is the logical 
choice for conversion to fuels. Several different procedures have 
been proposed in order to develop an economic process for the 
conversion of wood to liquid fuel. Such a process aims at maxi- 
mising the rate of production of oil (which should have improved 
physical properties as a fuel relative to wood) and be achieved 
. with the minimum consumption of heat and reducing gas90,91) 
Until the latter part of the nineteenth century, when it was 
replaced by coal, wood was the principal fuel for providing heat. 
However, it is no longer a major fuel source due to (i) forest 
depletion and (ii) the increasing demand for wood as lumber and 
for the production of paper, plywood, rayon and other products. 
Forest lands now comprise some 9.6 x 109 acres, which is equival- 
ent to about 27% of the world's land area. The productive forest 
area is estimated to be 6.4 x 109 acres, some 4.0 x 109 acres of 
11). ( 
which being accessible economically 
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Peat 
It is desirable to avoid polluting the environment, and so 
one major advantage of peat as a fuel is its low sulphur content. 
However, the combustion of peat involves many difficulties and 
risks. The problems of operating peat-fuelled DH systems are due 
mainly to the impurities which occur in the peat, variations of 
its calorific value, and corrosion of the system's components. 
Ligneous matter, stones, pieces of metal, large lumps of peat and 
(even ice in winter), hamper the reception and handling. Their 
removal at the bog would reduce the combustion plant construction 
costs, but raise the unit price of peat appropriately. Mechanical 
handling of the peat is difficult: when used in silos, it is 
liable to arching, thereby possibly obstructing the feed mechan- 
isms. The sand in the peat causes wear of the conveyors, and of 
the combustion and ash-removal equipment. Dry peat is extremely 
dusty, and so the risks of explosion (and fires) when using it 
are high. 
For peat-fuelled DH. schemes to be feasible commercially, peat 
must be cheap. However investment costs in the combuster equip- 
ment required are higher for peat than for oil or coal because 
the calorific value of peat per unit volume is lower and its 
handling problems are greater. The unit price of peat must there- 
fore be correspondingly lower for it to be a commercial proposi- 
tion as a fuel for DH systems. The competitiveness of peat is 
being improved continuously by technological development and 
standardisation of the DH plants using it. 
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Finland now has some 50 peat-fuelled heat-supply stations, 
with a total capability of delivering 230MW, as well as three 
peat-fuelled CHP plants: the combined thermal-power output of 
these three plants is 259 MW, together with 256 MW of electri- 
city. In addition, a few peat-burning industrial plants also 
(92,93) supply district heating alone 
Coal 
Although the price of coal (in E per kWh which is capable of 
being released) is generally lower than those for the other 
fossil fuels, and the UK national reserves of coal are substanti- 
ally greater, coal consumption in the UK is unlikely to increase 
spontaneously during the next decade because of several techno- 
logical reasons as well as some political ones. For direct 
combustion applications, coal is often less convenient to use, 
particularly with regard to storage and handling, than oil or 
natural gas. Also, combustion equipment, fired by coal, is often 
significantly more expensive than commensurate systems using 
premium fuels, and this off-sets the fuel price advantage of 
coal. In the case of electric-power generation, coal is facing 
increasing competition from non-fossil energy sources, namely 
nuclear and the "alternative" (e. g. hydro, wind, tidal and solar) 
powers. Furthermore, environmental protection standards are 
becoming increasingly more stringent, and this will lead to 
increased coal costs. 
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Technological improvements are required so that coal will 
make a greater contribution to future UK annual energy supplies. 
many of the traditional markets for coal (e. g. railways or domes- 
tic open-fires) have almost completely declined and are unlikely 
to be reinstated. Therefore it is desirable to open-up new 
markets, such as those in CHP-DHC , where the economies of scale 
favour the use of coal. In Britain, the adoption of pneumatic 
coal-and-ash handling in a coal-fired CHP station at the Boots 
Co. Plc., Beeston, has resulted in a system that is both clean in 
(94,95) 
operation and low in manpower requirements . Nevertheless 
political leadership is required. As a further incentive in 
West Germany and France, coal - fired CHP - DHC plants benefit 
specifically from fiscal advantages and inducements arising out 
of national desires to substitute the use of coal for that of 
. 1(30,96). 
Coal-Derived Synthetic Fuels 
The conversion of most types of coal (except anthracite) is 
directed primarily at producing synthetic low-sulphur, low-ash, 
liquid or solid fuels. Coal liquefaction shows promise for making 
commercially syncrude (a material suitable for use as a refinery 
feedstock) as well as petrochemicals. A wide range of liquid 
products, especially heavy fuels, distillate fuel oil, and gaso- 
line, can be derived from coal by varying the operating condit- 
ions. 
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The Bergius single-stage process for direct liquefaction and 
hydrogeneration of coal was developed in the 1920's and proved to 
be viable, under the conditions of World War II in Germany. In 
the USA, there are three second-generation progenies of this 
process, none of which is predicted will be commercially success- 
ful before 1990. However, the chief means for indirect liquefac- 
tion of coal are the Sasol process and the Mobil-M process. Sasol 
-I, developed in the Republic of South Africa but based in part 
on German techniques, was in 1955 the only commercially-operating 
coal-liquefaction plant in the world. Sasol-II went into opera- 
tion in the early part of 1980, and a site has been prepared for 
Sasol III. Both are modified and enlarged versions of Sasol-I. 
Notable improvements claimed for the Mobil-M process over Sasol-I 
are that it is much more selective in making gasoline, and its 
(97) product has a higher octane number 
Coal gasification requires a higher chemical transformation 
(with gasification temperatures of about 1000 OC) than liquefac- 
tion, and achieves only a 60 --> 70% energy conversion efficiency 
versus 78% for liquefaction. However, gasification is arguably 
the most versatile of the presently-available coal conversion 
processes, having applications in almost every sector of energy 
demand (e. g. industrial installations and power-generation 
systems). In most gasification processes, which are available 
for use or under development, the reactions are endothermic; air 
or oxygen being supplied to the gasifier. From the industrial 
user's viewpoint, the net result is a low or medium calorific- 
value gas. However, the medium calorific-value gas can be 
-1.16- 
up-graded to a high calorific-value gas - called synthetic 
natural gas (SNG) -- by removing the sulphur compounds and carbon 
dioxide, and then passing the resulting gas to a catalytic metha- 
(97,98) 
nation unit 
Fluidised beds have been developed, during the last 30 years, 
for achieving higher combustion efficiencies. The fuel (which, 
for instance, can be a mixture of anthracite coal and culm) is 
fed-in above the bed material, which is usually crushed lime- 
stone, sand, or crushed dolomite. Air is blown uniformly through 
the mix at a controlled rate: the resulting bubbling fluidised 
mixture acquires the free-flowing characteristics of a liquid and 
permits stable combustion to ensue throughout the whole bed. 
moreover, the fluid-bed boiler is environmentally beneficial: it 
can satisfy existing air-pollution control regulations pertaining 
(99,100) to SO 2 and particulate emissions 
Development studies on coal-water mixtures began in the 
1970s. The main incentive is that the overall costs of using 
coal-water mixtures are widely expected to be substantially less 
than for coal-oil mixtures, because they avoid using the relat- 
ively expensive fuel oil component. Coal-water mixtures consist 
of a suspension of finely ground coal particles in water such 
that the resulting mixture may be pumped and generally regarded 
as a fluid fuel. The prospectively attractive economics of coal- 
water mixtures have encouraged the establishment of development 
programmes in several countries, the lead being taken by Sweden 
(98) 
and the USA 
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Refuse-Derived Energy 
With landfill sites for burning refuse becoming scarcer, and 
environmental controls more costly to satisfy, some cities have 
built plants to recover artefacts and materials from refuse as 
well as to produce marketable energy from the residual municipal 
solid wastes. For example, Luxembourg uses 76% of its refuse for 
producing energy, while Denmark, Sweden and West Germany use 75%, 
50% and 25% respectively for this purpose. In Japan, where refuse 
and sewage are increasingly used to make electricity, there are 
63 energy-from-waste plants. Although some components of refuse 
are reclaimed and their valuable constituents recycled, vast 
tonnages per annum, are still discarded, thereby incurring signi- 
ficant disposal costs. 
It should be noted that cellulose is the most abundent 
chemical species in municipal refuse. Four tonnes of typical 
British refuse, could provide approximately the same amount of 
energy as one tome of coal(101). Nevertheless, three tomes of 
pulverised waste a year. could produce one tome of waste-derived 
fuel pellets, with a specific calorific value about two-thirds 
(102) that of coal . At present, the UK produces about 30 million 
tonnes of household rubbish annually 
(103) 
and about 40% of this 
is combustible. It is reckoned that waste-derived fuels from 
refuse, have the potential to contribute 12 -4 14 million tomes 
(104) 
of coal equivalent per year to the British economy 
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A British city with approximately 5x 10 
5 inhabitants, produ- 
cing 150 kilo-tomes of rubbish annually, spends about 1.5 x 106 
E each year on waste disposal. The calorific content of that 
rubbish is currently worth about 2.5 x 10 
6 E: the energy saving 
(102) 
alone would amount to approximately 30 kilo-tomes of oil 
However the harnessing problem is compounded by the fluctuating 
amount and constituents of the refuse and the-unit prices paid 
for energy. With the growing need to develop alternative sources 
of energy, municipal, commercial and industrial wastes are being 
actively explored as potentially useful sources of both materials 
(105-107) 
and fuels . DH from refuse incinerators is common in 
Europe, but it is only in recent years that it has been even con- 
templated or installed in Britain. Such schemes are now (1986) in 
(88,108) 
service in London, Coventry, Sheffield, and Nottingham 
Refuse has been burnt successfully as a supplementary fuel in 
coal-fired boilers: for example, in the 100 MW unit at the 
Meramec station, of the Union Electric Company in the city of St. 
(88) Louis, USA 
Oil 
Before the 1973/1974 oil crises,. oil-fired DHC plants were 
cheaper to run than coal-fired systems. Also coal has a much 
lower calorific value than oil, and it cannot be transported and 
stored as easily, neatly and cleanly. The plant required for the 
conveyance, storage and combustion of oil is simpler, requires 
less imintenance and can be operated more easily than the 
-1.19- 
commensurate coal plant. On the. other hand, proven indigenous oil 
reserves are much smaller (- 5% in tomes) than those of indigen- 
ous coal in Britain, and there is an enormous competing oil 
demand to provide petrol, paraffin, plastics, ... etc. In conse- 
quence, the current price of oil per unit of heat content is far 
higher than that of coal, and this disparity is likely to 
increase. oil is used to great advantage in transport systems. 
However, it is still sometimes financially advantageous to use 
the cheapest grade (i. e. the viscous heavy-fuel oils) in CHP-DHC 
systems. In this financial assessment, due allowance must be made 
for the expense of heating the oil to an optimal temperature (- 
60 *C), and maintaining at such a temperature, in order to reduce 
its viscosity, so permitting it subsequently to be pumped at the 
least total financial cost (i. e. for pumping power and heat 
(30,109) losses) 
Oil Shale 
oil-shale deposits are widely distributed throughout the 
world, with the largest reserves being in the US and Canada 
The production of oil from oil shale has not progressed rapidly 
mainly because conventionally-obtained oil per gallon is usually 
still cheaper than that extracted from shale. 
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This (i. e. predominantly methane) frequently occurs in the 
same geographic regions as petroleum. Due to its lower density, 
natural gas usually is found above the petroleum, trapped by a 
layer of non-porous rock. Such conditions create the high 
pressures which cause the gas to be discharged readily from a 
well 
The use of natural gas for stimulating CHP-DHC schemes is a 
relatively simple operation: the associated boiler plants can be 
straight forward and compact. The number of chimneys required can 
be deduced in accordance with the UK Clean Air Acts of 1956 and 
1968 and their heights can be kept to a minimum, subject to 
(30) 
standard and supply companies, codes 
Natural gas has captured major shares in each of the main 
energy markets in the UK excluding transport. Sales are expected 
to increase significantly during the late 1980s and then continue 
at approximately the same level at least to the end of the 
century. 
By employing gas-fired condensing boilers significant impro- 
vements in the efficiency of combustion and performance are being 
made. Such boilers are now being designed to withstand the corro- 
sive effects of condensation and these are capable of attaining 
practical efficiencies exceeding 90%. The condensing boiler is 
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now widely used on the European Continent and increasing numbers 
(110) 
are being specified in Britain 
By 1984, over 30 gas-engine heat pumps had been, or were 
being installed in the UK, and their use achieves significant 
energy thrift. Design improvements and technological innovation 
for mass production are still required before the domestic heat 
pump is a more efficient alternative and a commercial competitor 
to conventional or condensing-gas boilers. 
Small-scale CHP sets, based on gas-fired reciprocating engi- 
nes, are becoming attractive in many circumstances and some 140 
such units are now installed in the UK. However, it has been 
found that their operational payý-back period is 2x 10 
4 
operating 
hours, which may ensue during two to five years, according to 
(110) 
use 
Geothermal Energy 
As a drill penetrates downwards through the Earth's crust, 
the temperature of the layer encountered generally increases; 
the magnitude of this rise depends upon the thermal conductivi- 
ties of the rocks. Scientists now believe that heat is being 
produced continuously inside the Earth by radioactive disintegra- 
tion; the interior of the Earth, like the Sun, being a 
continuously-operating nuclear furnace. The internal molten core 
of the Earth comprises an almost inexhaustible energy source. 
Usually when this energy reaches the surfaces layers of the 
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Earth, it is highly diffuse. However, in some regions it accumul- 
ates: from these it can be exploited more easily for direct (e. g. 
non-electric) uses or for the generation of electricity 
(11) 
. 
Extensive pertinent observations have been obtained in 
Iceland, New Zealand, Hungary, the Soviet Union (where the 
largest harn- essed geothermal heat source for DH exists) and 
(30,111) 
elsewhere 
Several schemes occur in France for using subterranean hot 
water for DH purposes. one such successful scheme is at Carrieres 
sur Seine near Paris, which is not a volcanic region. The heat 
contained in the hot water has been supplied for over ten years 
to carry part of the heating load of a groupheating scheme for 
800 dwellings(30). The Paris Basin DH system deliveres hot water 
(at 60 -4 70 IC) for communities at Melun, Creil and 
Villeneuve 
la Garenne(97). Another geothermal DH scheme is at Creteil 
supplying a total of 5660 dwellings (including shops, offices, 
... etc. ) 
(78). 
However, the Beauvais geothermal DH installation 
was the first in France. to be designed for gas-engine driven heat 
pumps. The DH network there supplies floor heating for a develoL>- 
ment of over 1000 flats and commercial premises in 15 buildings, 
(79) 
with a design load of 6.5 MW 
Parts of Great Britain have a similar geological structure to 
Northern France. Yet, there has been no direct comercial operat- 
ing experience of geothermal installations in Britain since the 
Romans utilised such heat in the city of Bath almost 2000 years 
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ago. Experience from other countries suggests that the use of 
geothermal (including hot dry rock) resources has only a trivial 
(112) 
adverse environmental impact 
Recent studies in the city of Ely, Minnesota, USA, led to the 
conclusion that the use of water-filled abandoned mines could be 
a potential heat source for district heating. The water so heated 
will be pumped from one of the shafts through a heat exchanger 
where the temperature is reduced by approximately 5 IC, after 
which it is either returned to the mine or discharged into an 
(113) 
adjacent lake 
For many years, heat has been used to produce coolin 
(11) 
. 
However geothermal energy is rarely employed for this purpose. 
Nevertheless, space cooling is achieved by this means in Rotorua, 
New Zealand: a lithium bromide/water absorption unit (involving 
evaporation and condensation) produces the cooling. Highly corro- 
sive contaminated water at about 150 OC from the geothermally hot 
strata is passed through a heat exchanger to raise the tempera- 
ture of water in a piping circuit to 120 OC. This heated water is 
employed later to drive the absorption unit. 
Recently, because of the growing interest in the use of solar 
energy and waste heat, there have been efforts to employ these 
energies to produce cooling. Achieving space cooling (via absorp- 
tion units) of say a warehouse from the same geothermal resource 
that is used simultaneously for space heating of other buildings 
has the potential to improve the overall efficiency of use of the 
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geothermal energy. The potential for improvement is due primarily 
to a potentially increased load factor. Nevertheless, whether or 
not the provision of space cooling will actually increase the 
load factor depends on the temperature of the geothermal resource 
and the ratio of the cooling load to the heating load. It is 
expected that large-scale DHC systems will require geothermal 
resources with temperatures of exceeding 90 OC, and that the 
systems to be used will be designed to achieve a relatively large 
temperature-drop from the geothermal fluid. The first large geo- 
thermal space-cooling application is at present (1986) in the 
design phase: the city of El Centro, California is planning to 
use 115 *C fluid from the Heber resource area to provide about 
(11) 230 kW of cooling via absorption units 
Solar Insolation 
Heat from the Sun is potentially a major source of energy for 
stimulating DH systems. At present, only a small part of the 
solar insolation potential is being realized: the annual amount 
of solar energy which reaches the surface of the Earth is approx- 
imately 22,500 times as great as present world-wide total energy 
usage during a year Although the rising unit energy costs of 
more conventional sources have offset some of the barriers to the 
more widespread use of solar energy, other obstacles still 
remain. The principal ones include: the relatively low heat 
intensity of solar radiation; its daily intermittency and season- 
al fluctuations, as well as it being subject to unpredictable 
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interruptions due to clouds, rain, snow, ... etc.; and the still 
relatively high cost of large solar collectors. 
Many of the obstacles associated with central-station solar 
facilities are surmountable. For example, the Electric-Power 
Research Institute, USA, already has plans for solar electrical 
generation. These include the use of a large receiver, filled 
with helium, placed on an 80-storey high tower surrounded by 320 
acres of reflectors. These reflectors will track the sun and be 
able to concentrate the radiant energy onto the receiver. Heated 
to 810 *C, the helium in the receiver will drive a turbine to 
produce electricity and then be passed through a cooling tower 
and reused 
AS part of the Sunshine Project, the National Energy Develop- 
ment Organisation, Japan, completed two thermal electric-power 
generation plants, each with a capacity of 1,000 W, in Nio-cho, 
Kanagawa Prefecture. while these installations have been put into 
use experimentally, the Organisation decided recently (1985) that 
because the commercial viability of these plants was contentious, 
they would henceforth be operated on a reduced budget. However, 
even though this particular project did not attain fully its 
expectations, it constitutes a significant step forward in the 
history of solar-stimulated power generation and has attracted 
world-wide attention. The central receiver's pilot plant has an 
output of 1,000 M Numerous heliostats, with plane mirrors, were 
installed around a 69-metre high solar-energy collection tower. 
The insolation reflected by these mirrors is concentrated at the 
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receiver on the top of the tower. This solar-heat receiver 
consists of numerous pipes coated with black paint. The water in 
these pipes is heated and vaporised, attaining a temperature of 
approximately 250 IC, by solar energy and temporarily stored in a 
steam drum at the uppermost part of the tower. From this, the 
steam is piped to five heat storage tanks (i. e. accumulators) on 
the ground, where the steam is compressed and stored in the form 
of hot pressurised water. These storage tanks have a combined 
capacity for storing heat equivalent to 3,000 kWh of energy. The 
necessary amount for power generation is then piped as saturated 
steam to drive a steam turbine (of rated output, 1 MW and rated 
steam temperature, 187 IC) and so generate electricity. The steam 
used for power generation is subsequently sent to a condenser and 
the reverted water is recycled to the heat receiver at the top of 
(114) the tower 
For Japan, the theoretical availability of solar energy which 
is capable of being converted into electric power is estimated to 
be in the vicinity of 1.6 x 10 
14 kWh per annum. Of this, the 
practically usable amount has been predicted to be 6x 10 
12 kWh. 
However, further efforts must be made to ensure a stable power 
supply by developing more efficient methods for collecting the 
solar power harnessed over vast sites. With present systems, only 
about 10% of the collected solar energy is converted into elect- 
ricity, whereas the optimal conversion rate is expected to be 
about 20%. Technologies need to be developed to operate several 
such installations as one system through a commercial power net- 
work. Lof and Tybout 
(115,116) have developed a mathematical model 
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for predicting the costs of delivered solar energy for houses. 
This model has been validated by showing that the predictions 
agree with observations for two sizes of houses in eight US loca- 
tions experiencing different climates. Several system design 
parameters were studied in addition to collector area, in order 
to determine the range of optimal values, including collector 
inclination, number of covers on the collectors, and heat storage 
capacity per unit collectors area. 
During 1977, a research program was supported in Corsica, 
France for the conceptual design of a solar thermal-electric 
power plant for producing, continuously during daylight hours, 50 
to 1,000 kW of electricity(117). The design involved linear-focus 
collectors (operating at design temperatures from 180 to 250 *C), 
the heat store using stratification of the heat-transfer fluid 
itself, and the Rankine-cycle conversion loop, with a turbine 
expanding a heavy organic fluid (Fluorinert). The construction of 
an experimental prototype plant started at the beginning of 1980, 
and it is now connected to the local grid, i. e. it is one of the 
first major solar power plants in operation in the world, using 
this kind of collector and such high-efficiency turbines. Since 
October 1983, a solar-energy laboratory was associated with this 
power plant. The tests carried out there indicate that the plant 
can provide medium-temperature heat (at 150 -4 300 'C), as well 
as mechanical and electrical power simultaneously. 
A conceptual renewable-energy conversion system, suitable for 
(118) industrial applications in the UK, was investigated .A 
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computer program was developed to simulate the performances of 
the solar, wind and thermal storage sub-systems, either individu- 
ally or in combination. The renewable heat and electricity system 
showed considerable advantages in performance over the equivalent 
single-source energy-conversion systems (i. e. a solar or wind 
only system). Typical improvements in heat output variability 
were noted. However, extensive further studies are needed to test 
the computer model for various system configurations and with a 
range of specified costs and investment conditions. 
Nuclear Power 
This appears, for the short term, to be the only large-scale 
realistic alternative to fossil fuels, even though solar energy 
will make an increasing contribution. Already it permits the 
generation of electricity at lower unit costs than those achieved 
(119,120) 
using fossil fuels . There are other advantages: in 
Switzerland, for example, reduced oil consumption and avoidance 
of air pollution that accompanies the combustion of oil 
were the main driving influences behind the nuclear CHP 
(121,122) 
movement . Basically to be economic, a DH system fed 
from a nuclear-energy grid has to be very large (with a load 
exceeding 1000 MW) and so must usually supply many consumers: 
e. g. in West Germany, a DH grid network which covers the entire 
country is being constructed. In Switzerland, a reactor is 
intended to supply space heating to 65% of the 
(30,123,124) 
population . In the operation of such DH systems, it 
is necessary to vary the heat output drastically, yet keep the 
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plant running at a constant rate. Hence nuclear stations should 
not be used only for supplying heat: it is desirable that the 
heat and power generation should be combined using intermediate 
take-off condensing (ITOC) turbines to adjust the heat demand to 
(30,125) the heat supply 
Although the capital investment required to develop a 
nuclear-based DH system is relatively high, the associated opera- 
ting costs are usually low. This occurs partly because the cost 
of nuclear heat is affected only to a minor extent by the price 
of uranium (most of the costs being due to the purchase of equip- 
ment). The single most uncertain variable of such an approach is 
likely to be the financial outlay required to contend with the 
democratic opposition which all types of nuclear plant engender. 
In some cases, the emotionalism associated with such opposition 
(11,126,127) 
may make the nuclear approach unfeasible politically 
Electricity 
Using electricity to provide heat is relatively expensive per 
kWh. This occurs because, when electricity is produced from 
fossil fuels, only about one-third of the energy in the fuel is 
converted into electric power, and it requires a high capital 
investment plant to achieve this. Hence, even if domestic 
electric-heating appliances are taken as running at 100% effici- 
ency, the overall thermal efficiency is less than 33%, i. e. much 
lower than the combustion efficiencies that can be achieved with 
(30) fossil fuels . However, in most circumstances in order to 
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achieve the higher electrical efficiency (even though it is still 
only - 37%) with nuclear generating plant, the heat is discarded 
at a temperature too low for most commercial applications. 
In normal parlance, CHP is taken to imply cogeneration where 
commercial use can be made of both the electricity as well as the 
heat that would otherwise be re jected. It is also employed by 
industries who sell their excess electricity and/or heat to 
neighbouring facilities Nevertheless, industrial CHP schemes 
are well established in most industrialised countries including 
the UK, France, West Germany and Spain. There are (in 1986) more 
than 150 industrial CHP schemes operating in the UK, mostly 
privately owned, particularly in the paper, food and chemical 
industries (128,129) . 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE METERING AND CONTROL OF CHP-DHC SYSTEMS 
obtaining revenue in the commercial operation of a DH and/or 
DC business usually occurs via the aid of meter readings, that 
record the amount of the product used. A meter is regarded as 
the impartial arbitrator between the supplier and the consumer. 
Thus meters should be sturdy, reliable, tamper-proof, and prefer- 
ably cheap. These systems must be capable of sustained operation 
at a prescribed accuracy level to qualify as a measuring device 
in commercial service. No meter or metering system should be 
used to indicate the amounts of heat used if its accuracy cannot 
be tested in relation to standards (e. g. the National Bureau of 
(130) Standards) 
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It is interesting to note that Birdsill Holly's meter patent 
in 1880 preceded the first Edison electric meter by three years. 
Gas meters, however, were well-established devices, having been 
manufactured in the USA since 1832. The rate of progress in 
steam, and hot as well as chilled water, measurement during the 
past decade has been disappointing. If DHC is implemented 
rapidly, it will be a challenge for the instrument community to 
(11,131) keep pace 
Current UK practice in the metering and control of heat- 
distribution systems is based largely on experience obtained with 
group-heating schemes in local authority housing and at various 
sites, particularly military, within Government estates. The 
nature of these market sectors has been particularly significant 
in determining the adopted control philosophy, which generally is 
a desire to limit the capital cost of group heating. 
Heat-distribution systems, developed in conjunction with CHP, 
will differ from existing group-heating schemes in both technical 
and marketing features. CHP-DH will serve existing properties 
which already have their own heating systems of differing suitab- 
ilities for connection to a DH network. On the other hand, CHP-DH 
schemes will be installed progressively and on a larger scale 
than existing group heating systems - potentially these could be 
city-wide. Moreover, the cost of CHP heat depends upon the temp- 
erature at which it is produced, and its unit fuel cost is relat- 
ively low. However, the capital costs Of CHP-DH are high compared 
(132) 
with the present alternatives 
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The metering and control arrangements for a proposed CHP-DH 
system will form an integral part of the design. The standard of 
service desired by consumers in each market sector should be 
provided as cost effectively as possible, so as to achieve the 
maximum competitive advantage of CHP-DH over other heating 
systems. Not employing meters for the individual customers leads 
to the profligate use of at least 20% of the total energy consum- 
ed. In 1980, reliable electronic heat meters were introduced and 
proved to be acceptable. Currently, in the UK, only 300,000 
dwellings, or 7% of total district-heating market, have any form 
(133) 
of metering device 
A novel design has recently been proposed 
(134) for a heat 
meter: it (i) provides a direct connection across the consumer/ 
network interface; (ii) controls the pressures in the consumer's 
system independently of the distribution system; (iii) measures 
accurately the water flow-rate taken by the consumer (and cont- 
rols its maximum value); (iv) measures the temperatures of the 
water at the inlet and the outlet of the consumer's system; and 
(v) detects any leakage from or failure of the system. Neverthe- 
less, the system should be controlled on the consumer's side 
entirely by two-way valves in order to enable (i) the lowest 
water-return temperature to be achieved, and (ii) the minimum 
volume of water to be taken. So a combination of the facilities 
offered by the normal direct system and by the heat exchanger 
system was needed. The requirements to measure the water flow 
accurately, and control the maximum volume rate, suggested the 
use of positive-displacement devices, such as rotary-vane meters 
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or piston meters. Arrangements have to be devised to deal with 
wear and the turn-down of the equipment. However, the performance 
of the proposed system 
(134) in the field has yet to be deter- 
mined. 
For a CHP-DH system, both the cost-effectiveness and accept- 
ability of the chosen meter will vary between markets, and poss- 
ibly even between individual consumers within the same sector. It 
is therefore likely that metering will be observed in some 
sectors, but not in others, and that different forms of metering, 
associated with different charging arrangements and tariff struc- 
tures, will be applied in different sectors. For instance, as 
regards cost-effectiveness alone, the heat-metering of individual 
dwellings is unlikely in many situations to be cost-effective 
with CHP, because of the low marginal cost of the CHP heat which 
would be saved( 
135) 
. However, recent studies( 
136) 
suggest that 
metering would influence consumers and so result in a reduced 
peak heat demand, as well as a smaller annual consumption, there- 
by allowing other savings to be made in installed heating capa- 
city. Nevertheless, this would not be the case for large consum- 
ers of heat, such as institutional buildings, because of their 
proportionally lower costs of metering. Alternatively, simpler 
and cheaper forms of metering could be adopted which would not 
measure heat consumption directly. An example, would be flow - 
metering alone, which has the additional advantage of encouraging 
(132) low flow rates and low return-water temperatures 
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At present it is the policy of many local authorities not to 
charge customers, on their group-heating schemes, according to 
metered consumptions. Sometimes the heating charge, often paid 
with the rent, is based on dwelling-design rate of heat loss or 
floor area, or number of bedrooms, and is set so as to recover 
the annual operating cost of the scheme (or of all the author- 
ity's schemes if it operates a "pooled" system of charges). This 
does not encourage, or result in, energy thrift by the individual 
customer. In some market sectors, the attractiveness of CHP-DH to 
consumers may well be enhanced by the provision of pre-payment 
facilities. Modern electronic pre-payments, coded onto magnetic 
cards, are flexible and can be programmed to take account of 
special requirements, such as charging OAPs at a lower rate, or 
providing a certain amount of free heat to look after' the 
building structure, or to reduce the likelihood of deaths from 
(137-139) hypothermia . Recently, an average saving of approxi- 
mately 28% has been claimed for the Billingham DH scheme in which 
a packag of metering, pre-payment, and time-clock, thermostatic 
(140) controls has been installed 
Metering cannot be divorced from the question of financial 
charging arrangements, and of the tariff structure adopted for 
CHP heat supply. The tariff devised for each market sector should 
be such as to indicate to the consumers that they should use heat 
in such a way as to minimise the unit cost of its supply: the 
adopted charging procedure must also be perceived by consumers to 
be equitable. In the early years of CHP-DH development, tariff 
structures should also be designed to encourage the rapid take-up 
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of such schemes. one problem with the development of CHP-DH is 
(132) that these requirements might sometimes be in conflict 
The UK 1983 Energy Act requires the Electricity Boards to 
publish tariffs for the purchase of electricity from private 
generators, and to state the principles upon which these tariffs 
are established. Tariffs have been published but principles have 
(141,142) 
not, other than as informal statements . However there is 
no statutory assurance that the widely-varying values of the Area 
Board tariffs are consistent with the principles that have been 
(143) 
set down and discussed The principles, as can be deduced 
from informal statements by the Electricity Council, have not 
been related quantitatively to the Area Board tariffs and there 
are, in consequence, significant variations which affect advers- 
ely small CHP generation in particular. Tariffs supposedly based 
on these principles result in less than fair levels of remunera- 
tion for selling privately-generated electricity to the CEGB- 
Although the Electricity Supply Industry states that fullyý- 
harmonised tariffs will be made available equally to consumers, 
whether or not they are. electricity generators, these have still 
(142,144,145) 
to appear 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHP-DH IN GREAT BRITAIN 
In Western Europe, more than three quarters of the currently 
existing 100 Gw of DH load has been built since the end of the 
Second World War. Those countries in which DH supplies a signifi- 
cant proportion of the energy used for achieving warm comfortable 
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environments are West Germany (35% of the total load), France 
(146) (20%) and Sweden (18%) . But the prospects for CHP-DH in the 
UK contrast poorly with those in such countries, as well as in 
many Eastern European countries. Only the Nottingham system 
approaches the scope of even the smaller European ones. Essential 
extensive post-war reconstruction in Europe provided an excellent 
opportunity for introducing district heating; other contributory 
factors resulting in the relative lack of interest in DH in 
Britain include the major role of gas in the domestic sector and 
the different traditions in housing density between Britain and 
(24,141,147-149) the rest of Europe 
At present, about two-thirds of the total energy used in 
electricityýproducing power stations is dissipated wastefully as 
heat via cooling towers, rivers and/or the sea. The energy 
manager may wonder why he has to pay to heat the air or the sea 
directly. This 'wild heat' -- Britain's largest untapped energy 
source - is equivalent to more than twice the amount of the 
electricity now generated. Annually (in 1985) it was equivalent 
to more than the total amount of natural gas brought ashore from 
the British sector of the North Sea and was enough to heat every 
home in Britain for týat year. Denmark (one of the pioneers in 
CHP technology) satisfies 40% of its community heating needs via 
CHP. For Finland, the figure is 30%, whereas for Sweden the pro- 
portion is 25%. Europe has approximately 3000 such schemes. many 
incorporate a refuse-incineration heat station, so satisfying the 
dual purpose of providing heat and/or electricity, as well as 
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reducing the volume of refuse needed to be transported to the 
(150-152) declining number of suitable land-fill sites 
The first industrial CHP installation in the UK was at the 
Singer Factory on Clydebank in 1898. Early CHP - based district 
heating schemes soon followed. In 1911, a small power station was 
modified in Bloom Street, Manchester to supply steam to neighbou- 
ring shops, offices and factories. In 1920 and 1922 respectively, 
DH schemes were started at Dundee (the Logie scheme) and at 
Stirling. In the Dundee scheme, four blocks of buildings, divided 
into flats, were supplied with hot water. Since then, with the 
exception of a few housing blocks supplied with district heat on 
a small scale, there have been only a few notable developments. 
However, one is the Whitehall scheme which supplies all the 
government buildings in that area. Another, is the Pimlico DH 
undertaking in London, which was commissioned in 1950 to serve a 
community of about 11,000 people using waste heat from Battersea 
power station (which was closed down in 1983). In 1960, a scheme 
was introduced based on Spondon power station near Derby to 
supply steam to the adjoining Courtaulds Factory. Another munici- 
pal scheme (the largest UK coal-fired group-heating scheme) was 
introduced in 1965 at Billingham. using a central- boiler plant 
(8,129,153-155) 
and circulating hot water 
DH, has not been popular in the UK, partly because of the 
difficulties encountered, as might be expected with any new tech- 
nological venture. In the early stages some schemes proved to be 
financially disastrous because of inexperience in the operation 
I 
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of this new form of public utility service. Latterly there have 
been some failures due to the use of unproven methods for the 
design and installation of the transmission network. However, 
despite setbacks of this kind, interest in DH has grown 
(8) 
steadily 
The oil-price shock in November 1973, and the subsequent 
fluctuations of the unit price of crude oil have encouraged UK 
interest in alternative energy systems, including CHP. A well- 
attended Institute of Fuel (now Energy) conference in December 
1971 was devoted to "Total Energy" (subsequently called CHP) 
(156). On investigating such a scheme in detail, it became clear 
that there were grave disadvantages in Total Energy schemes as 
then practised(157). By the end of 1974, the Government establi- 
shed the CHP Group, under the aegis of the Secretary of State for 
Energy's Advisory Council on Research and Development to consider 
the economic role of CHP in the UK and to identify technological, 
institutional, planning, legal and other obstacles to the fulfil- 
ment of that role, and to make recommendations. Their report was 
(158) 
published in 1977 as Energy Paper No. 20 by the Department 
of Energy in the form of a discussion document. It resulted in 
extensive discussions and has been largely accepted as one of the 
most comprehensive assessments attempted in the area of CHP-DH. 
The medium-term analysis of CHP assumed that both natural gas and 
oil would be available as fuels for heating for - 15 years. How- 
ever, it was assumed that reserves of these fuels would, in the 
longer term (> 50 years), be severely depleted and so would not 
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be available for space-heating purposes: by then the energy 
economy would be nuclear and coal based. 
In July 1979, the CHP Group produced the Marshall Report, 
(159) 
which appeared as Energy Paper No. 35 . Relatively little use 
to that date had been made of CHP for domestic or commercial 
space and water heating purposes in the UK, by contrast to the 
situations in countries such as Sweden, Denmark and West Germany. 
They concluded that the major reason for this was the availa- 
bility of a convenient and highly-competitive alternative, namely 
the use of natural gas, for which an elaborate distribution net- 
work already existed in the UK. Heat from CHP stations could be 
competitive with heat derived from burning natural gas only in 
densely"populated cities, where the heat loads are highly concen- 
trated. However, in these areas, natural gas is already supplied 
to consumers as an established cheap and convenient fuel. Never- 
theless, in the longer term, large CHP plant appears to be an 
attractive, economic and energy-thrift option compared with other 
developed forms of heating. The Group reported that energy 
savings by the adoption of CHP-DH economically - viable 
schemes(159) might amount to as much as 30 million tomes of coal 
equivalent per year, a figure representing between 5% and 10% of 
the probable UK primary annual energy demand beyond the year AD 
2000. The comparative economics of the alternatives at 5,10, and 
15% discount rates in 1976 money values were presented for the 
long term. The economics of CHP are very sensitive to the 
discount rate and the choice of the appropriate figure is a key 
issue. CHP has a clear advantage over other options at a 5% 
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discount rate, when the unit fuel prices double in real terms. 
However, at a 10% discount rate, CHP has only a small advantage 
even for high dwelling densities. At 15% discount rate, gas-fired 
central heating generally has the advantage over CHP. The 
standard Treasury discount rate is 7% (it stood for a long time 
at 10%). This is the rate used for public sector appraisal of 
(160) investments in projects . Figure 11 represents the situation 
for marginal costs of long-term (i. e. to persist beyond AD 2000) 
alternatives at a 10% discount rate. 
The public responses to contemplated CHP schemes were regard- 
ed as probably the most important consideration to be settled 
before initiating a lead-city project. Financial assistance from 
the Government appeared to the Group to be highly desirable in 
order to help CHP schemes to 'get off-the-ground'. 
The Marshall 'Report included the results of a survey of 
actual and potential CHP users. of the 56 companies which had 
considered the use of a CHP scheme, 26 rejected it: the dominant 
reasons being given as unattractive overall economics and capital 
shortages. The tariffs for the supply of electricity and 11buy- 
back" provisions offered to CHP operators by Electricity Boards 
were also quoted as obstacles. It was also clear that a high 
plant load-factor was a necessity for CHP to be comercially 
(141) 
viable 
One reason for the apparent lack of interest in industrial 
CHP is the decline of British heavy industry relative to that of 
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our competitors. UK industrial energy demand peaked in 1973, and 
by 1980 had declined by 25%, and a further 5% by 1981. This 
undoubtedly has greatly lessened the scope for development and 
(157) 
modernisation . In 1983, for the 
first time ever, an adverse 
balance-of-trade in manufactured goods occurred for the UK, which 
(161) 
now relies on oil to keep its current account in surplus 
This adverse trend with respect to manufactured goods appears 
unlikely to change for the immediate future. 
In April 1981, a further report, produced by members of the 
Building Research Establishment and the Atomic Energy Research 
(135) 
Establishment, was published by the Department of Energy . it 
deduced that for the conversion of an existing city to CHP-DH, 
where the cost of the mains network is important, estimates were 
around 30% less than those given in Energy Paper No. 20. The 
reduction in the estimates resulted mainly from an examination of 
the cost of a real network serving commercial and institutional 
property as well as housing. The study concludeded that the over- 
all cost-effectiveness of converting an existing city to CHP-DH 
would not be greatly affected by: (i) the size and location of 
the CHP station, (ii) the cost-effective improvements to the 
thermal insulation of dwellings, and (iii) whether or not the 
(24) 
supplies of heat to domestic customers were metered 
In response to the Marshall Report, the Government announced 
that it proposed to initiate investigations concerning the feas- 
ibility of CHP-DH schemes in particular locations in the UK. The 
first stage, which was undertaken by consultants, identified 
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possible locations where CHP-DH might be an economic proposition. 
The second stage was to involve a detailed examination of several 
locations with a view to using them as lead-city schemes. The 
Goverment took the view that a National Heat Board, as proposed 
by the majority of the Marshall Group, was unnecessary, at least 
at present, because in the early stages of any development progr- 
amme the investigations and analyses would be carried out mainly 
(154) by consultants, local government and local interests 
The first stage was carried out by the consultants W. S. 
Atkins and Partners, whose report was published in August 1982 
(162) (and as Energy Paper No. 53 in 1984) . The report indicated 
that nine cities showed promise with respect to the economic 
feasibility of installing a major CHP-DH scheme: these were 
Belfast, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leicester, Liverpool, London, 
Manchester, Sheffield and Tyneside. In these cities, high density 
heat load areas of 20 MW per square km or more were identified, 
with a peak heat requirement of 100 MW per square km or 
more 
(154). 
The composition of domestic central-heating costs 
using electricity, coal. or gas, and the derived price of DH, for 
four representative years was presented for Great Britain (i. e. 
excluding Northern Ireland) - see Fig. 12. A separate assessment 
has been under-taken for Northern Ireland where unit fuel prices 
are higher than in the rest of the UK. 
In April 1984, the Goverment's Department of Energy announc- 
ed that it was initiating the second stage of the investigation, 
and would contribute E750,000 towards further detailed studies, 
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including engineering-design, financial and marketing plans for 
large scale CHP-DH schemes in up to three of the chosen cities. 
It invited applications from local consortia involving both the 
public and private sectors to obtain grants to prepare prospect- 
(154) 
uses for the implementation of CHP-DH systems 
Since the publication of the report, much has happened. 
Sheffield's City Council has refined its plans, and formed a 
(163) 
consortium to implement them . In Tyneside, a detailed 
programme of work was proposed to be undertaken by the consortium 
members, the CEGB and the financial advisers: the end-product 
would be a practical cHP scheme funded by the private sector. The 
first phase of the development - representing about 20% of the 
final scheme -- was based on refuse incineration as the heat 
(164) 
source 
In London, the Borough of Southwark has (i) examined the 
prospects for CHP-DH within its boundaries, (ii) considered the 
potential impacts of installing DH mains in an existing built-up 
area, and (iii) investigated the possibility of interconnecting 
its major existing DH schemes 
(165,166). A GLC-sponsored study by 
orchard Partners has concluded that a coal-fired CHP-DH develop- 
ment could ultimately meet half the heating requirements of 
(165-168) London's Inner Boroughs . The study also concluded that 
the proposed development would (i) benefit electricity consumers 
to the same extent as a new nuclear-power station, and (ii) make 
a real return of 5% per annum on its DH operation, which is the 
same as that required for the gas and electricity-supply 
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industries. Moreover, it would provide heat to customers at 20% 
less cost than otherwise would be incurred. The development as 
envisaged, would, by the year AD 2012, encompass a total connect- 
ed heat load of 2895 MW. However, this capacity would be provided 
by a staged construction of six CHP sets all located on the 
CEGB's Barking site. The scheme is three times the size envisaged 
in the Atkins Report. Nevertheless, the Outer London Boroughs 
were also found to be suitable for DH. 
There was a worry for the towns involved in the CHP-DH 
studies, that by involving suppliers of equipment or services to 
be members of the consortia, they will be allowing these compan- 
ies to be in a very strong position even while the plans are 
(166-168) being drawn up 
In January 1985, the Government announced the winners of the 
grants, of up to E250,000 (per city) to fund research study 
groups and their city's prospects for implementing a CHP-DH 
scheme. The three British cities were Belfast, Edinburgh and 
Leicester. This reflects the Department of Energy's fundamental 
aim to incorporate one city from each of Northern Ireland, 
Scotland and England in the overall investigation. Substantial 
private sector funding has provided additional capital to finance 
extensive analysis of CHP-DH prospects in all the three cities 
(169) 
considered 
Belfast, whose award of E250,000 was a forgone conclusion, 
could also opt for conversion of a power station - in particular 
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the site at Belfast West. Alternatively, the city may choose a 
CHP station close to the rich deposits of soft brown coal (i. e. 
lignite). 
Members of the Edinburgh consortium while undertaking an 
18-month feasibility study, are concentrating on developing the 
engineering procedures and economics for a CHP scheme, within an 
area containing the highest proportion of offices and public 
buildings and the lowest proportion of industrial floor space of 
(162) 
any of the nine cities short-listed in the Atkins Report . if 
the detailed study confirms the viability of using the Cockenzie 
Power Station as the prime source of heat, alterations will be 
made to the generating plant and to the operating regime to 
divert some of the heat produced through the district-heating 
system. Two additional sources of fuel have been considered in 
the design of a system for the city: namely refuse incineration 
(170,171) and a coal-fired boiler station at Dalry 
A consortium of varied interests has come together in 
Leicester. The proposed CHP plants would generate heat in a 
useable form with electricity as a byýproduct. This would 
increase the efficiency of the fuel used from 35% to 75% approx- 
(172,173) imately 
Despite only three cities out of the original list of nine 
having been chosen to feature in the prospectus, it is probable 
that CHP assessments will continue in the other cities despite, 
at this stage, their lacking Governmental support. For instance, 
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the consortium of businesses and local authorities, which submit- 
ted a plan to build a multi-million pound CHP plant on Tyneside 
has decided to press ahead. They were anxious not to waste the 
preparatory investigations that had already been completed, and 
which have led to considerable interest from potential customers 
for the "cheap" heat to be produced, and from other firms working 
in this area, who are not at present involved in the Tyneside 
(174) 
scheme 
Given that London has consistently come out on top in the 
Department of Energy's recommendations for suitable venues for 
CHP, the GLC-led consortium is now independently funding further 
work on CHP for London with approval from the Department of the 
Environment. The Council is comnissioning two engineering consul- 
tants, Orchard Partners and W. S. Atkins in the London Boroughs 
of Southwark and Tower Hamlets respectively, to undertake detail- 
ed studies and to investigate the potential for a core scheme or 
schemes. Reports will be due in February 1986 and are intended to 
encourage the early development of CHP in London after April 
(169,175,176) 
1986 
A research project into small-scale CHP, covering parts of 
South London, was officially launched during December 1985. The 
scheme uses equipment producing as little as 15 kW of electricity 
and 40 kW of heat. It was organised by London's South Bank Poly- 
technic with the help of the Inner City Partnership. Efficiencies 
(144) 
of up to 85% are being attained 
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However, the city which has probably achieved most progress 
towards realising its own CHP scheme is Sheffield: already it has 
received a grant from the EEC towards the cost of its study. The 
scheme has been designed to be implemented in two stages. The 
first stage will be based on an existing refuse incinerator and a 
new heat station using fluidised-bed technology with in-bed de- 
sulphurisation. The second stage will be based on a new CHP sta- 
tion using coal-gasification combined-cycle technology with de- 
sulphurisation. Many institutional and commercial buildings, with 
firm heating requirements, will be supplied, together with two 
(154,176,177) large existing residential group-heating schemes 
Superficially this would appear to be a time of hope for 
advocates of CHP in the UK. However, in practice, the opposite 
is true: pessimism prevails because of the Government's require- 
ment that approval for city-wide CHP will depend on the availab- 
ility of private finance. Also there is a conflict of interests 
between CHP and the existing power utilities: the widespread 
introduction of CHP in the UK would contribute significantly to 
fuel thrift by reducing the demands for gas, electricity and coal 
whose suppliers each still compete to sell customers more of 
their fuel(see Fig. 13). Investment in a public utility, like a 
power station, is essentially long term and therefore is fund- 
amentally less attractive to private investors. A further problem 
could arise from the shorter economic life assumed for privately- 
funded CHP and electricity generation stations. There is little 
likelihood of the private sector competing with the CEGB for 
large-scale electricity"only power stations. This is despite the 
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publication of the 1983 Energy Act, which was heralded as paving 
the way for competition from the private sector 
(29,154,178) 
- 
see Fig. 14. Currently, the CEGB has only one small CHP-DH scheme 
(179) operating in Hereford: it uses two 7.5 MW diesel generators 
However, some of the older coal-fired DH schemes have been 
modernised with respect to the introduction of simplified (but 
more comprehensive) controls, which can be individually monitored 
by the user. This has resulted in lower overall costst and 
particularly smaller running costs. The range of options for 
refurbishment, which an authority may wish to consider, can be 
very broad. Apart from fuel switching and/or a change of heat 
source, they include M installing consumer controls, heat 
emitters and heat meters as well as improving the thermal insula- 
tion in the dwellings, (ii) installing hydraulic controls and 
increasing the hot-water storage in the local plant rooms, and 
(iii) improving the scheme efficiency by tuning' the existing 
boiler plant. It is also important to be satisfied as to the 
cause of failure in the heat mains before contemplating replace- 
ment. For instance, Fig. 15 indicates a range of alternatives 
which can be adopted with respect to a DH scheme in the UK. it 
demostrates the projected costs of DH upgrading and refurbishment 
(140) for the next 30 years . Nevertheless, it is assumed that heat 
mains have an average service life of 25 years, and that mains 
repairs will increase at 0.085 repairs/km/annum. Conversion of 
firing from oil to coal is also assumed. 
CHP linked to DH may yet become highly competitive. Many 
small CHP schemes are being installed in the UK, often driven by 
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modified automobile engines e. g. the Totem system( 
157,180-183) 
However, in national macroeconomic terms, there is a serious 
disadvantage in biasing CHP development towards smaller schemes. 
Such schemes will generally be based on oil and gas, and so can- 
not offer the long term balance-of-payments benefits that would 
accrue from large city-wide schemes using coal and, eventually, 
(154) 
nuclear energy 
DH will struggle to compete with off-peak electricity and 
domestic or imported natural gas. SNG produced from coal is esti- 
mated to be two to three times the price of today's natural gas, 
even given the availability of secure and relatively cheap coal 
S. upplies. Both coal and nuclear power, which provide the most 
immediate and substantial options for diversifying the energy 
economy, are the subjects of deep divisions of opinion in 
society. The miners' strike revealed significant differences 
about the future role of coal in the UK energy economy, and over 
(24,161) 
the modernisation of the methods of coal excavation 
The introduction of CHP would reduce the rate of demand for 
coal in the UK. However, it would increase the overall percentage 
of coal in the UK's total annual energy consumption. Clearly this 
would not be universally welcomed, and there are those whose 
cynicism is such that they believe that the conditions attached 
to the funding of the lead-city schemes have been contrived to 
prevent such an outcome. Even if this depressing view is reject- 
ed, it is still hard to believe that the situation is fair or 
even remotely likely to provide a proper basis for the assessment 
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of the potential benefits of CHP. Without such an assessment, 
there is the distinct possibility that British society will be 
poorer because of the failure to implement CHP-DH and, for some, 
(154) this will mean being very much colder . The Government 
appears to have no energy policy. It prefers to interfere as 
little as possible, yet allegedly let market forces (with Govern- 
ment interference) control the development of the electricity, 
gas and coal industries. But this may not be the wisest approach 
(184,185) to see us into the next century . Nevertheless, the 
Energy Secretary, Peter Walker, has claimed 
(151) that he can make 
Britain the most energy-efficient country in Europe. To achieve 
this will require Goverment leads and investments with respect 
to CHP-DH and a more reasonable (i. e. what is in the best 
interest of Britain) approach from the Electricity Boards! 
CONCLUSIONS 
District heating (DH) and cooling (DC) are means of distrib- 
uting heated or cooled fluid respectively, from a central source 
to highly occupied areas. Combined heat and power (CHP) or cogen- 
eration is the production of heat as well as useful shaft power. 
The available sources of energy for CHP-DHC schemes have been 
discussed. with greater incentives to develop new sources of 
energy, municipal, commercial and industrial wastes are being 
explored actively as potentially-useful sources of both materials 
and fuels. of the non-conventional fuels, nuclear energy, solar 
energy and coal-derived synthetic fuels show promise as large- 
scale realistic alternatives to fossil fuels for CHP-DHC. 
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The selection of metering and control arrangements for CHP- 
DHC systems will form an integral part of the design. Yet, the 
rate of progress in this field has been dissappointing. Avoiding 
the use of meters leads to the profligate use of at least 20% of 
the total energy consumed. However, at present, it is the policy 
of many local authorities not to charge customers according to 
metered heating consumptions. Nevertheless, modern electronic 
pre-payments, coded onto magnetic cards, are flexible and can be 
programmed to take account of special requirements. 
While the use of CHP-DH may well be economic overall, tariffs 
must be so structured so as to make it financially attractive for 
as many individual consumers as possible. The electricity supply 
industry states that fully-harmonised tarrifs will be made avail- 
able equally to consumers whether they are electricity generators 
or not. Unfortunately, these have still to appear! 
The future development of the CHP-DH in Great Britain is 
uncertain. An analysis of the principal parameters indicating the 
major trends has been discussed in this paper. It would appear 
that large-scale CHP-DH schemes will not be developed, in the 
near future, without government financial support. However, in 
the mean time, the government has offered to contribute towards 
the cost of planning the CHP-DH supplies for three cities: namely 
Belfast, Edinburgh and Leicester. More encouragingly, the 
Electricity Supply Industry is working closely with the municipal 
authorities in the cities of London, Newcastle, and Sheffield to 
develop CHP schemes. 
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many small CHP schemes, driven by modified automobile 
engines, are being installed in the UK. There is a serious dis- 
advantage in biasing national policy towards the use of such 
systems. They are generally based on oil and gas, and so cannot 
offer the long-term balance-of-payments benefits that can accrue 
from large city-wide schemes using coal and eventually, nuclear 
energy. 
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NATURAL CONVECTION ACROSS CAVITIES: DESIGN ADVICE 
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Applivil Energy 20 (1985) 
Natural Convection Across Cavities: 
Design Advice 
SUMMARY 
Experimental memurements and theoretical predictions oj*steadj, -state 
heat transfers to orftom hori--onialsingle or double pipelines enclosed in 
horLontal circular or rectangular enclosures have been collated. The 
oplimal conftisrations qj' the pipelines to achieve n1a. vimunt therinal 
resivances of the air-filled cavities are identified. A recommended 
i-ort-t-hiti(tttj'orl)rc, ilic-iiitg the c-otithiiit, (I(-otivectivelc-oti(luctive resistances 
provided h, r the conlained air in a hori: ontal concentric annuli is 
presemed. 
NOMENCLATURE 
d Diameter of the inner pipc(s), see Figs I and 2 (mm). 
D Diameter of the outer pipe, see Fig. I (min). 
e Vertical eccentricity =(hlG), see Fig. 1. 
E Displace mcnt ratio =[I - 211111(Y- d)] or (I - 211sl(Y-d)] 
for the return or supply pipe, respectively, see Fig. 2. 
G Average vertical gap size = [(D - (ý/2] and [(Y - (ý/2] for the 
circular and rectangular enclosures, respectively (mm). 
Gr Local Grashof number. 
It Distance between the vertically displaced horizontal ccntrelincs 
of the outer and inner pipes, see Fig. I (mm). 
Applied Energy 0306-2619/85/SO3.30 o Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Lid, 
England. 1985. Printed in Great Britain 
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HR' HS Vertical distances between the return and supply horizontal 
pipes, respectively, and the upper horizontal internal surface of 
the enclosure, see Fig. 2 (mm). 
k Thermal conductivity of the fluid contained in the cavity 
(W m` K'). 
kc Effective thermal conductivity due to combined convection and 
conduction through the air trapped in the cavity (W m`K 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal cavity (mm). 
M Dimensionless parameter dependent upon the geometry and 
temperature distribution of the system =Nu/Gr". 
Power index of the Grashof number in the Ku versus Gr 
relationship. 
Nu Local Nusselt number. 
Ful Average Nusselt number. 
Pr Prandtl number. 
Ra Rayleigh number for the convecting fluid flow. 
TO Steady-state uniform temperature of the inner surfaces or the 
outer surround ing'isothermal'enclosures, see Figs I and 2('C). 
TR, Ts Steady-state temperatures of the outer surfaces of the return 
and supply pipes, respectively, see Figs I and 2 ("C). 
X, Y Horizontal width and vertical height, respectively, of the 
rectangular enclosure, see Fig. 2 (mm). 
Increment of the parameter ( ), e. g. AT represents the steady- 
state difference between the temperatures of the outer surface of 
the inner (supply) pipe, Ts, and the inner surface of the outer 
enclosure, To (*Q. 
0 Angular co-ordinate, measured from zero for the vertically 
downwards radius vector, emanating from the centre of the 
supply pipe; 0 increases in a counter-clockwise rotation, see 
Fig. 3 (degrees). 
Suffixes 
d Based on the diameter of the inner pipe. 
G Based on the gap size. 
0 Of the inner surfaces of the outer enclosure. 
Based on the inner characteristic radius for two-dimensional 
laminar natural convective heat transfer in a horizontal 
annulus. 
-2.3- 
R For the return pipe. 
S For the supply pipe. 
HEAT TRANSFERS AND FLUID FLOWS 
The transfer of heat through a fluid is achieved by gaseous conduction, 
convection and radiation. If absorption of the latter occurs in the fluid, 
the radiation flux becomes a function of the properties of the enclosed 
fluid, as well as of the temperature distribution, surface finish and 
geometric configuration that affect the situation when the fluid is 
transparent to thermal radiation. Irrespective of whether the fluid is 
thermally transparent, radiation occurs independently of the presence of 
any simultaneous gaseous conduction and convection. 
As convection never ensues without simultaneous fluid conduction, 
these modes of heat transfer are usually considered together. Fluid 
motion, due to buoyancy forces resulting from density variations within 
the fluid, is termed 'natural' (or free) convection. 
Heat transfer data are conveniently expressed in dimensionless forms 
by ail appropriate Nusselt number, Nu, which is a function of either the 
Grashofnumber, Gr, or tile Rayleigh number, Ra. The Nusselt number is 
defined its the ratio of' tile actual steady-state heat transfer rate, by 
combined convection and conduction through the fluid, to the steady- 
state heat transfer had tile conduction occurred alone. 
By means of dimensionless analysis, it can be deduced that, when 
convection occurs, the rate of heat transfer across the enclosed fluid layer 
is a function of: the Grashof number, Gr, the Prandtl number, Pr, the 
aspect ratio, LIG, and the diameter ratio, DId, for the circular enclosure 
(see Fig. 1); or the width ratio, XIG, the height ratio, YIG, and the pipe 
ratio, d1G, for the rectangular enclosure (see Fig. 2). However, if L is 
sufficiently large, the Nusselt number will become independent of LID. 
It is alleged' that the influenc ,e of 
the surface roughness on the natural 
convection heat transfer is negligible in practice. 
For natural convection of the air between horizontal concentric pipes, 
with To < Ts (see Fig. 1), two basic types of flow-depending on the gap 
size, G-have been observed 2 namely the crescent-eddy pattern (see 
Fig. 4) and the kidney-shaped eddy pattern (see Fig. 5). For both vortex 
systems, the fluid flows up along the heated inner-pipe's outer surface and 
down along the outer-pipe's cooled inner surface with the fluid in the 
-2.4- 
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Fig. 4. Typical flow visualisation in a horizontal annulus; a stable crescent-eddy 
pattern, between a heated inner horizontal pipe concentrimith a cooled outer horizon tat 
pipe. Gld=0-73, Gr, < 1-57 x 10'. ' 
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Fig. 5. As for Fig. 4 but with Gld= 1-35. Grd < 1-57 x 10', a stable kidney-shaped eddy 
pattern then occurs. 2 
-2.8- 
Fig. 6. As for Fig. 4 but with Gld= 1.35, Grd> 1-57 x 10'. an unstable (i. e. 0 varying) 
oscillatory flow of the plume then ensues. ' 
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central cores of the vortices being almost stagnant. However, for large 
gap sizes at a higher Grashor number, -the stable kidney-shaped eddy 
pattern becomes unstable and begins to oscillate circumferentially (see 
Fig. 6). Qualitative1j, similar flow patterns were observed for To > T., but 
the air in this instance moved up as it was heated by the inner surface of 
the outer pipe and subsequently fell as it was cooled by the relatively cold 
inner-pipe surface forming the annulus. ' The stability of the flow field 
within the annulus, in both cases, was dependent upqn the Grashof 
number, Gr. 
Extensive experimental and theoretical analyses of natural convec- 
tions in horizontal cavities have been carried out to study the inter- 
action between the hydrodynamic and thermal effects for a variety of 
parameters. ' Most of these studies were concerned with concentric 
pipes; '-' only a few considered systems with the inner pipe mounted 
eccentrically with respect to-the outer one'. ` Many different techniques 
for correlating the typical heat transfer behaviours have been proposed. "O 
Analysis of steady-state isotherm maps and flow visualisations has been 
helpful, both quantitatively and conceptually. '"' Recent studies have 
focused attention upon rectangular enclosures, " effects of spacers, " 
non-circular geometric pipes, " and the rotation of the inner" or the 
outer"' pipe while the other pipe remains at rest. 
APPLICATIONS 
Stagnant, or near stagnant, attilospheric-pressure air is the most common 
thermal insulant. By judicious design, it can be incorporated within 
assemblies to reduce the rates of heat exchange. For example, the use of 
pores of less than I -8mm tends to suppress natural convection within 
insulants at near normal ambient temperature. " A 19mm air gap is 
recommended for vertical double-glazing for housing, " and - 15 mm is 
the optimal air-filled gap width size for vertical, concentric, annular- 
cavity lined chimneys. " Ail air gap was initially recommended 2, between 
horizontal concentric . pipes as a means of protecting any insulant 
attached to the inner pipe, because the cavity acts as an emergency 
drainage and ventilation channel in the event of flash flooding or other 
temporary rise of the water table. 
Natural convection heat transfers to or from a pipe (or pipes) en- 
closed in a circular or rectangular enclosure have received much 
-2.10- 
attention' 2.13.17.2 2-35 because or applications, in superconducting AC 
generators, 17 aircraft cabin insulation, 22 electronic equipment '23 COM_ 
pressed-gas insulated electric-power cables, 2' underground electric trans- 
mission cables, 2' solar collectors, 26 nuclear reactors, 27 fusion reactor 
blanke tS, 2 ' as well as in many industrial processes such as district cool- 
2 30-32 ing, 1' district heating, " heat storage, I density inversion of water, 
reactor-spent fuel cooling, 33 radioactive waste-heat removal, 34 and 
geological and astrophysical proble MS. 3' Besides air, other fluids have 
been used to inhibit or enhance heat transfers across cavities: for instance, 
hydrogen, carbon dioxide '36 water, transformer oil, machine oi 1,3 
7 
silicone fluid, 3' nitrogen, sulphur hexafluoride 3' and argon. 40 Thus data 
are available for the range 0-7 < Pr < 6000. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
The circular enclosure 
The earliest reported systematic study of heat transfers from a horizontal 
pipe across a horizontal cylindrical annular cavity was by Beckmann" 
in 1931. He simulated the pipeline situation, for which the thermal 
insulation is provided by multilayered, thermally floating aluminium foil 
ýhields forming a scrics of annular, air-filled cavities around a pipe. The 
parameters involved in this study were the Grashof number, Grj (based 
oil the inner pipe diameter, (/), the Prandtl number, Pr, and the diameter 
ratio, Dlil. The resulting correlation was stated as: 
kjk- = J(G r, Pr, D1d) (1) 
where k. is the effective thermal conductivity due to combined convection 
and conduction through the air trapped in the cavity (and therefore 
k, ý: k). The values of the thermal conductivity ratio, kjk (a form of 
Nusselt number), for air and carbon dioxide were determined in the 
ranges 1-2 < Dld <8 -1 and 10' < Gr, < 10'. The Nusselt number was 
found to rise with an increase of the gap size, G, for a fixed diameter hot 
inner pipe. However, failure to compensate for the heat losses from the 
ends of the inner pipe led to axial conduction errors and introduced 
significant three-dimensional convective currents in the flow field. 
Voigt and Krischer'" analysed an experimental system similar to that 
of Beckmann 36 for 1-4<D/d<4-29 and corroborated Beckmann's 
-2.11- 
conclusions. By presenting kjk- graphically as a function of the Grashof 
number, Grd, it was found that the correlating equation holds for 
geometrically similar systems, irrespective of the actual pipe sizes. This 
enables one to simulate large-scale practical pipe-in-pipe systems cheaply 
in the laboratory. 
Kraussold" extended Beckmann's investigation using water, trans- 
former oil and machine oil, and was able to account for the Prandtl 
number variations. He considered diameter ratios of 1-2,1-5 and 3-0 and 
proposed a correlation whiýh included both his and Beckmann's results to 
within an estimated error of + 20 %. However, this did not account for the 
independent effects or either the Grashof or the Prandtl number. 
Interest in this topic subsequently declined and no significant further 
study was reported until 1961 when Liu el al. 3' considered both the fluid 
flow and the corresponding temperature distribution in the cavity. They 
examined the steady-state heat transfers between concentric pipes across 
annuli of air, water or silicone fluid. The overall rate was expressed as: 
N u,; = J*(Pr, G rG, Gld) 
for the range 1-154<D/d<7-50 and 2.41 x 102 <Ra(; <4-22 x 10'. 
They observed difrerent types of stable and unstable flow depending on: 
(1) the diameter ratio, Dlel; (2) the fluid properties; and (3) tile geometry 
of the arrangement. With air in annuli with large diameter ratios, the 
fluid. moved rapidly in a thin layer near each surface whilst remaining 
practically stationary near tile gap centre, the flow pattern having a 
kidney shape (see Fig. 5). Maximum velocities occurred near the top of 
the inner pipe. The central slow-speed region gradually reduced in extent 
if the gap size was decreased, until a crescent-shaped pattern formed 
(see Fig. 4). For large temperature differences across the cavity, slow 
sideways oscillations were experienced for diameter ratios in the range 
1.5 < Dld < 7-5 (see Fig 6). Convection gradually increased as the 
Rayleigh number, RaG, rose and at very high values (RaG >5x 10') a 
temperature gradient inversion (i. e. opposite in sign from -that which 
would be expected initially in view of the temperatures of the immediate 
boundaries) occurred for 90' <0< 150*. This is caused by the fast 
moving thin layer of fluid near the outer pipe wall. (A somewhat similar 
behaviour was also observed for a closed-ended vertical, plane-walled 
cavity by Brooks and Probert" and between infinite parallel plates by 
Lietzke. ") 
The observations of Liu et a 1.38 were later confirmed by Bishop et 
-2.12- 
al. " for diameter ratios of 1-23,1-85,2-45 and 3-69, and by Lis'9 using 
the schlicren method with Rad <2x 10' for annuli with 2< Dld < 4. 
Motion pictures of the flow pattern were made" to assist in accurately 
describing the flows. KidneY-shaped, crescent-shaped and cellular flow 
patterns were also observed by Bishop et al., " and by Yin et al. " in their 
investigations of natural convection between concentric spheres. 
Apart from the stable kidney- and crescent-eddy-shaped flows under 
steady conditions, Powe et al. 46.47 observed a two-dimensional oscil- 
latory flow, a three-dimensional spiral flow and a two-dimensional 
multi-cellular flow for different values of the inverse relative gap size 
1-43 < dIG < 10-0. The Grashof number, Ord, for which the flow becomes 
unstable varied inversely with the radii of curvature of the bounding 
pipes. Huetz and Petit' 8 observed multi-cellular flows when a constant 
heat flux was imposed on one wall and a fixed temperature on the other; a 
mixture of sodium and potassium was used as the working fluid. 
However, Grigull and Hauf' proposed a different categorisation of the 
atmosphcric-pressure air flow patterns for diameter ratios in the ranges 
1-3 < DId< 6-3 and 3-2 x 102 < GrG < 71-6 x 10'. They identified three 
different flow regimes: 
I Pseudo-conductice (i. e. lit-o-dimensional) regime, for GrG < 2-4 x 
10', mainly characterised by conductive heat transfers as indicated 
by near-conccntric interference fringes, and Ru-(, being almost 
indcpcndcnt of Gr,;: convcction cfrects were noticed as AT 
increased. Liu et al. " also observed that convection was present 
at such low Grashof numbers. 
2. Transition reginies, for 2.4 x 103 < Gr,, < 3-0 x 10', showing three- 
dimensional vortices in oscillation about the vertical longitudinal 
plane and restrained to relatively smaller values of the relative gap 
size, Gld. 
3. Fully developed iwo-cliniensional laminar convection regime, for 
GrG > 3-0 x 10', when the flow field was much more steady. 
However, upon increasing Grd the flow patterns became more 
kidney-shaped and the centre of the closed flow loops moved 
upward in the annulus. 
A comparison of the results of Grigull and Hauf ' with those of others 
is presented in Fig. 7 which suggests the type of flow that is expected 
to occur in the annuli when 0-3 < dIG < 12-5 and 25 < GrG <6x 106. 
The multicellular flows observed 16 at dIG = 10-0 were similar to those 
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reported by Liu et al. 38 at dIG = 4-76 and 3-33; these appear to be similar 
to the flows described by Grigull and Hauf in the transition regime. '9 
Powe et al. " concluded that, although the diameter ratio did not 
significantly affect the flow-patterns in an annulus, the radii of curvature 
of the cylinders influenced the value of the -transition Grashof number, 
GrGI i. e. the value at which instabilities first appeared. This indicates that, 
even for the same diameter ratio, flows in larger systems would tend to 
have higher values of Grashof number. 
However, by relating the Rayleigh number, RaG, and the average 
Nusselt number, Nu,, Liu el al. 38 obtained a lower value of Nud from that 
of McAdams" for steady-state natural-convection heat transfers from a 
single horizontal pipe to an infinite plane boundary. This difference can 
be attributed to the fact that a simple correctioh for gap size, G, or 
Prandil number, Pr, cannot be used to-reconcile data due to the 
KIDNEY- 
SHAPED 
. STABLE FLOW 
CRESCENT- 
SHAPED STABLE FLOW 
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complicated flow phenomena encountered. Senftleben and Glad isch" set 
an upper limit of 500 for the diameter ratio, whereas Powe 52 suggested 
a limiting range of 4< Dld < 25 for Nusselt number versus Rayleigh 
number relations to be applicable. The minimum limit is determined by 
the conductive heat transfer, whereas the upper limit is dictated by the 
criterion of natural convection in a fluid of infinite extent. 
Grigull and Hauf', " using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer measured 
the local heat transfer coefficients on the boundaries of a horizontal 
annulus containing atmospheric-pressure air by means of a technique 
similar to that of Eckert and Soehngen. " Their results corroborated 
those of Beckmann, 36 and the computer predictions of Crawford and 
Lemlich. " Unlike the apparatus used by Beckmann, that employed by 
Grigull and Hauf achieved a constant outer pipe temperature. The latter 
measurements did not agree so well with those of Liu et at., " which 
were consistently smaller (by -20%. ). The data obtained for the fully 
convective flow regime could be represented by the equation: 
Nu. = 0.2 + 0.145(Gld) Gr'ý" ex p(- 
0-02Gld) (3) 
for 2.1 < DId < 6.3. 
Soviet studies'"' obtained overall heat transfer data for diameter 
ratios, DId, of 1-9,4-7 and 9-4 at Grashof numbers 10 -' < Grd < 1051 
including results for the rarefied-gas regime. " Their experimental 
results were in good agreement with other published data 5.36.39.41.5 5 at 
Grd 10 4 
Kuehn and Goldstein 6 extended the existing knowledge of velocity, 
temperature distribution and local heat transfer coefficients as well as the 
overall heat transfer coefficients by using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 
For air and water at atmospheric pressure, with Gld = 0-8 (D1d = 2-6) at 
2-1 X 104 < RaG < 9-8 x 10', their results were correlated using a least- 
squares regression analysis. It was deduced that for: 
0 272 ah-, k, = 0- 159 Ra,, ' over the range 2-1 x 10' < RaG < 9-6 x 10" 
0 238 104 ivate)-, kc = 0-234 Ra,; ' over the range 2-3 x< RaG < 9.8 X 10' 
These conclusions -agree well with the experimental correlation of 
Bishop, "' the conduction-boundary-layer model developed by Raithby 
and Hollands, " and the experimental correlation given by Itoh et al., ' 
but the curves from Kraussold " and Liu et al. " were deemed to be too 
low. Those of Lis, " Shibayama and Mashimo, " and Barelko and 
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Shtessel" were better but the slopes of these curves do not correspond to 
those of Kuehn and Goldstein. ' 
Several authors' . 6.9.3 7- 39.4 1.5 8 tried to achieve a correlation, by using 
a modified form of Nusselt number and/or by the introduction of a 
further parameter. Thus each investigation appears to have analysed 
their own and other results in their own way. In practice, to achieve a 
comprehensive correlation is extremely difficult. Kuehn and Goldstein 61 
developed a semi-empirical theoretical solution, but this led to an 
excessively complicated correlation. However, Shilston and Probert" 
suggested a simpler correlation for the steady-state rate of heat transfer 
outwards by combined laminar, natural convection and conduction 
through the atmospheric-pressure air contained within horizontal 
concentric annuli. 
The evolved equation was: 
NUG ý [0-181(Dld) - 0-215) Gr'*" (4) d 
for the ranges 3x 103 < Grd < 10'3 and 1-3 < Dld < 7-5. This correlation 
obtained from an analysis of their own and other published experimental 
information enables designers to predict the combined convective/ 
conductive resistance provided by the contained air for the range of 
concentric pipes likely to be encountered in practice. Figure 8 shows a 
cross-plot for the variation of'M' in the standard equation describing the 
combined steady-state convection plus conduction through the air (i. e. 
Nu. =M Gr") with the diameter ratio Dld assuming n= 0-25. Shilston d 
and Probert" suggested that an analogous correlating equation would 
exist for turbulent boundary-layer noWS. 3 ' However, insufficient experi- 
mental data have, as yet, been obtained to determine the coefficients for 
the turbulent situations. The shapes of the temperature profiles were 
dependent primarily upon the geometry of the system, i. e. upon the 
eccentricity, and were comparatively insensitive to the temperature 
difference. This corroborates the findings of Liu et al. " for the concentric 
arrangement. 
The suggestion of Zagromov and Lyalikov" and Lis" that a vertical 
or horizontal eccentric displacement would influence the rate of heat 
transfer across a horizontal cylindrical annulus was substantiated ex- 
perimentally by Probert and co-workers. -'2 They found an optimal 
eccentricity, e, of 0-24 (i, e. in the upper half of the cavity) for a diameter 
ratio of 1-33. This position of the inner pipe reduced the overall steady- 
state outward heat transfer rate by ý- 10 % compared with that for the 
-2.16- 
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concentric configuration. Similar observations were later confirmed by 
Shilston and Probert, " but Kuehn and Goldstein" stated that the 
overall heat transfer coefficient changed by less than 10 % over the range 
of' eccentricities investigated. Ratzel et al. 2' also suggested that the 
downward displacement of the hot inner pipe marginally enhanced the 
rate of convection. 
Experiments by Shilston and Probert" and Kuehn and Goldstein" 
showed that a horizontal sidewise displacement of the inner horizontal 
pipe increased the rate of convec , 
tive/conductive heat transfer, whereas 
Van de Sande and Hamer" did not find any change in the rate for such a 
displacement. 
0 
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The flow patterns do not change appreciably with eccentricity for any 
particular set of pipes, but depend largely on the actual pipe sizes- 
particularly their radii, the diameter ratio and the gap size of the cavity. 
Convective heat transfers in spherical annuli showed very similar basic 
flow patterns in spite ofthe entirely different bounding geometries. Weber 
et al. " noted that, for a given diameter ratio and test fluid, the rate of 
heat transfer could be increased by an eccentric displacement of the inner 
sphere; a negative eccentricity enhanced the convective -motion and a 
positive value always stabilised the flow field and promoted conduction. 
Considering the effects of obstructing the fluid flow in a concentric 
annulus, Lis" investigated turbulent flows at diameter ratios of 2,3 and 4 
by using either six eveilly-spaced, longitudinal splitters or one helical 
splitter. Both spacer designs reduced the natural-convection heat-transfer 
rate by - 20%. The flow velocities were not appreciably affected. Shilston 
and Probert" suggested a reduction of the convective/conductive rate of 
heat flow by -II%, by using two horizontal radial co-planar spacers (at 
0= ±90')-see Fig. 3-and ail increase of -8Y. by using two vertical 
radial co-planar spacers (0=0*, 180*) for a diameter ratio of 1-5. 
Kwon et al. " used three equally spaced low-conductivity axial spacers 
(AO = 120*) for diameter ratios 1-56 and 1-96; a reduction of'-20% in 
the convective/conductive heat leak was achieved. However, high- 
conductivity spacers lead to relatively large heat leaks, which overwhelm 
the reductions in natural convection between the pipes. 
All the previously mentioned studies have been concerned with outivard 
natural convection heat transfer across the cavity. Chakrabarti el al. ' 
carried out ail investigation for ail inivard heat transfer where the inner 
pipe was cooled by cold fluid within a relatively warm pipe. They 
determined the local and average heat transfer coefficients for diameter 
ratios of 1-57,2-60 and 7-28. A simple correlation was presented for 
concentric systems. Different behaviours were observed if the heat 
transfer was inwards rather than outwards across the gap (see Fig. 9). 
However, it can be seen that the two lines describing the inwards and 
outwards heat transfer behaviours cross at RUG = 1, i. e. this implies that 
if conduction through the air is the only heat transfer mechanism, the 
thermal resistance of the air cavity is the same in both directions as 
expected. However, when convection is present, the inwards and out- 
wards behaviour differ increasingly as the strength of the convective 
currents increases. Chakrabarti et al. deduced an optimal eccentricity for 
each diameter ratio tested. The choice of the optimal value (with the inner 
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Fig. 9. Correlation or experimental data for the combined steady-state rates or 
convecLive/conductive heat transfers inwards or outwards across the horizontal, air-filled, 
conceniric annuli. 3 
pipe in the lower half of the cavity) for any considered configuration led to 
ail increase of - 15 in the combined convective/conductive compo'nent 
of the thermal resistance of the air in the annulus compared with that for 
the appropriate concentric geometry. - 
Babus 'Haq et al. 12 studied the steady-state natural convection flow 
visualisations of the air around two horizontal pipes: one was relatively 
cold and the other slightly warmer, representing the supply and return 
pipelines of a district-cooling system, respectively, within a slightly heated 
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horizontal pipe. An improvement of - 35%, of the total heat transfer was 
achieved in the insulating performance oj'the air by ad. opting the'warm- 
above -cold' configuration rather than the current conventional practice 
('side-by-side' coil figuration). 
The rectangular enclosure 
Babus'Haq et al. " studied experimentally the effect of the displacement 
ratio, E (see Fig. 2), of a heated horizontal pipe within an atmospheric- 
pressure, air-filled, relatively cold, horizontal rectangular enclosure. An 
optimal position, at a displacement ratio approximately e4ual to 0-7, i. e. 
in the upper region of the cavity, was deduced. Using this optimal value, a 
reduction of - 13 % was obtained in the convective/conductive thermal 
resistance of the air compared with current conventional practice, i. e. for 
systems with E=0. 
Babus'Haq et al. 13.67 considered the factors influencing the heat loss 
behaviour of a horizontal, double-pipe system (e. g. the supply and return 
hot water pipes of a district-heating system) within a relatively qold 
rectangular enclosure. Flow visualisation photographs were needed to 
supplement and corroborate conclusions drawn from the interferometric 
observations of the steady-state isotherms in the air gap. The supply 
(i. e. the hot) pipe was kept constant at the optimal displacement ratio"' 
Es=0-7 and an optimal displacement ratio, ER (=-0-05) was 
determined experimentally for the return (i. e. the relatively cooler) pipe. A 
reduction of" - 14%, was obtained in the total rate of heat loss through the 
air by using this optimal geometry of the'hot-above-cooler'configuration 
compared with that for the 'side-by-sidc' arrangement. 
Shimmel" employed laser holographic interferometry to investigate 
natural convection from a heated horizontal pipe in an isothermal 
rectangular enclosure. 
ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDIES 
The first numerical solution of the equations describing natural con- 
vective atmospheric-pressure air flows in a cylindrical annulus was 
obtained by Crawford and Lernlich" for several diameter ratios and 
Grashof numbers. The solutions, achieved using a Gauss-Seidel iteration, 
were in good qualitative agrccnient with the results of Beckma 11,13 ' and Liu 
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et al. " The numerical treatm ent also produced the characteristic kidney- 
shaped flow, with the centre of rotation of the cores in the upper half of 
the annulus. 
Abbott's" matrix inversion technique led to similar but-not identical 
results as he considered a relatively large cold pipe in a hot outer one (i. e., 
inwards heat transfer). No comments were presented for the difference in 
the behaviour of the inwards and outwards heat transfer across the gap, as 
was observed experimentally by Chakrabarti el al. ' 
PF 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the experimental observations (for Ra(, = 4,7x 10", Pr=0-706, 
Gld= 0-8) with the numerical predictions (for Ra, = 5-0 x 10'. Pr = 0-700, Gld = 0-8) for 
the steady-state isotherms in an air-filled annular cavity. ' 
Extensive theoretical studies followed 4. b, 2 9,4 8.5 9.6 9-76 -concerning the 
flows and heat transfers due to natural convection between concentric 
pipes. Various methods were adopted, for example the finite-difference 
48,69 technique, ' the power expansion for the Rayleigh number, the 
perturbation expansion for temperature and VeloCity, 7 1.11 the boundary- 
layer approximation and integral methods, "' and the method of series 
truncation. 16 They all produced numerical predictions in good agreement 
with experimental results (see, for example, Fig. 10). 
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Although correlations for the mean heat transfer coefficients have been 
presented . 
3.10.52.58.61 no parametric studies have been reported that 
. 
investigate the effects of Prandtl number and diameter ratio over the 
ranges needed for many practical applications. Kuehn and Goldstein" 
employed ail CXPIiCit, Successive over-relaxation, finite-difference tech- 
nique to solve the governing equations for steady laminar flows in 
two dimensions between two horizontal, concentric, isothermal pipes. 
However, their solution did not satisfy these equations at various Prandtl 
numbers as well as the correlation given in Ref. 61. However, Boyd 15.78 
developed a correlation of two-dimensional natural-convection heat- 
transfer data for horizontal concentric annuli, i. e. 
Nu. = 0-794 Ra, -2 5 (5) 
This correlation applies for two different two-dimensional annuli 
geometries: (1) concentric circular pipes, and (2) a regular hexagonal 
pipe inside a concentric circular pipe in the ranges 0-7 < Pr < 3100, 
10 < Ra, < 107 -and the gap size to diameter of Inner pipe ratio 
0.25 < Gld <1 -0. 
Yao" developed the regular perturbation heat-transfer solution for 
slightly eccentric annuli at small Rayleigh numbers; eccentric effects were 
more important for wider gaps. But Ratzel et al., " in their analytical 
study, concluded that large eccentricities caused only a slight increase in 
natural convective heat transfers. 
However, the IlUrnerical analysis by Projalln el al., ' employing Stolle's 
strongly iniplicit method, indicated that by increasing the Rayleigh 
number, Ra,, (i. e. with convection gradually becoming the dominant 
mode of heat transCer), the rate of heat transfer decreased for positive 
eccentricities whcreas it increased substantially for negative coilfigur- 
ations, compared with the rate across the concentric annulus. Similar 
conclusions were presented numerically by Prusa and Yao' foradiameter 
ra tio of 2-6. Detailed predictions of the temperature and flow fields, and 
local heat transfer rates were given for representative cases. However, no 
comments oil the existence of an optimal geometry were made. 
In addition to their experimental study, Kwon et ell. 14 used all approxi- 
mation to model the thermal boundary condition of the spacers ill the 
two-dimensional finite-diffierence nurnerical computations. The numerical 
and experimental temperature distributions and local convective heat 
transfer coefficients showed good agreement. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental studies of' natural convective heat transfers across hori- 
zontal circular or rectangular enclosures -around single or double pipe 
systems suggest that the steady-state rate of free-convective heat transfer 
is a function of Grashof number, Gr, Prandtl number, Pr, and some 
other geometrical parameters in addition to the diameter ratio, D1d; the 
exact nature of this function is not, as yet, fully established. A recom- 
mended correlation (see eqn. (4)) for the range 3x 103 < Grd < 101 and 
1.3 < DId < 7-5 is presented to enable designers to predict the combined 
convective/conductive resistance provided by the air contained in the 
cavity. 
The basic flow pattern of air is of a kidney shape or a crescent-eddy 
shape. For relatively narrow gap sizes, a three-dimensional cellular or 
spiral flow also occurred above the inner pipe. However, difrýrent shapes 
of flow patterns were observed for enclosures around double-pipe 
systems. 
Optimal eccentricities and displacement ratios for the inner pipes 
relative to the outer enclosure for each air-filled cavity have been 
deduced. Eccentricity has possibly less than a 20%, effect on increasing 
the thermal resistance of tile cavity, but axial spacers may suppress the 
convection even further. However, by using the optimal displacement 
ratios'(E., = 0-7, ER =- 0-05), a reduction of - 14'70 in the iotal rate of 
heat loss across the cavity for the considered boundary temperatures was 
obtained. 
As the boundary layer approximations and simplifying assumptions 
regarding the pressure gradients normally made for convection from- 
simple bodies in a free atmosphere are invalid for enclosed spaces, "' the 
problem of the analytical or numerical treatment of natural convection 
in a *finite enclosure becomes more complicated. Still, the qualitative 
similarity between the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed 
flow patterns and the quantitative agreement of the predicted and 
experimental values of the heat-transfer coefficients observed have been 
remarkably good. 
This survey has been solely concerned with natural convection and 
conduction heat transfer through the fluid. However, in practice, if the 
total heat leak is required, the corresponding radiative contribution 
must be determined and added to the convective/conductive value for the 
a ppropriate temperature difficrence. It was not felt apposite to do this 
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at this juncture because the radiation contribution in such a situation 
will depend upon the ernissivitics of the bounding surfaces. For totally 
enclosed, infinitely long systems, the radiation contribution remains 
constant irrespective of the position of the inner pipe relative to the outer 
one, and so does not affect the optimal position of that pipe provided the 
same surfaces are involved. "' 
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CHAPTER 3 
OPTIMAL LOCATION OF A SINGLE HORIZONTAL PIPELINE IN A 
RECTANGULAR, HORIZONTAL, AIR-FILLED ENCLOSURE TO 
ACHIEVE MAXIMUM THERMAL INSULATION 
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Applied Enerýqy 18 (1984) 
Optimal Location of a Single Horizontal Pipeline in a 
Rectangular, Horizontal Air-filled Enclosure to Achieve 
Maximum Thermal Insulation 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation into the effect of the displacement ratio of 
a heated horizontal pipeline within an atmospheric pressure air-filled, 
relativel 'v cold, 
horizontal rectangular cavity was made. The optimal 
position oj'the pipeline to achieve maximuni energy thrtyi occurred at a 
(lisp lacen ien i ratio qpproxhnaieýv equal to 0-7, i. e. in the upper region of 
the cavit ' v. 
This result is ofsignificance with respect to the reduction of 
distri/nition hecit losses. fi-onz underground disirict-heating pipelines. 
NOMENCLATURE 
D Diameter of the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe (mm). 
E Displacement ratio (= I- 2UI(Y- D), see Fig. I 
-1 :5E: 5 1. 
G Average vertical gap size (Y - D)/2) (mm). 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal air-filled cavity, 
see Fig. 2 (mm). 
M Dimensionless parameter dependent upon the geometry 
and temperature distribution of the system Nuo/Gr"J. 0 _ Power index of the Grashof number in the ýý uo versus Gr, 
relationship. 
Applial Energy 0306-2619/84/$03-00 (0 Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd, 
Engla. nd, * 1984. Printed in Great'Britain 
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R Radius of the circle enclosing the rectangular outer cavity 
-2L\IX' +Y2) (MM) 
T Steady-state temperature of the air corresponding to the 
considered interference fringe ("C). 
U Minimum vertical gap for the chosen configuration, i. e. 
the shortest vertical distance between the pipe and the 
upper horizontal internal surface of the enclosure, see 
Fig. I (mm). 
X Horizontal width of the rectangular cavity, see Fig. I (mm). 
Y Vertical extent of the rectangular cavity, see Fig. I (mm). 
Gro Local Grashof number, based on the diameter, D, of the 
pipe. 
Nuo and Nu,, Local and average Nusselt numbers, respectively, for the 
steady-state heat transfers from the supply (i. e. the hot) 
pipe, based on the average gap size, G. 
Coefficient of the thermal expansion of the air contained 
in the cavity (. -zz IIT,, ), (K- 1). 
AN Fringe shift, i. e. number of fringes moved. 
AT Steady-state temperature difference between the outer 
surface of the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe and the inner 
surface or the enclosure: AT= T, T,, (OC). 
Wavelength of light (=0-6328pm) for the He-Ne laser 
used. 
IU 
Refractive index of air. 
0 Angular co-ordinatc, measured from zero for the 
relatively upwards radius vector emanating from the 
centre of the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe and increasing in a 
clockwise rotation, see Fig. 7 (degrees). 
Suffi. ves 
M Mean value. 
0 For the outer enclosure. 
R At the reference temperature. 
S For the hot pipe. 
. 1) In vacuum. 
0 Value at angle 0. 
Abbreviations 
CHP Combined heat and power. 
DH District heating. 
SNG Synthetic natural gas. 
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Glossar v 
Utilidor A duct (including a walkway) through which the mains 
supplies (e. g. heated water) pass, and which facilitates 
inspection of those distribution 'mains. This term is 
used primarily in the USA. 
DISTRICT-HEATING 
Much attention has been devoted to investigating heat transfers across 
annular cavities, I-' but there is a dearth of information concerning the 
corresponding heat leaks across rectangular horizontal air-filled cavities 
containing cylindrical pipes. ' However, in practice, this geometry is 
frequently adopted, especially for ground-level and underground pipeline 
systems, where a rectangular trench carries a hot water or steam pipe for 
district-heating schemes' or for industrial processes. 
Well designed district-heating systems can be found in many towns and 
cities in Europe and in the Asian part of the Soviet Union. " For Europe, 
about 55 per cent of the population could be supplied economically from 
central district-heating plants and this figure will most probably rise 
significantly in the next two decades, because the world's urban r-I 
population is growing much faster than the total population. " However, 
currently less than I per cent of the UK space-heating demand is supplied 
by district-heating compared with more than 10 per cent in countries such 
as Denmark and Sweden. " The UK is at least 20 years behind Europe 
with respect to the widespread adoption of district-heating. " This has 
arisen partly because the installation of large heat-distribution pipeworks 
in cities presents particular disruption problems due to space limitations 
in UK highways, the configuration of buildings and customers insistence 
upon a high standard of operational reliability. " The control over each 
of the water, gas, electricity and telephone services remains in the hands of 
separate nationalised industries, each with its own bureaucracy. This 
makes it excessively frustrating even to try to get accepted the techniques 
of pipeline laying commonly adopted in many other countries. " 
Following the Marshall report" which recommended the introduction 
in the UK of a large-scale CHP/DH plant and a1ead city' to be chosen, 
and later the Atkins & Partners report " which concluded that large-scale 
CHP/DH 9chemes for nine selected cities may now be commercially 
viable' in the UK, no candidate cities have, as yet, been chosen by the 
Government. Recent studies" suggest that, by the time natural gas prices 
have rikn sufficiently for coal-derived synthetic natural gas to become 
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available commercially, combined heat and power, together with district- 
heating, would have the potential to economically serve almost 30 per 
cent of the existing buildings. However, pertinent experience to date" 
has been unsatisfactory, although these predominantly employ mains 
systems not conforming to the relevant British Standards. 
It is normal practice fordistrict-heating pipes to beclad with insulants, 
located in an atmospheric pressure air-filled rectangular trench: this 
arrangement is sometimes referred to as the 'free-draining' system. " 
Then, in the event of a leak, flooding or a high water table (which occurs 
intermittently in Britain's maritime climate), drainage and evaporation 
from around the pipe would ensue 'automatically. "' Otherwise, 
dampness in the insulant can (i) lead to leaching and hence promote 
corrosion of the underlying steel pipe, (ii) reduce the system's insulating 
effectiveness and (iii) in many instances damage the insulant per- 
manently. ý, -However, this ventilation lowers the effective thermal 
resistance of the cavity, and so usually should be limited to the minimum 
necessary to disperse -_ 
tile moi sture .21 However, such ventilation may 
be 
used to avoid overheating of a hot surfacejMany large buried utilidors in 
Siberia are ventilated once a year in the winter to refreeze the surrounding 
soil. "! , 
District-heating has been introduced in some situations which are not 
economically viable-for example, on low density of demand *new' 
university campuses in the 1960s. There, quite often, the architect wished 
to avoid a plethora of chimneys, preferring to have only one for a central 
boiler house, i. e. architectural considerations took excessive precedence 
over engineering economics. Also, the heat pipelines installed were 
sometimes inadequately designed and poorly insulated, so it is not 
surprising that the opinion on several university campuses is now forcibly 
propagated that it is always better to use separate boilers in individual 
buildings. However, this need not necessarily be so on a high density site tD (for example, the City University, London). 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
As the air-filled cavity configuration is frequently adopted, it appears 
desirable to optimise the position of the pipe within the cavity in order to 
minimise the rate of heat loss from the pipe via conduction, convection 
and radiation through the surrounding air. By using this optimal 
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tyconletrical arrangement, ' the thermal insulation afforded by the C, 
SUrrOUndingair is maximiscd: this can be achieved without any additional 
material costs and without the need for special constructional skills. 23.24 
The present study investigated the steady-state rate of heat transfer 
across it horizontal rectangular cavity containing a horizontal hot pipe 
(representing the supply pipeline of the district-heating system). The aim L_ 
wits to optimise the position of the pipe in order to achieve the minimum 
rate of heat loss for a specified stdady-state temperature difference, AT, 
between the pipe and its rectangular enclosure. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RIG (see Fig. 1) 
The values of the experimental parameters chosen for this investigation 
Nvere: 
100 100 1. = 630 ilim, D= 28-5 nim 
-0-5 <E<0.9 
17 "C < T.,; < 40 T 
4'C < 6T< 25'C 
Fora III lie test s undertakeii in th is investigation, the ccntrcor the pipe was 
maintained at X12 (= 50 mm) frorn both vertical walls or the enclosure. 
Haurand Gri(, Li]12-' stated that the length, L, of the test cavity should 
exceed 500 mrn in order to justify disregarding the three-dimensional 
cll*ects in the air near tile end plates (see Fig. 2). This implied that, for 
LIR > 8, three-dimensional motions in the annular cavity had only 
negligible illIlLIC11CCS LIP011 tile recorded steady-state rates of heat 
transl`er. 2 For I lie present system, ta king Ras t lie least radius of the circle 
enclosing the rectangular section perpendicular to the outer cavity, 
LiR == 8-9 and so complies Nvith this criterion. 
The walls of the cold outer enclosure (representing the district-heating 
trench in practice) were manufactured from Perspex and were water 
cooled, each wall containinga series of enclosed channels through which 
water ran tit mains pressure. Each wall was cooled independently so as to 
avoid an appreciable rise in the temperature of the water, which would 
thereby lead to a significantly non-uniform temperature distribution of 
the rectangular walls. Thirty-six copper-constantan thermocouples were 
settled into holes so that the theri-noj u nct ions were nush with the cavity's 
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RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE 
WITH ITS INNER SURFACE AT 
UNIFORM TEMPERATURE 
To 
--- HOPIZONTAL 
ATMOSPHERIC, - II HOT PIPE WITH PRESSURE AR ITS OUTER 
SURFACE AT 
UNIFORM TEMP- 
ERATURE Ts 
-- -HORIZONTAL 
cr 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a vertical section perpendicular to the len. -th of the 
horizontal pipe in its rectangular enclosure. C 
inner surface to avoid tripping the boundary layer air flows within the 
cavity. The leads of these thermocouples were passed horizontally, and 
parallel with the cavity's surfaces, through the cavity wall to avoid 
conductive heat leaks affecting the recorded observations. The ends of the 
cavity were insulated with expanded polystyrene collars to insulate the 
small amount of inner pipe which protruded at each end. Vertical 
opticdlly flat, unifor , mly 
thick, homogeneous glass plates, i. e. the end 
plates, were fixed nush to the collars in order to seat the cavity from the 
surrounding ambient air. 
The ends ofthe copper pipe (i. e. representing the supply pipeline) were 
closed with brass spigots, which were drilled and tapped to take a drilled 
bolt. Twelve copper-constantan thermojunctions were fixed flush with the 
outer surface of the pipe in small drilled holes. The thermojunction leads, 
being inside the pipe, were passed through the drilled bolts at either end. 
The pipe was fixed at each end to a copper bus-bar, which was attached to 
a support stand, so that the pipe c: ould be set at any position along the 
symmetrical vertical plane running the length or the duct. The pipe was 
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heated by passing it low-voltave high-amperage alternating current 
between its two ends. The eddy current dissipation resulted in uniform 
heating along tile pipe, the ends ofthe bus-bar being secured at the centre 
of each pipe end with it drilled bolt and washer. The transformer was 
equipped with it control dial so that the amount of current passing 
through the pipe, and hence the amount of heating, could be varied by 
known 11111011111S as desired. 
An 18 cm ficld-of-view, 3 nlW He-Ne laser-stimulated Macll-Zehilder 
interferometer'-see Appendix I-was used to produce a distinctive 
characteristic intcrferogram for each two-dimensional steady-state 
temperature distribution in the cavity examined. These interferograms 
indicated the refractive index variations integrated over the axial length 
of the considered cavity. The map of interference fringes so obtained 
indicated the isothermal contours within the cavity. It was recorded on an 
Ilford FP4 film, with a single-lens reflex camera (fitted with a 135 mm, f 2-8 
telephoto-leils). The effects of image distortion due to refraction of the 
beam through the cavity, and also at the ends of it, were reduced by 
focusing the camera on a vertical plane (at 0-33 L) from the cnd-plate 
nearer to tile camera, as recommended by Mchta and l3laCk.. 27 
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Enlarged prints of tile interferograms (see Fig. 3) were developed for 
analysis (see Appendix 2). A travelling microscope was used to aid 
accurate measurement of the separations between the ccntres of fringes. 
Tile fringe displacements from the pipe wall were recorded at 15 de, -ree 
(=AO) increments around the pipe, generally the first five fringe 
displacements being measured except where there were less fringes in the 
pipe's boundary layer. Readings were only necessar for half of each Cý y 
interferogram because the pipe was always equi-distant from the two 
vertical walls of the enclosure, i. e. vertica. 1 symmetry appehained. 
A plot of the local Nusselt number, Nuo, versus the angular co-ordinate, 
0, is shown in Fig. 4 for selected values of the displacement ratio, E. The 
rninii-num value of the local Nusselt number occurred near the top of the 
pipe (i. e. at 0=0 ") for -0.5 <E<0.5. The angular position or the 
minimum local Nusselt number increases from 0=0" for E=0-5 to 
0= 45' for the largest positive displacement. ratio of 0-9. This'minimum' 
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angular position was also temperature dependent: as the temperature 
difference, AT, increased, the angular position of the minimum local 
Nusselt number decreased. This occurred because the fluid velocity in the 
boundary layer increased as ATrose, and the flow penetrated further into 
the relatively stagnant region near the top of the cavity. The influence of 
the temperature difference on the position corresponding to the minimum 
local Nusselt number for a pipe-in-pipe system with eccentric displace- 
ment is much less (than for the present configurations with the rectangular 
enclosure) because of the greater restriction imposed on the fluid flow by 
the outer cylinder wall. 
Grigull and Hauf' noticed three regions of flow in an annular cavity, 
and these could be differentiated by their distinct curves for the combined 
steady-state convective/conductive heat leaks versus Gr, although all are 
or the form Nu. = MGr". The pseudo-conductive region, where the 0 
Nusselt number is essentially independent of the Grashof number, has a 
slope (corresponding to 'n') of virtually zero. The fully developed 
convective region has a slope of n= 0-25 for laminar flow, and between 
these two regions is the transition region. Thus, for this investigation, 
stable convective now was observed to occur over the whole Grashor 
number range tested. However, the slope of the logjONuO versus 
log,, ) Gr,, plot (see Fig. 5) does not remain invariant at 0.25, as would be 
expected for cylindrical annuli. For small temperature differences, a large 
area or relatively stagnant fluid exists at the bottom of the cavity. As the 
temperature difference increases, the flow penetrates further into this 
region. Thus, a large initial increase in the steady-state convective heat 
transfer across the cavity occurs with a small change in ATfor low values 
or AT. For higher values or AT, the effect or the same change in 
temperature diffierence is reduced. When fully developed flow occurs 
throughout the cavity, it is anticipated' that the slope or the loa, O Nu, 
versus log I() Gr,, plots would tend to 0-25 (see Fig. 5). 
Tile radiative component of the steady-state rate ofheat flux across the 
cavity is independent of the displacement ratio for a configuration 
composed ofinfinitely long pipe and enclosure. " For this configuration, 
therefore, the optirnal displacement ratio, determined from the 
condUCtion-convection data, will also be the optimum for the combined 
radiation, conduction and convection contributions through the air. 
Figure 6 is a plot of'AI' (an indication of the steady-state rate of heat 
transfer) versus the displacement ratio, E. The value of'bf'is a maximum 
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Fig. 5. Dependence ofthcama-c Nussell number for steady-state heat flows outwards 0 
across the cavity upon the Grashof number for various displacement ratios. 
at t lie I owest displacement ratio, i. e. E= -0-5, and decreases slowly to its 
value at E= 0-3, where it begins to decrease more rapidly. The minimum 
OCCLUS at approximately E= 0-7, although the value of 'M' does not 
change significantly throughout the region 0-55 <E< 0-8. In a parallel 
investigation, it displacement ratio or E= -0-7 was found to be 
approximately tile optimal displacement ratio for a horizontal cold 
pipeline in a cylindrical, horizontal air-filled rectangular enclosure, i. e. as 
might be used for district-cooling. 23 
At E=0.7, an improvement of 13 per cent in the thermal resistance of 
the air-filled cavity is obtained compared with current conventional 
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Fig. 6. Variation of Af (. in indicati on or the steady-statcratc of heat transfer) versus the 
displacement ratio, E. for the hot pipe in the rectangular sectioned enclosure. 
practice, i. e. the use of systems with E=0 (see Fig. 6). This improvement 
is smaller than that achieved for a similar sized pipe-in-pipe system. This 
difl'ercncc is due to the influence that the shape of the external enclosure 
has oil the fluid flow. The upward vertical displacement of a pipe-in-pipe 
system restricts the convective flow in the region 90 '<0< 180 ', the 
dep-rec of this restriction being dependent upon the eccentric upward 
displacement. In the rectangular enclosure, the flow zone is substantially 
a fl`c . ctcd only near 0= 180 ' by this eccentric displacement. This fact 
ernphasises the importance of the vertical separation between the tops of 
tile inner and outer surfaces of the cavity oil the steady-state rate of 
convective heat transi'd across the cavity. 
'This optimal design knowledge is most relevant for underground 
pipeline systems, for which distribution losses should, if tile operation of 
the district-heating system is to become more economically attractive, be 
minimised. There is no additional cost incurred by installing the pipeline 
at the optimal position as compared with the current conventional 
practice, and the precise optimal displacement ratio need not be st 
, 
rictly 
adhered to as there is a relatively wide region where the heat transfer 
coefficient is near to its rninimum value. In reality, for typically insulated 
pipelines, the 13 per cent improvement in the thermal resistance of the air- 
filled cavity would amount to only -2 per cent improvement in the 
25 
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overall insulation of the system (i. e. allowing for the presence of the 
insulant and the insulation provided by the surrounding air and earth), 
but over the lifetime (> 30 years) of pipeline this is still very worth while. 
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APPENDIX 1: THE MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER 
This instrument consists of two light splitters and two mirrors, all of 
which are optically flat and parallel. Monochromatic light (). = 0-6328 Jim) 
from it nominally 3 mW He-Ne laser passes through a spatial filter and a 
collimating lens (see Fig. 2). The parallel beam is then incident upon a 
vertical, partially silvered, optically flat splitter-platc, S 1, which is inclined 
-it 600 to the light beam. About half of the light in the incident beam is 0 LI 
reflected atS, then strikes it fully re n cc ti rigmirror, M, and travels to the 0 
second splitter plate, S2. Tile other part of the incident beam passes 
through S,, is reflected at mirror, M, and is again renected by S2. Thus, 0-0 
two separate. coherent, monochromatic light beams, of approximately 
equal intensities, originating from it, single source, recombine via a 
decolliniatin- lens, L, aftcr travc1lincy almost equal optical path len-ths. 
A uniformly bright or dark field oil -it screen or at the focal plane of the 
camera should then ensue provided that the plates are optically flat and of 
homogeneous glass. 
As tile system Linder test involves disturbances (e. g. it temperature 
gradient) being introduced ortho-onally to the beam between M, and S, 
C 
the corresponding optical path for the laser light is afrectcd. The two 
coherent beams thus become Out OfpllaSC. SO, Oil their recombination, 
tile field ofviewcontains interference frin-eswhose nutilbersand spacings 
are dictated by the temperature distribution across the test section 
perpendicular to tile mean direction of the light beam. 
APPENDIX 2. INTERPRETING THE INTERFEROGRAMS 
The interferograms were printed, at as great a contrast as could be CC 
achieved, oil LgIossy paper (thereby obtaininc-- sharply defined frincges). 
Because or symmetry, only tile ri-ght half of each interferotiraill was 
analysed. 
In the situation depicted Schematically in FiC,,. 7, the thermal boundary 
layer adjacent to the inner cylinder is indicated by five fringes (i to v). The 
separations between fringes i, ii, iii and tile inner cylinder boundary wer .e C' 
measured at 15" radial intervals by means ofa travelling microscope. As 
the 1800 radius vector (i. e. vertically downwards) is approached, the 
frinoes become closer, i. e. the local heat transfer coefficient at tile 0 
cylinder's surface increases. - 
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-90* 
Fringes adjacent 
to the cylinder's 
boundary 
I 
Fig. 7. Istitherm% around a hori/0,11-11 heated pipeline as revealed by Much-Zchndcr 
inted'erometry. Thean., tilarco-ordinate, 0. is measured from the top of the supply pipe in 
a clockwise rotation. 
From tile followinýg three standard interferoinctric -equations, tile 
-1-ringe' temperature. T, was calculated, takingry the temperature of tile cold 
%%, all as the reference: 
PR- 
;. 
AN 
L 
PR + 
(I 
+ IITR) 
T_I(1hl 
Ii \p -1 
The distances of the first three fringes frorn the hot wall along a radial c0 
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(i. e. constant 0) line %vcrc plotted against tile temperatures corresponding 
to tile rringes. A Icast-squares straight-line fit was employed to deduce the 
gradient (dT/dx) or this line at the reference wall, i. e. the hot inner 
cylinder. LISill" Only those Frings contained within the inner cylinder's 
boundary layer. This value or dTldx was used in conjunction with the 
avcrage gap size, G, and the overall mean value of"ATacross the cavity, to 
deduce the local Nusselt number, Nu, ), for that particular polar angle: 
Nu, =(G1AT)(dT1dx). The local Nusselt numbers at other radial 
positions were evaluated in a similar manner. By an appropriate 
intcuration over the surface of tile inner cylinder, a mean value- for the 0 
overall Nusselt number, Nu,, for each configuration tested was 
determined. 
CHAPTER 4 
STEADY-STATE HEAT LOSSES FROM HORIZONTAL PIPES IN AN 
AIR-FILLED RECTANGULAR CONCRETE DUCT 
-4.1- 
Steady state heat losses from horizontal 
pipes in an air-filled rectangular concrete duct 
Factors injIucticing, the stcadv state heat loss behaviours of hori. ontal 'supply' and 'return' hot-ater pipes, within an atmospheric 
pressure air-filled, relatively c;, W. I ri: .... Pill ectwqpdar irritch. tire awnsidered. Ali experinietiral invesliPtation concerniny the efircis (jr 
the displacement r, sti, )Nfi, f lhe Nw pipes rervated the opiinial c, "JAIl"ati 1,11 t is PC " hi( It achietws it mininju- steady swic rate of 
heat lossf-no the s,, rpl)- ripe. F PC set iftemperaturesfi)r the pipes and Permit %-alls, the eptinial configurafion (, fthe supply and 
return pipes occurred at ifisphl ent rati, tv ,f +0.70 and -0.05, that is %-ith the supply pipe in the upper region ofihe carily and the 
return pipe rerlically below it, she pipes being equidistantfront the vertical %, tills ofthe trench. This costfiguration is ofsignocance %-ith 
respect to achiering nuixinjunt energy 1hriftfi, r district healing pipelines, because it diffiers radicallyfrom the *side-by-side' arrangement 
jfpipes conrentionally adopicil in disirki heating practice. 
NOTATIO, N 
D diameter or both the considered 
supply (that is the hot) -and return 
(that is the relatirely cooler) pipes 
(mm) 
E displacement ratio: - (I - 2H, / 
(Y - D)j or (I - 2H&1(Y - D)) for the 
return or supply pipe respectively (see 
Fig. 1) 
G average vertical gap size: -(Y - D), 12 
(M M) 
Gro, local Grashor number, based on the 
diameter D of the supply pipe 
His , Hs minimum gaps, that 
Is the shortest 
vertical distances between the return 
and supply horizontal pipes respcc- 
tively and the upper horizontal inter- 
nal surface of the trench (mm) (see 
Fig. 1) 
axial length or the considered horizon- 
lal air-filled cavity (nim) (see Fig. 2) 
Al dimensionless parameter dericrident 
upon the geometry and temperature 
distribution of the system: = M-dGr* 
Nis,; and Mix local Nussell number for the steady 
state licat transfers from the supply 
pipe, based respectively on the average 
gap size G and the width or the rcc- 
tangular cavity X-, - above the 
symbol implies the average value over 
the surface of the supply pipe 
n power index of the Grashor number in 
the M-i versus Gr relationship 
.... .... d' 
Q,. 
4 contributions to the total steady state 
rate or hent leak through the air from 
the horizontal supply pipe due to, 
respectively, convection + conduction, 
and radiation (W) 
Almospheri( 
pressure ai 
(a) 
Atmospheric 
P, esswe air 
(b) 
Fig. I 
Th, US -, ., 19 J... 1984 .. d pbfimi.. .. Id 
Jan, ary 1981. 
62/33 0 IMIChE 1985 0261-7154/85 $2.00 + D5 
Horizowal 
Hotizontal 
I Hotilontat 
y 
------ Horizontal 
x 
------ --- -------j 
Schematic representation of vertical sections through 
the considered horizontal pipes in the rectangular 
trenches for (a) the single-pipe system and (b) the 
doubic-pipt system 
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It r n e ere ce I Transparent beam 
optically 
flat vertical 
Fully ! cflectin\. ------------------ -- 
mirror 
L Sputter Dccollirnating 
mirror lens Sc;. n 
or 
Waste camera 
beam 
Fig. 2 Schematic plan-view orthc Mach-Zchndcr interferometeremploycd in this investigation 
total steady state rate of heat lossfrom 
the supply (that is the hotter) pipe (W) 
radius or the circle passing through 
the four inner corners or a cross- 
section of the outer rectangular duct 
perpendicular to its length: =II(XI 
+ Y')(mm) 
TO steady state temperature or the inner 
surfaces of the outer surrounding iso- 
thermal model rectangular trench, as 
used in the present set of experiments 
(*C) (see Fig. 1) 
Tit TS steady state temperatures of the outer 
surfaces or the return and supply pipes 
respectively (*C) (see Fig. 1) 
X. Y horizontal width and vertical extent 
respectively of the rectangular cavity 
(mm) (see Fig. 1) 
AT steady state difference bctwEcn the 
temperatures or the outer surface of 
the supply pipe and the inner surface 
of the trench: AT = Ts - To (*C) 
9 cmissivity of the appropriately identi- 
tied surface 
0 angular coordinate measured from 
zero for the relatively upwards radius 
vector emanating from the ccntre of 
the supply pipe, and increasing in a 
counterclockwise rotation (degrees) 
(see Fig. 3) 
suffixes 
cond due to conduction through the air 
conv due to convection of the air 
G for the average gap size 
0 of the inner surface of the rectangular 
trench 
R for the pipe along which the hot water 
returns 
rad due to net radiation loss from the 
supply pipe 
S for the hot-water supply pipe 
Proc fmin Mech Engrs Vol I" Ho C3 
total referring to the total steady state heat 
leak through the air 
x with respect to the horizontal width of 
the rectangular cavity 
E 
E ý-Tý ISO* 
djaccni 
nsidmd 
oundary 
Fig. 3A typical contour map or isotheims around a hori. 
zontal heated pipe. as revealed by Mach-Zchnder 
interferometry. The angular coordinate 0 is measured 
from the upwards vertical radius vector of the supply 
pipe 
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I TIIE DESIGN PROBLUM 
Much attention has been devoted to studying steady 
state heat tr2nsrcrs across annular cavities (1-4). 
However, there is a dearth of information concerning 
the corresponding heat Icaks across rectangular hori. 
zontal air. fillcd cavities containing cylindrical pipes, 
even though they arc more frequently encountered in 
practice (5-7). Employing a single pipeline for a district 
heating distribution network is usuallyý unsatisfactory, 
both technically and cconomic. illy. It is preferable to 
use doublc-pipc systems, comprising a 'supply' pipe 
conveying the hot water (a[ -90'C) to the customer 
and a *return' pipe taking the water from which heat 
has been extracted. but which is still much higher in 
tcmpcra1urc than the environment. back to the ceniral 
boilcr. This configuration is often adopted. cspcci; tlly 
for ground-levcl and underground pipeline systems, 
where a rectangular duct or ircnch protects the hot. 
water pipes for district heating schemes (8) or for indus- 
trial processes. Most hot-watcr distribution systems 
nowadays are based on the two-pipe, side-by-sidc, 
layout. Unrortunatcly. attention has not so far been 
devoted to the Financial savings which can be achieved 
by reducing the heat losses as a result of choosing the 
optimal configuration for such pipes in the duct. 
The most frequent practice is for the district heating 
pipelines to be clad with insulants and located in an 
atmospheric pressure air-fillcd rectangular Ircrich (9, 
10). This assembly is sometimes referred to as the 'free. 
draining* system (11) because in the event of a leak, 
flooding or a temporary high water table, drainage -and 
evaporation from around the insulated pipe would 
ensue automatically (12). Otherwise moisture may enter 
tile insulant. which might then: 
(a) damage the insulant permanently, 
(b) reduce the system's insulating clTectiveness and 
(c) lead to leaching. and hcncc promote corrosion or 
the underlying steel pipe. 
However. ventilation or this air trench lowers the effec- 
tivc thermal resistance qr the air cavity, and so usually 
should be constrained to the minimum which is likely 
to be necessary to permit the moisture- to disperse 
readily from the cavity (13). 
Because controllers or district heating scheme. % aini to 
distribute the maximuni aniount of licat it) their cus. 
tonicrs, they are primard 
'r 
concerned w ith reducing the 
heat losses from the siippl 
* 
rpipelines during transmis. 
from the% 
sion. 
Therefore only lossc% c pipes were con- 
sidered in the present expcriniental in vest igalion. 
Ncvcrtheicss, in practice. the return pipe would also be 
well insulated thermally. For a combined heat and 
powcr/district licating (CIIII/D[l) system, there is prob- 
ably less concern as to the losses from the return pipe is 
the cost of CHP heat is low. (Also there is a small 
compensating effect from having a low mean condens- 
ing temperature, thereby increasing the power output 
slightly. ) 
2 THE EXPERINIENTS 
The present investigation involved measuring the steady 
state rates of hcat transfer across the atmospheric press- 
urc air-filled gap between an isothermal 'cold' horizon. 
tal, rectangular scclioncd, trench enclosing: 
TO TO 
r7*1N M, 
T, T. 
T. T, 
Configuration 1 Confligurätion 2 
(-0.63 < E, <0-05. ES -0-7) (EIL -0-7. ES -- 0-63) 
rs > TA > TO 
t2ti onial 
To -- To 
, 
@0, 
' 
Conriguracion 3 conrituration 4 
(EI, -ES-0) (E*-ES-0-7) 
Fig. 4 Schematic vertical sections perpendicular to the 
lengths or the experimental 'district heating' horizon- 
tal pipeline systems tested 
(a) initially a single horizontal hot pipe (that is the 
supply pipeline, see Fig. 1). and subsequently 
(b) two horizontal pipes, the first carrying hot water 
(that is the supply pipe) and the other. slightly 
cooler water (that is the return pipe; see Fig. 4)ý 
With system (a). the aim was to determine the optimal 
position of the hot (that is the supply) pipe which results 
in the minimum rate of heat loss for a specified steady 
state icrnperaturc difrercncc. AT, between the pipe and 
the rectangular trench. Then for system lb), using the 
optimal position of [lie 3upply pipe. as idenlificd from 
experinicras with system (a). the optimal position or the 
return pipe was identified experimentally. so that the 
least steady state rate of. licat loss front the supply pipe 
for a prescribed AT occurs. 
The convective flow patterns within the enclosed air 
space were observed by injecting smoke particles very 
slowly into the illuminated rectangular trench. Flow 
visualizations for different steady state temperatures of 
the pipes and trench, and for different geometric con- 
figurations. were needed to stimulate. supplement and 
corroborate conclusions being drawn from interfero. 
metric indications of the steady state isotherms in the 
air gap. 
In practice, there is likely to be a lower temperature 
on the upper surface of the trench because. when the 
district heating system is in operation, ambient air tem. 
pcraturcs will be low compared with the temperature at 
INI-ht: IYKS P, " I. m. M,, % Eýgn VJ I" No Cl 
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the base of the trench. say I rn down where the tem. 
pcriturc would be relatively constant. However, the 
tcmpcraturc gradient along the vertical surfaces of an 
actual trench in such circumstances will be relatively 
small due to two contrary processes: (a) convection in 
the air of the trench leading to the upper top strata 
being warmer and (b) the heat loss by conduction to the 
horizontal surface or the ground in cold weather. Thus 
the isothermal assumption is a rcasonablc first approx. 
imation for the present design optimization exercise. In 
prac! icc there would be a small vertical temperature 
gradient along the sides of the concrete duct, but the 
cirec, or this would havc to be assessed as a separate 
investigation when the magnitude or this gradient for 
each particular application is known. 
3 THE EXPERINIENTAL RIG 
The values of the experimental parameters (see Figs I 
and 4) chosen for this investigation were: 
1. For the single-pipe system: 
X- 100 mm. Y- 100 mm. L= 630 mm, D= 28.5 
mm 
-0.5 -4 Es 4 0.9 
17T ý< Ts <ý 402C 
4ýC < AT -< 25'C 
X= 100 mm. Y= 125 mm, L= 650 mm, D= 28.5 
mm 
-0.6 < E. or Es ý< 0.7 10'C < To < 20'C < T. < WC < Ts ý< 50'C 
Haurind Grigull (14)concluded that the length L ofthe 
test cavity (see Fig. 21 should exceed 500 mm in order to 
be justified in disregarding axial heat transfers through 
the air to the crid-plates. This implied that, for LIR > 8, 
three-dimensional convections in the annular cavity had 
only negligible influences upon the recorded steady 
state rates of heat transrer across the cavity (2). For the 
present systems, taking R as the radius of the circle 
passing through the inner corners of the rectangular 
section perpendicular to the length or the outer rec- 
tangular duct. then LIR >8 and so complies with this 
criterion. 
- The walls of the cold outer 
duct (representing the 
district heating trench in practice) were manufactured 
front transparent Perspex. These were painted niatt 
black except for a peripheral thin (- 5 mm wide) slit 
one-third the way along the duct to facilitate the intro- 
duction of adequate ilhimination from three projectors 
positioned around the slit, so enabling the convecting 
airflows. within the trench. to be observed by viewing 
along the horizonfal pipe direction. The walls were 
water-cooled. each wall containing it series of enclosed 
channels. through which water from the mains passed. 
Each wall was cooled by an independent line front the 
mains. so as to avoid an appreciable rise in the tem- 
pcraturc of the water. %%hich could thereby lead to sig. 
nificant difTcrcnccs in the average temperatures of the 
rectangular walls. Thirty-six coppcr-constantan 
thermocouples were scaled into holes drillcd through 
the-Persficit in directions in which, when the system is in 
orteration. would be cxpcctcd to be isotherms. The 
ihcrmojunctions were arranged to be flush with the 
cavity's inner surface. thereby avoiding tripping the 
boundary layer 2irflOWS within the cavity. This permit. 
ted the temperature distribution over the inner surface 
of the cavity wall to be determined. Vertical, optically 
flat. uniformly thick, homogeneous glass plates, that is 
the cnd-platcs, were fixed flush to the ends of the cavity, 
thereby scaling it from the surrounding ambient air. 
The copper pipe (in the single-pipe system) was 
heated by passing a low-voltage. high-amperagc, alter. 
nating current between its two ends. The eddy current 
dissipation resulted in uniform heating along the length 
or the pipe. The transformer was equipped with a 
control dial so that the magnitude of the steady state 
c6rrent passing through the pipe, and hence the rate or 
heating. could be varied by known amounts as desired. 
However. in the other tested assembly-the double-pipc 
system-the two contained horizontal copper pipes 
were heated by passing separate streams of hot water 
through them at their respective steady temperatures, T" 
and Ts. so that To < T, < Ts. The pipes were always 
aligned with the length of the horizontal trench. Wide 
ranges of values or the displacement ratios, E, or Es. 
were adopted. 
The main instrument used in this investigation was 
the 18 cm field-of-view, 3 mW He-Ne laser-stimulated, 
Mach-Zchnder intcrfcrometer (15) (see Fig. 2). This. 
when employed in the infinitc-fringe mode, produced a 
distinctive pattern of isotherms for each two- 
dimensional steady state temperature distribution in [he 
cavity examined. These intcrferograms indicated the re- 
fractive index (and hencc density and consequently 
, temperature) variations integrated over the axial length 
or the considered cavity. The effects of image distortion 
due to refraction of the beam through the cavity, and 
also at the ends or it, were reduced by focusing the 
camera on a vertical plane within the cavity, at 0-33L 
from the end-platc nearer to the camera, as recommend- 
ed by Mchia and Black (16). 
4 THE OBSERVATIONS 
4.1 Single-pipe system 
A4 enlarged photographic prints of the steady state 
imcdcrograms (see Fig. 5a) were produced for analysis. 
The fringe displacements from the pipe wall were 
recorded at 15' (=AO) increments (see Fig. 3) around 
each pipe. Generally the displacements (that is the true 
distances between the ccntrcs of adjacent fringes) for 
each or the first five fringes adjacent to the wall and the 
separations of the first fringes from the wall were 
deduced, except %%-here there were rewcr fringes in the 
pipc*s boundary layer. Readings were only necessary for 
half of each recorded inicrferogram. because the pipe 
was always equidistant from the two vertical walls of 
the trench, that is vertical symmetry existed. This was 
always checked visually via the obtained interfero. 
grams: if it did not apply. the resulting interf6rograms 
were not analysed numerically. 
A plot of the local Nusselt number Nuc versus the 
angular coordinate 0 is shown in Fig. 5b for a selected 
value (=0.7) of the displacement ratio Es. The 
minimum value of the local Nusselt number occurred 
near the top or the pipe (that is at o- 0*) for 
-0.5 < Es < O. S. The angular position or the minimum 
local Nusselt number increased from 0- 0' for E. - 0.5 
", - 1ý- Mýh E. S'. V, 4 I" N. C) C IM,, hE 1993 
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E 
1ý to go 120 ISO IN 
Radial position on the pipe's outer surface y-, 
0 
(b) C tees 
Fig. 5 Singlc-pipc system with E, - 0.7: 
(a) Typical steady stale Mach - Winder interferogram 
for the system with AT - 9.2 C' 
(b) Variation of the local Nussclt number Nis, versus 
thcangular coordinate 0 for the supply pipe 
to 45' ror the largest positive displacement ratio of 
0.9 (7j. This 'minimum* angular position was tem- 
pcralure dependent: as the temperature difference AT 
increased, the angular position 0 of the minimum local 
Nusselt number decreased. This occOrred because the 
fluid velocity in the boundary layer increased as AT 
rose, and the flow penetrated further into the relatively 
stagnant region near the top of the cavity. The influence 
or the temperature difference on the position corre- 
sponding to the minimum local Nusselt number for a 
single horizontal pipe eccentrically mounted within 
another horizontal pipe was much less than for configu- 
0-30 
0-251 
0 0-3 
Displacement ratio Es 
Fig. 6 Variation or Ali -WulGr'ý), versus the displacement 
ratio E, for the horizontal supply pipe in the horizon. 
tal recta n gula r-sect ioned trench 
rations with the rectangular trench because of the 
greater restriction imposed on the fluid flow by the 
outer. approximately comparable size. cylindrical wall 
in the former case. 
The value of At in the standard equation describing 
the combined steady state conduction plus convection 
through the air. that is MTG - AI(Gr)j, for this system 
was deduced and plotted versus the displaccmcni ratio 
Es (see Fig. 6). The value of At was a maximum it the 
lowest displaccment ratio, that is at Es = -0.5, and 
dccreased slowly to its value at Fs = 0.3, where it began 
to decrease more rapidly. The minimum occurs at Es = 
0.70 ± 0.03, which represents the approximate value for 
the optimal location for tile single horizontal pipe in the 
rectangular trench considered. and for tile temperature 
distributions tested. 
The radiative component of the steady state rate of 
heat flux across the cavity is independent of the dis. 
placement ratio for an infinitely long pipe and trench 
(17). Therefore the optimal position. as deduced from 
the'conduction plus convection through the air' data, is 
also that, even if the total heat leak had been con. 
sidcred. 
4.2 Double-pipe system 
Flow visualization was undertaken for several different 
Ucomctrical configurations (see Fig. 4). A small amount 
of smoke was injected very slowly into the cavity and 
photographs were taken of the resulting steady state 
flow patterns. These flow vis ualizat ions also indicated 
the presence of any flow instabilities, so that the condi. 
tions under which the latter occurred could be ascer- 
taincd. 
Flow patterns for the hot-above-cooler pipe arrange. 
merit (that is configuration I or Fig. 4) exhibited two 
stable countcr-rotating. approximately triangular. 
shaped, eddies, which were symmetrical about the verti. 
cal plane. through the horizontal axes of the pipes, 
bisecting the trench (see Fig. 7a). 
For the warm-abovc-hot pipe arrangement (that is 
configuration 2 of Fig. 4), the flow pattern was of an irregular shape. It also exhibited severe instabilities with 
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Fig. 7 Typical stcady staic flow visualizations and Mz 
(a) Configuration I (E. - -0.65. E, - 0.7. 
AT = 17.5 C) 
(b) Configuration 2 (Eý - 0.7. E, = -0.65. 
AT = 17.5 C) 
(c) Configuration 3 (E. - E, - 0, AT - 17.5'C) 
(d) Configuration 4 (E, - E, = 0.7, AT = 17.5'C) 
ch-Zchndcr interferograms for the doublc-pipc system: 
(c) Configuration I (El - -0.05, Es = 0.7. 
AT - 21.5 C) 
Of Configuration 2 (E, - 0.7. Es - -0.65. 
AT - 21.7-C) 
(g) Configuration 3 (Et - Es - 0, AT -2I. 5'C) 
(h) Configuration 4 JE. = Es m 0.7, AT - 20.4'C) 
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intense mixing: an oscillating plume between the two 
pipes. as well as large vortices, were produced above the 
cooler pipe. Consequently, relatively high rates of heat 
transfer occurred (see Fig. 7b). 
Flow patterns for the sidc-by-sidc arrangement- 
having EN = Es =0 (see configuration 3 of Fig. 4), that 
is current conventional practicc-could be considered 
-is consisting of three 7oncs (see Fig. 7c). Firstly. there 
was an approximately triangular-shapcd eddy circulat- 
ing around the cooler pipe, secondly, a well-defined 
eddy ensued between the better pipe and the wall of the 
trench; and thirdly. in the lower hiv or the trench, a 
weak, irregularly shaped vortex occurred. If Ex = Es = 
0.7. that is configuiration 4 of Fig. 4. the flow consisted 
or two zones. divided approximately diagonally across 
the trench section. The flous in lhcýc two 7. oncs again 
circulated in a counter-rotating manner. with a larger 
core (compared with configuration 3) near the base or 
the cavity (see Fig. 7d). 
The shapes of the eddies in the four previously men. 
tinned configurations were almost independent of the 
differences between T.. T. and T. for the temperature 
ranges considered (6). 
Steady state contour maps of isotherms wcrc 
obtained for the four different con figura I ions examined, 
with various applied steady state temperature distribu. 
lions (see typically Fig. 7c to h). The inicrferogranis 
%vith the hot pipe Wow the relatively cooler pipe 
arrangement (that is configuration 2 of Fii!. 4) werc not 
analysed in detail because the flow visualization obscr. 
vations indicated that this was the worst 61hermal insu. 
lition' situation. that is the rate of heat transfer was 
enhanced. rather than reduced, compared with that 
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obtained with the conventional arrangement (that is 
configuration 3). The isotherms indicated the prcscncc 
of severe convection instabilities and the plumc wits 
observed to be oscillating from side to side. with mixing 
occurring and hcncc relati%cly high rates of loss of licat 
ensued (6). 
For the hot-above-cooler pipe arrangement (that is 
configuration I of Fig. 4), the supp! y (that is the hot) 
pipe position was kept constant at a displacement ratio 
I's equal to 0.7 (which is the approximate valuc for the 
optimal location for a singlc-pipc system in a rectangu- 
lar trench. as has been deduced previously). Five differ- 
ent displacement ratios, Ex. were then chosen for 
positioning the relatively less hot (that is the return) 
pipe directly below the hot pipe. 
Similar steps (to those taken for the singlc-pipc 
system) were used to anilyse the inicricrograms: except 
for the sidc-by-sidc arrangement (that is configurations 
3 and 4 of Fig. 4). the range of 0 co%, crcd was increased 
from 180 to 360' as no vertical symmetry for these con- 
figurations existed. 
Figure 8 shows the variations of the local Nusselt 
number Nux with AT for selected arrangements. For 
configuration 1. the isotherms were packed most closely 
near the supply pipc*s surface in the region 
150* <0< 165' (see Fig. 8a). This zone experienced the 
greatest rate of combined convective and conductive 
steady state heat transfers through the air, that is 
for the E. = -0.05 configuration under a 
specified AT. The value of 0 corresponding to the 
surface zone having the greatest rate of heat transfer 
remained approximately unchanged as the return (that 
is the cooler) pipe was displaced relatively upwards or 
downwards (6). The maximum local rates or heat trans. 
rcr for configurations 3 and 4 occurred near the bottom 
of the hot pipe. that is in the 180- 21 V region (see Fig. 
8b). 
For the combined steady state convective plus con- 
ductivc heat leaks through the air. it was suggested by 
Grigull and I lauf (2) that R-t-i - %t(Gr)*. The value of %I 
for this system (that is the doublc-pipc system) is a com. 
plicatcd function of geometry and the tempcraturc dis- 
tributions. It needs vastly more data than are at present 
available for its general form to be deduced. This needs 
to be investigated further! 
The way in which the total steady state rate of heat 
loss Q,,., from the supply pipe was dependent upon the 
temperature difference AT for different configurations is 
shown in Table 1, together with its radiation com. 
poncnt ý,. d and its convective plus conductive com. 
portent Q .... . ... d through the atmospheric pressure air in the cavity. 
The 0,.., values were plotted against the displace- 
ment ratio for the return pipe in order to deduce its 
optimal position. For the considered circumstances, the 
optimal position occurred with Eli = -0.05 (see Fig. 9). 
These optimal data (that is E. - -0.03, E, = 0.70) 
apply within the temperature range and for the com. 
poncrit sizes employed. A reduction of approximately 14 
per ccni was obtained in the total rate or heat loss 
Table I Steady state heat leals from the 0.65 m long supply (that is the hot) pipe through the air 
across the considered cavity: T, - 30'C 
Geometrical T, AT(- TS - TO ........ 
Configuration description 7-C w 
E. - 0.05 35 16.5 1.6 4.2 Is 
E, - 0.70 40 21.4 3.0 5.7 2.7 
45 26.5 4.2 7.3 11.5 
so 31.6 5.9 9.0 14.9 
I E. -0 35 16.6 1.5 4.2 3.7 
E, - 0.70 40 21.4 2.6 5.7 a. ) 
45 26.4 4.1 7.3 11.4 
so 39.7 8.4 to's 19.2 
E. - -005 35 16.3 1.2 4.2 5.4 
E. - 0.70 40 21.5 2.11 5.9 11.1 
43 26.5 4.0 7,4 11.4 
50 31.4 5.4 9.1 14.5 
E. - -0.10 35 16.5 1.7 4.3 60 
E, - 0.70 Q 21.5 2.8 51 86 
45 29.2 4.7 8.0 12.7 
50 30.8 5.4 94 14,4 
E, --0 20 35 15.9 1.7 4ý2 3.9 
t:, - 0. -0 40 20.7 3.0 5.7 8.7 
45 25.3 4.1 7.2 11.1 
50 301 Is 9.8 146 
E. -0 35 16.9 2.6 4.4 7.0 
E, -0 40 11.5 4.2 5.8 too 
45 5.5 7.3 13 D 
50 31.3 7.3 9.1 16A 
4 E, - 0.70 35 15.7 1.9 4.1 5.9 
E, - 0.70 40 . 10.4 3.2 5.6 8.8 
43 24.4 4.4 7.0 11.4 
so 31.1 6.6 9.1 15.7 
rd-J W., based I f-I the surfaces and 0.78 [that is oudind coplwr 1111)) (at %he return and wpply 
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rig. 9 Variation or the steady state total heat leak 
versus the displacement ratio E, ror configuration I or 
the double-pipe system with T. - 30'C and 
AT - 23'C 
through the air by using this optimal geometry of the 
bot-abovc-coolcr configuration compared with that for 
the sidc-by-sidc arrangement under a selected steady 
state temperature difference of AT = 23*C. 
As this AT is reduced, the percentage reduction in 
stead), state heat leak from the. supply pipe, using the 
optimal geometry ror configuration I of Fig. 4 rather 
than the side-by-side configuration, increases. Therefore, 
in practice. for wcll. insufltcd pipes, the percentage 
improvement in the thermal resistance or the air 
achicvcd by using the present recommendation rather 
than current con%-cntional practice will possibly be sig. 
nificantly greater Min the 14 per cent value sugScstcd 
here. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
There is an optimal configuration whose use leads to 
tile least rate of heat being lost from the supply (that is 
the hot) pipe. With Es = 0.7. an improvement of 13 per 
cent in the thermal resistance or the air-fillcd cavity was 
obtained compared with current conventional practice 
(that is the use of systems with F. = 0); see Fig. 6. This 
improvement is smaller than that achieved for a similar 
s, i7ed pipc-in-pipc arrangement. This change is due to 
the influence that [he shape of [lie external enclosure 
has on the fluid flows. The upward vertical displace. 
men[ of a pipe-in-pipe arrangement restricts the convcc- 
tive flow in the region 90 <0< ISO', the degree or (his 
restriction being dependent upon the displacement 
ratio. In (lie rectangular trench. the flow zonc, is sub- 
siantially affected only near 0= 180" by this displace- 
merit. This emphasizes the importance or the vertical 
separation between the tops of the inner and outer sur- 
faces of the cavity on the steady state rate of convective 
heat transfer across the cavity. 
Having a supply (that is thc*hol) pipe above a return 
Ithat is the cooler) pipe in a cold rectangular trench 
leads to lower steady state rates or heat loss than with 
any side-by-side -arrangement or with the warm-abovc- 
hot pipe arrangement within the same trench under 
identical boundary temperature conditions. An oplimal 
configuration (that is corresponding to least rate or heat 
loss from the supply pipe) occurred with Et = -0.05 
and Es = 0.70. 
A maximum reduction in the total rate or heat loss 
through the air or ppr.. im. tely 14 per cent was 
obtained with a temperature diffcrcncc AT or 23*C 
between the wall of the trench and the outer surracc of 
the supply pipe by using the optimal arrangement. com- 
pared with that for the conventional sidc-by-sidc 
arrangement (that is E. = Es = 0); see Fig. 9. The hot- 
abovc-cooler pipe arrangement had the added advan- 
tagc that it would permit the use or narrower (and 
hcncc cheaper to excavate) trenches compared with the 
present conventional practice (19). Nevertheless, under- 
taking maintenance would require greater skills, for 
example with respect to the use of mirrors when repair- 
ing the lower pipe. 
An overall loss of about 6 per cent of the distributed 
heat is usually acceptable (20). but frequently the losses 
arc higher (8). For example, the district heating lines at 
Heathrow Airport suffer losses of about 9 per cent of 
the boilcr-house output at peak loads, that is during 
January, whilst in July, due to the lower, intermittent 
loads then satisfied. this increased to 56 per cent (21). 
The latter figure was reduced subsequently to about 35 
per cent by increasing the insulant thickness on the 
pipes. 
In reality. for typically insulated pipelines. the 14 per 
cent improvement in the thermal resistance or the air- 
filled cavity would amount to only -2 per cent gain in 
the overall insulation of the system (that is allowing for 
the presence or the insulant on the pipes and the insula- 
tion provided by the earth surrounding the air in the 
trench). Nevertheless, over the lifetime (>thirty years) 
of the pipelines system. this is still a very worthwhile 
benefit as its attainment incurs no additional capital 
expenditure, which could even be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 5 
OPTIMISING THE LOCATION OF A DISTRICT-COOLING 
PIPELINE IN A RECTANGULAR TRENCH 
-5.1- 
SUMMARY 
Steady"state rates of heat transfer to a cold horizontal 
pipeline within an atmospheric pressure, air-filled, horizontal 
rectangular cavity (see Fig. 1) with relatively hot isothermal 
walls, have been determined experimentally. The optimal geomet- 
rical arrangement, i. e. that for which the least rate of heat is 
gained by the supply pipeline, occurs with a displacement ratio 
approximately equal to 0.67, the pipe being in the lower half of 
the cavity and mid-way between the vertical walls. The use of 
this configuration leads to significant energy savings (relative 
to employing the traditional arrangement with the pipe placed at 
half depth in the trench) without incurring any additional insul- 
ation costs. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Diameter of the supply (i. e. the cold) horizontal pipe, 
(in). 
E Displacement ratio (=( 2H/(Y-D) I-I, see Fig. 1); 
Y= YA or YB according to the system 'A' or IBI tested; 
-1<E<1. 
G Average vertical gap [= (Y-D)/2 ], (m). 
Gr D Local Grashof number, 
based on the diameter, D, of the 
pipe. 
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H Minimum gap, i. e. the shortest vertical distance between 
the supply horizontal pipe and the upper horizontal 
surface of the trench, see Fig. 1, (m). 
k Thermal conductivity of air, (w m-1 K-1 ). 
Axial length of the considered horizontal air-filled 
cavity, see Fig. 2, (m). 
M Dimensionless parameter, in the convective plus conduct- 
ive steady-state heat transfer through the air relation- 
ship: it is dependent upon the geometry and temperature 
distribution of the considered system (=/ Gr n NuG D 
n Power index of the Grashof number in the NuG versus Gr 
relationship. 
Nu G Nu G Local 
(i. e. at position 0) and average Nusselt numbers 
respectively, for the steadyý-state heat transfers to the 
cold supply pipe, based on the average vertical gap, G. 
0 
Steady-state uniform temperature of the inner surfaces 
of the model outer surrounding isothermal rectangular 
trench, as used in the present set of experiments -- see 
Fig. 1, (OC). 
Steady-state temperature of the outer surface of the 
supply pipe, see Fig. 1, (OC). 
-5.3- 
X, Y Horizontal width and vertical extent respectively of the 
considered rectangular cavity, see Fig. 1, (m). 
AT Steady-state difference between the temperatures of the 
inner surfaces of the trench and the outer surface of 
the supply pipe: i. e. [=T0-TS 11 (OC). 
Angular co-ordinate, measured from zero for the vertic- 
ally downwards radius vector emanating from the horizon- 
tal centre-line of the supply pipe and increasing for 
counter-clockwise rotations - see Fig. 3, (degrees). 
Suffixes 
with respect to the diameter of the supply pipe. 
G with respect to the average vertical gap dimension. 
0 of the inner surfaces of the rectangular trench. 
s for the cold-water supply pipe. 
Abbreviation 
DHC District heating and cooling. 
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DISTRICT COOLING 
Due to the increasing demand for air conditioning, district 
cooling is gradually becoming popular: it involves a centralised 
system supplying chilled water to the consumers('). Both 
district-heating and cooling (DHC), because of economies of 
scale, allow greater benefits to be derived per unit energy 
expenditure from the use of energy by reducing the consumptions 
of, and so dependence upon, the no-longer cheap, scarce or 
(2,3) imported fuels 
However, district cooling is not as technically advanced as 
district heating. Nevertheless, more than fifty systems are 
already in operation or being installed in various cities of the 
USA 
(4-12) 
1 Europe 
(13-17) 
f -Japan 
(18,19) Australia (20) 
(21) (22) 
Nigeria and the USSR District cooling is economically 
attractive only for high-intensity demand areas, e. g. for high- 
density occupation of tall government buildings or high popula- 
tion, small university campuses in tropical countries where 
comfortable conditions need to be maintained throughout the year. 
District-cooling schemes have several advantages over local 
or individual cooling systems, each of which serves only one 
small building: these benefits include lower capital costs, less 
(23-28) 
noise and vibration, and greater cleanliness . In addition, 
a district-cooling system can often be used to distribute "waste" 
(22) heat during winter 
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The extent of the delivery area alone cannot be used as the 
sole criterion for assessing the economic feasibility of district 
heating or cooling potential. A small project can be worthwhile 
if a sufficiently large heating or cooling demand exists on the 
site, whereas conversely it will probably be uneconomic to serve 
(12) 
a large area with only low demands 
UNDERGROUND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
These systems for district-cooling pipelines can be clas- 
sified as: either W thermally-insulated pipes in air-filled 
trenches; (ii) pipes in trenches, which are packed with loose- 
fill thermal insulants; or (iii) pipes in trenches with poured- 
in-place concrete. The most frequently recommended and widely- 
(29-32) 
used system is group W The outer surface of any 
insulant applied to the cold pipe, as in (i), should be designed 
when operating to be at a temperature above the dew point so that 
condensation on this surface does not ensue. In the event of such 
a trench flooding, which occurs intermittently in Britain because 
of its maritime climate, the drainage and evaporation from around 
the pipe would be more likely to ensue automatically than with 
distribution systems of types (ii) or (iii). If allowed to remain 
damp, the moisture reduces the insulant's effectiveness (some- 
times permanently) as well as promotes corrosion of the under- 
lying steel pipe which is being protected by the insulant. The 
prime requirements therefore of the outer case of the trench in 
whatever form, are to protect the pipework and its thermal insul- 
ation against attack by water and chemical action during the 
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(29) 
anticipated life of the system However, the air in the 
cavity also serves to thermally insulate the pipes. By optimising 
the geometry of such a system, the thermal insulation provided by 
the air in the trench can be maximised. An optimal position for 
the inner pipe occurs because the convective and conductive 
contributions to the steadyý-state total heat leak vary in 
different ways as the displacement ratio is changed. For example, 
as E tends to unity, for relatively large values of E, the 
conductive component increases whereas the convective component 
decreases. 
THERMALLY-INSULATED PIPELINES 
District-cooling involves refrigerating water at a central 
location, usually using steam-driven centrifugal or absorption 
type chillers. This cooled water is then pumped to the consumers 
at a temperature of about 40 'C through well-insulated pipelines 
and returned to the plant at about 13 OCM. The district-cooling 
pipelines are protected thermally by an insulant,, which should 
be impervious to water but usually has little mechanical 
strength 
(29). Unfortunately (from an energyýthrift viewpoint) 
some underground chilled-water pipes are installed uninsulated, 
in order to reduce the required initial capital investment and 
subsequent maintenance problems: this practice is particularly 
(33,34) 
prevalent with large district-cooling systems 
much time, effort, and money have been devoted to producing 
reliable, cheap thermally-insulated underground pipelines - but 
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to date (30) , these have not been compleltely successful. 
thermally-insulating internal lining applied to pipes possesses 
some advantages for the conveyance of chilled water(35), but it 
needs considerable further research and development. 
SCOPE OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
For the air-filled trench system, the aim is to optimise the 
location of the supply pipeline within the cavity in order to 
minimise the rate of heat gain by the pipe via conduction, 
convection and radiation through the surrounding air. In other 
words, by using this optimal position, the thermal insulation 
afforded by the surrounding air is maximised without incurring 
any additional material costs or the need for special construc- 
tional skills. 
During the present investigation, the steadyýstate rate of 
heat transfer across the atmospheric pressure, air-filled gap 
between an isothermal hot horizontal rectangular sectioned trench 
enclosing a horizontal. relatively-cold pipe (representing the 
supply pipeline of the district-cooling system) was measured. The 
influence upon the steady-state heat transfer rate of the posit- 
ion of the horizontal pipe (i. e. the displacement ratio) relative 
to the trench was determined. So its optimal lcoation corres- 
ponding to the least rate of steady-state heat gain for each 
prescribed set of conditions was deduced. 
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Flow visualisations for various steady-state temperatures of 
the surfaces of the pipe and trench, and for different displace- 
ment ratios, were used to stimulate, supplement and corroborate 
conclusions being drawn from interferometric observations indica- 
ting the temperature distributions across the air gap. 
The Tested Syste 
The values of the experimental parameters (see Fig. 1) chosen 
for this investigation were: - 
For system 'A' 
X= 100 rrm, YA "= 100 mm, L= 630 mm, D= 28.5 rm; 
-0.75 <E<0.8; 
6 'C <Ts< 10 *C <T<40 'C, 
3 'C ý AT ý 30 OC. 
For system IBI 
100 Mm' YB ý 125 Mm, L= 650 Mm, D= 28.5 mm; 
-1.0 <E<1.0; 
10 'C <Ts< 35 *C < Tý < 40 OC, 
5 *C < AT < 25 'C. 
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For all the tests undertaken in this investigation, the 
centre of the pipe was maintained at X/2 (= 50 mm) from both 
vertical walls of the trench. 
Independent supplies of warm water were fed to each wall of 
the trench. This avoids the appreciable drop in the temperature 
of the water which would have occurred if it had been used for 
heating all the walls in succession. The copper pipe was cooled 
by passing cold water from a water chiller at a steady tempera- 
ture, Ts, so that T0>TS. Steady-state flow visualisation 
patterns were observed - e. g. see Figs. 4 and 5 -- and distinc- 
tive patterns of the isotherms -- e. g. see Figs. 6 and 7- were 
(36) 
photographed 
FLOW VISUALISATIONS 
Different displacement ratios, E- four for system 'A' and 
five for system IBI, were chosen and, for each different steadyý- 
state temperature differences between the hot trench and the 
enclosing relativelyýcold pipe were applied. A small amount of 
smoke was injected very slowly into the cavity and photographs 
were taken of the resulting steadyýstate flow patterns in the 
illuminated rectangular trench. Such flow visualisations (e. g. 
see Figs. 4 and 5) indicated the presence of any instabilities, 
so that the conditions under which the latter occurred could be 
ascertained. 
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For the E=1.0 arrangement (for system IBI), the flow pat- 
terns exhibited two almost stable counter-rotating, approximately 
triangular-shaped eddies, which when averaged with respect to 
time were symmetrical about the vertical plane through the hori- 
zontal axes of the pipe, bisecting the trench (see Fig. 5(a)). 
There was also a relatively stagnant region in the upper half of 
the cavity between the two rotating eddies. Qualitatively similar 
flow patterns, but with improved stabilities resulted if the 
displacement ratio was decreased to E=0.7 (for both systems 'A' 
and IBI) - see Figs. 4(a) and 5(b). However the stability of the 
vortex patterns decreased if the displacement ratio was further 
reduceud, e. g. to a value of E=0.5 (for system W) - see Fig. 
4(b). 
For the E=0 arrangement (for both systems 'A' and IBI), the 
relatively fast, relatively cold air down-flow below the pipe 
(i. e. the plume) oscillated slowly (about the vertical symmet- 
rical plane) through an angle E) between 5 and 151 (see Figs. 4(c) 
and 5(c)), and resulted in an increased rate of heat transfer. 
Flow patterns for even. lower relative positions of the inner 
pipe, e. g. for E= -0.7 (for both systems 'A, and IBI), exhibited 
more rapid severe plume oscillations, as well as the counter- 
rotating vortices in the cavity (see Figs. 4(d) and 5(d)). 
The flow patterns, for the E= -1.0 configuration (for system 
were of irregular shape: they exhibited severe instabilities 
with intense mixing and large vortices occurred in the cavity 
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(see Fig. 5(e)). Consequently, relatively high rates of heat 
transfer ensued. 
The approximate shapes of the eddies in all the previously- 
mentioned arrangements were almost independent of the difference 
between T0 and Ts for the temperatures ranges considered. most of 
the observed effects could be accounted for by the air circula- 
tion speed, as expected, rising as the temperature difference, 
AT, increased. 
INTERFEROMETRIC STUDIES 
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
(37) 
was adjusted so that 
initially (with the tested system at room temperature), the whole 
field-of-view was occupied by a single fringe, i. e. the infinite- 
fringe mode. Interference fringe which became apparent when a 
temperature difference, AT, was applied across the cavity, then 
represented average isothermal contours for the air. 
Enlarged prints of. the steady-state isothermal contour maps 
for the air in the cavity were obtained for the different geomet- 
rical configurations examined, with various applied steady-state 
temperature distributions (see FigS. 6 and 7). The isotherms were 
of qualitatively similar shapes for each arrangement, but the 
fringes became more closely packed together as the temperature 
differences were increased. Detailed analysis was only necessary 
for half of each interferogram, because the pipe was always equi- 
distant from the two vertical walls of the trench, i. e. vertical 
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symmetry appertained. The first five fringe displacements from 
the pipe wall were measured at 150 increments around the pipe, 
except where there were less fringes in the pipe's boundary layer 
(see Fig. 3). Hence the temperature gradients in the air adjacent 
to the wall could be deduced so that the variations of the local 
Nusselt number, NUG, versus the angular co-ordinate, 0, could be 
evaluated -- see representative plots in Figs. 8 and 9 for 
systems 'A' and IBI respectively, for selected values of the 
displacement ratio, E, and temperature difference AT. For 
-0.75 <E<0.6, the minimum value of the local Nusselt number 
occurred near the bottom of the pipe (i. e. at 0= 0*). However, 
this optimal angular position, corresponding to the minimum NuGJI 
moved to E) = 400 and 60* approximately (for systems 'A' and IBI 
respectively), for the largest positive displacement ratios of 
0.8 and 0.9 respectively. This was because the bottom gap between 
the supply horizontal pipe and the lower horizontal internal 
surface of the trench decreased as the displacement ratio, E, 
increased and hence conduction became eventually the dominant 
heat transfer process across this gap. The position at which Nu G 
exhibited a minimum was temperature dependent. As the temperature 
difference, 6T, increased, the angular position, e, at which this 
minimum local Nusselt number occurred decreased because the fluid 
velocity in the boundary layer increased, and the flow penetrated 
further into what had formerly been the relatively stagnant 
region near the bottom of the cavity. 
For the combined steady-state convective plus conductive heat 
leaks through the air, it was suggested by Grigull and Hauf 
(38) 
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n that RU_G =M Gr D, which 
if fully developed laminar-flow convec- 
tion ensues throughout the region then n=0.25 (see Figs. 10 and 
11). However, n is not always equal to 0.25. For low Grashof 
numbers, Gr D (i. e. at small values of AT), a relatively stagnant 
fluid exists in large regions of the cavity, and n takes values 
at the lower end of the range 0<n<0.25. For large temperature 
differences, the flow penetrates further into the stagnant 
regions when fully developed flow occurs through the cavity, n 
equals 0.25. 
For both systems 'A' and IBI , the value of 
the parameter IM, 
was deduced and plotted versus the displacement ratio, E -- see 
Fig. 12. For each of the systems tested, M is effectively a 
measure of the conductance of the air surrounding the pipe: for a 
constant Grashof number, all the parameters affecting the convec- 
tive plus conductive heat transfer relationship except the sur- 
face heat transfer coefficient (= kNu G 
/G) are constant. Hence the 
minimum rate heat transfer from the pipe is obtained for the 
system configuration with the minimum value of M, i. e. the system 
where the air provides the maximum thermal redsistance for the 
pipe. Minima of IMI occurred at E=0.67 + 0.03 for both systems 
'A, and IBI. This represents the approximate value for the 
optimal location of the cold pipe in the hot rectangular trenches 
considered, and for the temperature distributions tested. In an 
analogous investigation 
(37) 
using system W, a displacement 
ratio of E= -0-70 + 0.03 was found to be the optimal location of 
a hot pipe in a cold rectangular trench, i. e. as might be used 
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for district heating, so that the minimum rate of heat loss 
occurred from the pipe. 
By using such optimal configurations, improvements of - 11% 
and - 23%, for systems W and IBI respectively in the thermal 
resistances (for heat transfers via convection and conduction 
through the air) of the air-filled cavity were obtained compared 
with current conventional practice, i. e. the use of systems with 
E=0 -- see Fig. 12. Using the optimal displacement ratio, E, 
becomes more desirable the greater the trench is elongated 
vertically from its square section. The total heat flux from the 
duct to the enclosed pipe is proportional to the product of the 
surface heat transfer coefficient and the surface area. Increas- 
ing the height of the duct from 100 mm to 125 mm resulted in an 
increase in the total heat flux, for a given temperature differe- 
nce, between the pipe and the duct. However, because the surface 
area of the pipe remained constant, this resulted in an increase 
in the pipe's surface heat transfer coefficient, which is reflec- 
ted in a higher value of M for system IBI than for system 'A' at 
an equal value of Gr D' 
The radiative component of the steady-state rate of heat 
transfer across the cavity is independent of the displacement 
(39) 
ratio for an infinitelyý-long pipe and trench . Thus for this 
investigation, the optimal location, as deduced from the convec- 
tive plus conductive data, is within experimental error the same 
as that as if the total heat leak had been considered. 
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There is an optimal location for a horizontal cold pipeline 
in a horizontal relatively hot, air-filled rectangular trench, 
which leads to the least rate of heat being gained by the supply 
pipeline. With E=0.67 for both systems 'A' and IBI, maximum 
increases in the thermal resistance of the cavity's air of - 11% 
and 23% respectively, were obtained compared with the current 
conventional systems (having E= 0) - see Fig. 12. For an 
associated investigation(37) with geometrical system 'A', an 
improvement of 13% was obtained using an optimal location of E- 
-0.7 for a hot pipeline in a relatively cold rectangular trench. 
An improvement of - 15% in the air's convection and conduction 
thermal resistance has also been reported by using optimal 
eccentricities in air-filled cylindrical annuli with relatively 
(40) 
cold pipes 
In practice, for district-cooling systems, there is likely to 
be another pipeline in the trench, i. e. that acting as the return 
pipeline carrying the relatively warm water back to the chiller. 
Then, by using the optimal location of the supply pipeline as 
identified above, the optimal location of the return pipeline may 
be determined experimentally, so that the least steady-state rate 
of heat gain by the supply pipe occurs. In view of the available 
results, undoubtedly the higher temperature pipeline above the 
lower temperature pipeline configuration will be the recommended 
energy-thrift choice for district-cooling and district-heating 
(41) distribution systems 
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Improvements in the thermal resistances of the air cavities 
achieved by using optimal locations of the pipelines are small, 
compared with the total resistances of the insulated buried 
pipes. However, this increase of insulation provided by opti- 
mising the configuration of the air gap, does not involve any 
extra financial expenditure. Also because the life-span of the 
district-cooling pipeline distribution network is estimated to be 
more than 35 years, the prospect of reducing the energy leaks by 
even a small fraction (- 3%) should be attractive to designers. 
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Fig. 5.3. A typical isothermal contour wap of the region 
around a horizontal cooled pipe as obtained with 
the 18 cm field-of-view Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
The angular co-ordinate, 0, is measured relative 
to the vertically da,, mwards radius vector from the 
centre of the pipe. 
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Fig. 5.4. Typical steady-state flow visualisaticns for system 'A': 
Ts = 10 0 C. 
(a) E=0.7, AT = 11 0 C. (b) E=0.5, AT = 20 
OC. 
(d) E=-0.7, AT = 17 ýC. iýf = 17 
'- ) 
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Fig. 5.5. Typical steady-state flow visualisations for systern IBI: 
T0= 35 OC, AT = 15 0 C. 
(b) 0. 
0.7 (c) E=0 
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(e) E=-: i. o 
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Fig. 5.6. Typical steady-state Mach-Zehnder interferograins for 
system 'A': Ts= 10 OC. 
(a) E=0.80, AT = 10.8 0C. (b) E =-0.70, AT = 10.4 OC. 
0.50, AT = 10.5 ')C. (d) E=0.25, AT = 9.8 0 C. 
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(e) E=0, iýT = 9.8 'C. 
(f) E=-0.75, AT = 9.0 0 C. 
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Fig. 5.7. Typical steady-state 0 
Mach-zebnder interferograrns for 
systern IBI: To = 40 C, AT = 10 
OC. 
0.9 (b) E=0.7 
0.2 0. 
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CHAPTER 6 
IMPROVED CONFIGURATIONS FOR DISTRICT-COOLING PIPELINES 
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Applied Energy 16 ( 1984) 
Improved Configuyations for District-Cooling Pipelines 
SUMMARY 
VisuaUsation of the airflows in the gaps between horizontal cylindrical 
pipes surrounding relatively cooler pipes has been underiaken, and the 
corresponding steady-state heat losses measured. Consequently, pre- 
liminary recommendaiions concerning how to ý)nprove the thermal 
insulation pe/jOrmances of disli-irl-cooling pipeline assemblies are 
presented. 
NOMENCLATURE 
D. Inner diarneter of the horizontal outer cylinder (mm). 
D R, D., Outer diameters, respectively of the horizontal chilled-water 
return and supply pipes (mm). 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal air-filled cavity (mm) 
(L = 610 m m). 
Net rates of heat gain, respectively by the horizontal chilled- 
water return and supply pipes (W). 
T. Steady-state average temperature of the inner surface of the 
outer surrounding 'isothermal' cylinder ('Q. 
TR, T., Steady-state average temperatures, respectively of the outer 
surfaces of the chilled-water return and supply pipes ('C). 
Applic(I Enet%zy 0306-2619/84/$03-00 Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd. 
England. 1984. Printed in Grcat Britain 
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; zq-Wquw , 
2ýý -: 
Fig. 1. Current conventional practice for district-heating pipework inains: the supply 
and return pipesare placed side-by-side in a relativelywide trciich, without anyendcavour 
to optimise (from an energy conservation viewpoint) tile location of the pipes in that 
trench. 
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DISTRICT COOLING 
This is becoming more popular, not only in 'hot' countries, but even in 
temperate climates where large local cooling 'requirements exist (e. g. 
in large buildings). District cooling is a socially acceptable means. of 
reducing*the consumptions or scarce or imported fuels. ' It is already 
commonplace in Europe, Japan, the USA and the USSR. The chilled 
water so circulated is normally pumped to the consumers at a temperature 
of about 4C. 2 `0 Unfortunately, some underground chilled water pipes 
are installed 1111inSUlated in order to reduce the required initial capital 
investment: this practice is particularly prevalent with large district- 
cooling systems. 1 1-12 
THERMAL INSULATION 
In any system, thermal insulation is usually achieved via the use of 
stagnant or near-stagnant air (or relatively high-density gas). Frequently, 
the district-heating or district-cooling pipes are surrounded by air and 
located conventionally in rectangular trenches as shown in Fig. I: these 
trenches facilitate the evaporation or drainage necessary in the event of 
'flash' flooding. " Otherwise, the insulant applied to the cool pipes would 
remain damp, thereby having its insulating effectiveness reduced and 
possibly suffering permanent damage. Thus it appears logical to employ 
air , -filled trenches and also to try to maximise: tile thermal insulation 
provided by this air trapped around the district-cooling pipes. Arranging 
the pipes in their optimal configuration for minimurn rates of energy 
dissipation should not iI1CUr CXtra initial capital investment, but lead to 
lower running costs. At present, for conventional practice, in general, 
a gap of 50 rnm clear spacing between supply and return pipes is 
recommended for all pipe sizes, with tile pipes placed side-bY-fide.. " 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
For constructional simplicity and for a true comparison to be achieved 
easily, a single assembly (hereafter referred to as 'the system') has been 
employed to investigate how its orientation-and hence the relative 
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Fig. 2. The experimental model 'district-cooling' pipeline system tested: schematic 
representations of the vertical sections through the horizontal pipes arc presentcd. 
positions of its horizontal supply and return chilled-water pipes-affects 
the rates o1heat transfer across the air gap. Three different configurations 
of this one systern were tested. As a preliminary choice, the optimal 
eccentricity for a single supply pipe alone of diameter, D., (= 28-5 mm), 
within the outer pipe of diameter, D,, (= 108-5 mm), has been selected to 
conform with the recommendation of Chakrabarti et al. " The other (i. p. 
the return) pipe, with DR = 28-5 mm, was symmetrically placed in the 
system (see Fig. 2). A c), lindrical outer enclosure was used in this scientific 
investigation, because it ensured that the only factor which is different, 
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for each of the three configurations tested, was the relative position of the 
two inner pipes. In practice, rectangular (rather than circular) sectioned 
enclosures or trenches are commonly used, but the presently adopted 
abstraction from reality ensures that the observed changes of perform- 
ance are due solely to variations of the relative position of the two 
inner pipes. 
Steady-state natural-convective flow visualisations of the air around 
the relatively cold and slightly warmer horizontal cylinders (representing 
the supply and return pipes, respectively) within the surrounding, slightly 
heated, horizontal cylinder have been undertaken. The present study also 
measured the steady-state heat transfers across the horizontal air gap. 
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
In order to simulate, relatively easily, the warm environment surrounding 
the 'cold' pipes, the ranges of temperatures employed experimentally 
were: 
25'C<T, <35'C; 12'C<T, <20'C and 8'C<T, <II'C 
The horizontal outer Perspex cylinder was heated by circulating hot 
water at a constant temperature, T,,, through a polythene tube, which was 
wrapped uniformly around the cylinder. The inner copper pipes for the 
experimental rig were supported by means of horizontal hollow tubular 
extensions at their two ends: these tubes also conveyed the relatively cold 
and slightly warmer water, at their respective controlled temperatures, 
T., and T., into and out of the pipes. Separate controlled -tempera tu re 
water supplies-one for the outer cylinder and one each for the chilled- 
water. supply and return pipes-were used. The tubular extensions were 
clamped to four vertical steel rods, two at each end, along which the 
clamps could be moved, up or down together, by identical amounts. The 
cavity was closed at one end by means of a vertical Perspex plate and at 
the other end with a uniformly thick, homogeneous, vertical glass plate. 
A small amount of smoke (smoke tubes were obtained from MSA 
Britain Ltd, Queenslie Estate, Glasgow, E3) was injected into the cavity 
and photographs were taken of the steady-state flow patterns, the 
appropriate illumination being introduced from projectors via a thin 
circumferential slit window in the outer cylinder. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Two typical sets (A and B) of flow visualisations are presented in Fig. 3, 
for the three configurations considered, each having the same geometry 
and, within experimental error, identical temperature conditions applied. 
Flow patterns (see Fig. 3, sets A and B) for the 'side-by-side' con- 
figuration I of Fig. 2 exhibited two kidney-shaped eddies. The flow-core 
was apparently undisturbed by the oscillating plume in the bottom half of 
the cavity. However, the intense flow mixing that occurred there and the 
associated oscillation gave rise to small recirculating vortices which 
ascended to the stagnation zone in the upper half of the cavity between 
the inner pipes and the surrounding surface. 
As expected, the steady-state flows for both one-above-the-other 
C011figUrations (namely 2 and 3 of Fig. 2), can be seen to be symmetrical 
around the vertical plane through the axes of the cylinders. Although the 
flow patterns for both configurations exhibited almost identical shapes, 
which, for the temperature ranges considered, remained qualitatively 
almost independent of the outer surface temperature or of T, and TR 
(see, for example, Fig. 3, sets A and B), the air circulation speed rose as 
the temperature differences between the outer surface and the inner pipes 
increased. 
A comparison has been made of the rates of heat gained by the chilled- 
water supply pipe, and the chilled-water return pipe, for the side-by-side, 
compared with the one-above-the other, pipe configurations. The latter 
assembly, with the return pipe uppermost, from the steady-stat 'e 
heat 
transfer data (see Table I) can be seen to be the best choice of those tested 
with respect to minimising the rate of heat gain. (The supply pipe acts as 
TABLE I 
Typical Set of Experimental Data 
SYstent T., T, ± 0. / T, ± 0-1 0, ol 
(OC) (OC) (OC) (IV) pf) 
Configuration 1 35 10-2 17-8 33-1 -14-9 
25 10-0 17-7 23-9 -22-0 
Configuration 2 35 10.1 17-8 40-6 -29-8 
25 9.9 17-7 31-9 -30-3 
Configuration 3 35 10.0 17-8 20-5 -7-9 
25 10.0 17.8 15.9 -15-5 
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the overall heat sink for the system, and therefore automatically absorbs 
OR. ) An improvement of approximately 35%, was achieved in the 
insulating performance orthe air by using configuration 3 rather than the 
current standard practice (namely configuration 1). 
Thus, for district cooling, the recommended arrangement is with the 
return above the supply pipe, i. e. configuration 3. This would permit the 
use of narrower (and hence cheaper) trenches compared with the current 
conventional pradtice(which recommends the'side-by-side' configuration 
as in Fig. 1). In practice, the return and supply pipes would be externally 
insulated and thus their surface temperatures would be nearer that of the 
environment. So the difference in the rates of heat transfer for the three 
configurations considered would be less dramatic than in the present 
tests. Nevertheless, the use of the best configuration for any particular 
set of insulated pipes would be economically worth while as no additional 
insulants would be required to achieve the improved performance. 
A detailed investigation is needed to determine the optimal locations of 
the supply and return pipes within the outer pipe or rectangular trench for 
the variety of conditions likely to be encountered in practice. Also, filling 
the trench with rubble -around the supply and return pipes would lessen 
the influence of the different orientations of the pipes, because convection 
would then be inhibited. Nevertheless, qualitatively identical conclusions 
would be drawn for such systems. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DISTRICT-COOLING DISTRIBUTION NETWORK: OPTIMAL 
CONFIGURATION OF A DOUBLE-PIPE SYSTEM IN A 
RECTANGULAR TRENCH 
-7.1- 
SUMMARY 
The optimal configuration, i. e. that which achieves the mini- 
mum steady-state rate of heat gain by the supply (i. e. the 
colder) pipe for the considered conditions, has been determined 
experimentally. By using the displacement ratios of the two pipes 
as the experimental variables, the optimal configuration of the 
supply and return (i. e. the warmer of the two) pipes was deduced 
to occur at displacement ratios of 0.67 and -0.08 respectively, 
i. e. with the supply pipe in the lower region of the atmospheric- 
pressure air-filled relatively hot trench and the return pipe 
vertically above it, both symmetrically placed with respect to 
the side walls. This optimal configuration differs significantly 
from the traditional side-by-side arrangement of district-cooling 
pipe-lines and should prompt designers to become more aware of 
prospective energy and financial savings which can be achieved. 
NOMENCLATURE 
D Diameter of both the considered supply (i. e. the 
colder) and return (i. e. the relatively warmer) 
pipes (see Fig. 1), (M). 
E Displacement ratio (= [2HR/(Y - D)] - 11 or [[2H S/ 
(Y - D)] - 11 for the return or supply pipe respec- 
tively (see Fig. 1). 
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Gr x 
Local Grashof number for the convecting air flow, 
based on the width, X, of the trench. 
HR'HS Shortest vertical distances between the return and 
supply horizontal pipes respectively and the upper 
horizontal internal plane surface of the trench 
(see Fig. 1), 
Axial length of the considered horizontal air- 
filled cavity, (m). 
NUX Local Nusselt number for the steady-state rate of 
heat transfer to the supply pipe, based on the 
width, X, of the trench. 
Q Heat transfer contributions to the total 
6conv. 
+cond. '*rad. 
steady-state rate of heat gain by the horizontal 
supply pipe due to convection plus conduction, and 
radiation respectively via the surrounding air, 
(W). 
0 
Qtotal Total steady-state rate of heat gain by the supply 
pipe, 
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0 
uniform steady-state temperature of the inner sur- 
faces of the outer surrounding isothermal model 
rectangular trench, as used in the present set of 
experiments (see Fig. 1): in practice To would vary 
over these surfaces, (IC). 
TR, TS Steady-state temperatures of the outer surfaces of 
the return and supply pipes respectively (see Fig. 
1), (0c). 
Xlyr Horizontal width and vertical extent respectively 
of the rectangular cavity (see Fig. 1), (M). 
AT Steady"state difference between the temperatures of 
the inner surfaces of the trench and the outer sur- 
faces of the supply pipe: (= Tý - TS), 
C Emissivity of the appropriately identified surface. 
Angular coordinate measured from zero for the 
vertically downwards radius vector emanating from 
the horizontal centre-line of the supply pipe and 
increasing with clockwise rotations (see Fig. 2), 
(degrees). 
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Suffixes 
cond due to conduction through the air. 
conv due to convection via the air. 
0 of the inner surface of the rectangular trench. 
for the pipe along which the chilled water returns 
to the refrigerator. 
rad due to the net thermal radiation gain by the supply 
pipe. 
for the chilled-water supply pipe. 
Abbreviations 
CHP Combined heat and power 
DC District cooling 
DH District heating 
DHC District heating and cooling 
DISTRICT-COOLING (DC) NETWORKS 
These distribute chilled water through insulated pipes to 
serve conmercial, residential, and industrial energy needs for 
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space cooling and industrial purposes. DC systems permit energy, 
as distinguished from fuel, to be bought and sold as a commodity. 
For some customers, such systems possess several advantages 
relative to rival energy systems. By replacing many individual 
refrigerators with a single, central, cooling source, the avail- 
able effective space for occupants within the building is inc- 
reased, building construction and operating costs reduced and air 
quality improved('). In general, satisfying several criteria will 
contribute to the success of DC systems. These include serving a 
denselyý-populated area or core of frequently fully-used build- 
ings, a source of relatively cheap fuel available nearby, and the 
desire to reduce dependence on imported oil. In plants where co- 
generation (i. e. of heat and electricity) is practical, the 
absence of a heat load during the warm months may result in the 
operation being altered to produce a surplus of electric power. 
This power can be utilized to drive large-scale conventional 
(2) 
refrigeration machines for the production of chilled water 
However, the successful implementation of a large DC system will 
requires political initiative, wise management and a commitment 
from all participants. 
There are five major alternative ways of obtaining the 
required chilled water at the central plant: M steam is gene- 
rated locally and then is used to drive the refrigeration plant; 
(ii) the refrigeration plant is installed in close proximity to a 
DH network, and is driven by steam produced at the DH central- 
system; (iii) electricity-driven equipment is employed to produce 
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the chilled water; (iv) an absorption refrigerator (e. g. opera- 
ting on a lithium bromide/water mixture is used; and (v) natural 
cold-water supplies of fresh water sources such as lakes, reser- 
voirs, rivers, an ice pond or ground water, are employed. 
In the UK and in other parts of Europe, there is a tendency 
to use system M unless there is a large air-chilling load 
demand. In many parts of the USA, the air conditioning demand is 
so large, that system (ii) is preferred, although the transition 
to system (iii) is being made in some cases where the cooling 
(3,4) demand is so great that it is commercially feasible 
DC has not been so widely adopted as DH, but it is being 
advocated, and so is being introduced slowly as a financiallyý 
attractive process. However, DHC systems can be employed together 
successfully because many modern office and other commercial 
buildings require simultaneous heating in one part yet cooling in 
another. In addition, modern office buildings need to be cooled 
even on days when most domestic residences do not, because their 
windows are often sealed shut to prevent dust and pollution in- 
filtration and to satisfy the requirements of high internal 
energy loads caused by lighting equipment and high-occupation 
patterns. 
There are few DC systems operating, or being installed, in 
Europe. Some small DC, but no city-wide systems exist at present. 
Europeans neither expect nor are as accustomed to, air condition- 
ing as are citizens of the USA. Nevertheless, air conditioning 
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has been installed in many new European office buildings, parti- 
cularly in southern Europe. This suggests that DC is becoming 
(5) 
more economically viable in many European cities and the USSR 
In the UK, DC is employed at the Heathrow international airport 
complex and also at a major shopping precinct in Chatham, Kent. 
one of the biggest systems in the world, outside Japan, is 
located in Hartford, Connecticut, USA: it was, in 1962, the first 
utility-operated district plant to market both chilled water and 
steam. Nevertheless, fewer than sixty urban DC systems are in 
current use in the USA('). Japan has been somewhat of a pioneer 
in the field of DC: even in 1981, it was estimated that about 
(3) 
ninety different systems were in operation there 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
This thermallyý-insulated pipe-loop conveys chilled water at 
about 4 *C to consumers: separate pipe returns the slightly- 
heated water (at about 13 *C) for recooling. The pipes are 
usually either buried directly in the ground, placed in tunnels 
or concrete culverts, or located above ground. Commmities with 
large space-cooling requirements and high densities may choose to 
distribute both hot and chilled water, according to the different 
(1,2) 
seasonal demands 
The most frequently-recommended and widely-used design in the 
UK is that with thermally-insulated pipelines, located side-by- 
side about half-way down an atmospheric-pressure, air-filled, 
rectangular. trench 
(4,6,7). In the event of such a trench becoming 
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flooded (which occurs intermittently in Britain, because of its 
maritime climate, high humidities and relatively high water-table 
levels), subsequently drainage and evaporation from around the 
pipelines can then ensue automatically. Otherwise, if the insu- 
lant is allowed to remain damp, e. g. by being in intimate contact 
with the earth, the moisture may reduce the insulant's effective- 
ness and its mechanical strength (sometimes permanently), as well 
as possibly promoting corrosion of the underlying steel pipe- 
lines, which are supposedly being protected by the insulant. 
DHC line-networks are expensive: they constitute at least 50% 
of the capital costs for DHC supply systems. Several design 
(8-21) 
studies and behavioural tests have been undertaken . Much 
time, effort and money have been devoted to producing reliable, 
cheap, well thermallyý- insulated underground pipelines, but un- 
fortunately to date, these endeavours have not been completely 
successful 
(22) 
. 
The amount of water to be circulated will have a significant 
bearing on the magnitude of the distribution loop costs: in 
practice it is desirable to have the minimum water flow-rate with 
the smallest practical pipe size. The water flow in the mains 
distribution loop must always exceed the total flow in all the 
secondary circuits, i. e. the building loops. This is necessary to 
assure a constant supply temperature to each building. In 
general, the most economical distribution system lay-out will 
result if the mains are run by the shortest convenient route to 
the terminal equipment in the building or group of buildings 
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having the largest flow-rate requirements. The branch or secon- 
(2) 
dary circuits are then laid out to connect with these mains 
THE EXPERIMENTS 
The present investigation was aimed at determining the 
energy-thrift prospects with respect to what can be achieved 
through better design of a double-pipe DC system. It involved 
measuring the steadyýstate rates of heat transfer across the 
atmospheric-pressure air-filled gap between an isothermal hot 
horizontal, rectangular sectioned, trench enclosing two hori- 
zontal pipes, the first carrying cold water (i. e. the supply 
pipe), and the other slightly warmer water (i. e. the return pipe) 
- see Fig. 1. 
By employing the optimal position of the supply pipe as indi- 
(5) 
cated by previous investigations , the optimal position of the 
return pipe, so that the least steady-state rate of heat gain by 
the supply pipe for a prescribed ff occurs, was determined 
experimentally. 
The convective flow patterns (as indicated by the presence of 
a small amount of smoke) within the enclosed air space, for 
various steady-state temperatures of the surface of the return 
pipe were observed. These patterns stimulate, supplement, and 
corroborate conclusions being drawn from interferometric observa- 
tions of the steadyýstate isotherms in the air gap. [measurements 
with such systems (i. e. with a completely air-filled cavity) 
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indicate the upper limits which convective contributions could 
make to the rate of heat transfer for the same geometrical 
system, with the same temperature distribution, but with pebbles 
packed around the pipes, an arrangement which is sometimes 
adopted in practice]. 
In this investigation, only the gains by the supply pipe were 
considered, because the prime aim of controllers of DC schemes is 
to distribute chilled water to their customers. Thus they are 
concerned primaril with reducing the heat gains by the supply 
pipelines during transmission. In practice, both the supply and 
return pipes would be well insulated thermally. 
THE HEAT-TRANSFER RIG 
The chosen values of the experimental variables were: - 
X= 100 mm, Y= 125 mm, L= 650 M, D= 28.5 m 
0.3 <ER or Es<0.67 
15 OC < TR < 30 IC 
Ts= 10 OC 
To = 35 IC 
Gr x=3.3 x 106 
Each of the measured temperatures was accurate to + 0.20C, 
and the stated dimensions to + 0.2 mm. The experimental rig 
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employed for investigating the steady-state rate of heat loss 
from a DH double-pipe system 
(23) 
was modified slightly to under- 
take the present heat gain and flow-visualisation tests. 
FLOW VISUALISATIONS 
These were obtained for three different displacement ratios 
of the DC system. The flows so observed indicated the occurrences 
of flow instabilities and helped in the interpretations of the 
heat-transfer phenomena resulting in the steadyýstate temperature 
field distributions indicated by the interferograms, (see typical 
examples as shown in Fig. 4). 
The flow patterns for the side-by-side arrangement (i. e. 
current conventional practice) -- with ER =ES=0 (see con- 
figuration 1 of Fig. 3) - exhibited three zones of eddies (see 
Fig. 4(a)). Firstly, there was an approximately triangular-shaped 
eddy circulating around the warm (i. e. the return) pipe and 
having the longest path compared with those of the three other 
zones; secondly, two well-defined eddies ensued between the cold 
(i. e. the supply) pipe and the wall of the trench; and thirdly, 
in the upper half of the trench, a weak irregularly-shaped vortex 
occurred. 
For the warm-above-cold pipe arrangement (see configuration 2 
of Fig. 3), the flow patterns exhibited two, almost stable, 
counter-rotating, approximately triangular-shaped eddies, which 
when averaged with respect to time were symmetrical about the 
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vertical plane through the horizontal axes of the pipes, bisec- 
ting the trench (see Fig. 4(b)). 
The flow patterns for the cold-above-warm pipe arrangement 
(see configuration 3 of Fig. 3) were of an irregular shape. 
Severe instabilities, with intense mixing, were also observed. 
The relatively fast air-flow between the two pipes (i. e. the 
plume) oscillated frequently -- this was corroborated by the 
relatively high rates of heat transfer occurring (see Fig. 4(c)). 
As expected the shapes of eddies in the previously mentioned 
configurations were almost independent of the differences between 
T0, TR and TS for the temperature ranges considered. 
The observations drawn from the present flow visualisations 
agreed qualitatively well with those for a double-pipe DH 
system 
(23) 
under the conditions tested. 
INTERFEROMETRY 
The steadyýstate isothermal contour maps for the temperature 
distributions of the air in the cavity were obtained for the 
side-by-side and the warm-above-cold geometrical configurations, 
with various applied steady-state temperature distributions (see 
Fig. 5). The arrangement with the cold pipe above the warm pipe 
(that is configuration 3 of Fig. 3) was not considered because 
the flow visualisation observations indicated clearly that this 
was the worst configuration with respect to thermal insulation 
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(i. e. the steady-state rate of heat transfer was enhanced, rather 
than reduced) compared with that obtained with the side-by-side 
configuration (i. e. the current conventional practice). 
For the warm-above-cold arrangement (that is configuration 2 
of Fig. 3), the supply (i. e. the cold) pipe position was kept 
constant at a displacement ratio ES equal to 0.67 (which is the 
optimal location for a DC single-pipe system in a relatively hot 
(5) 
rectangular trench) . Seven values of the 
displacement ratio, 
E R' were 
then chosen successively for positioning the relatively 
warm (i. e. the return) pipe directly above the cold pipe. Appro- 
priate measurements were made corresponding to each configura- 
(23) 
tion, and the interferograms analysed 
The variations of the local Nusselt number Nux with the 
temperature difference 6T for two of the selected arrangements 
are shown in Fig. 6. For configuration 1, the maximum local rates 
of heat transfer occurred near the top of the cold pipe (i. e. in 
the 180 4 2151 region) - see Fig. 6(a). However, for configura- 
tion 2, the isotherms were packed most closely near the supply 
pipe's surface in the region 1500 < E) < 1650 (see Fig. 6(b)), so 
indicating that high local rates of combined convective and 
conductive steady-state heat transfer ensued there. 
a The evaluated total steadyýstate rates of heat gain, Q total' 
by the supply pipe are shown in Table 1 for the different con- 
figurations considered. The radiation component, 
6rad, 
as well as 
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Table 1. Steady-state heat gains by the supply (i. e. the 
cold) pipe through the air across the considered cavity: 
TS= 10 OC, 6T = 25 I C. 
Configuration Geometrical TR Qrad. conv. +cond 
6total 
desc ription . 
( 1, C) M M M 
1 ER= ES=0 30 6.5 4.1 10.6 
25 6.4 4.0 10.4 
20 6.3 3.9 10.2 
15 6.2 3.8 10.0 
2 E = -0.30 30 6.5 3.9 10.4 R 
= E 0.67 25 6.4 3.7 10.1 S 20 6.3 3.5 9.8 
15 6.2 3.4 9.6 
2 ER= -0.25 30 6.5 3.7 10.2 
ES= 0.67 25 6.4 3.5 9.9 
20 6.3 3.4 9.7 
15 6.2 3.2 9.4 
2 ER= -0.20 30 6.5 3.5 10.0 
ES= 0.67 25 6.4 3.3 9.7 
20 6.3 3.2 9.5 
is 6.2 3.0 9.2 
2 ER= -0.15 30 6.5 3.3 9.8 
ES= 0.67 25 6.4 3.1 9.5 
20 6.2 3.0 9.2 
15 6.1 2.8 8.9 
2 ER= -0.10 30 6.5 3.2 9.7 
ES= 0.67 25 6.3 3.0 9.3 
20 6.2 2.8 9.0 
15 6.1 2.6 8.7 
2 ER= -0.05 30 6.5 3.2 9.7 
= E 0.67 25 6.3 3.0 9.3 S 20 6.2 2.8 9.0 
15 6.0 2.7 8.7 
2 F= 
- 
0 30 6.5 3.3 9.8 
El '= 0.67 25 6.3 3.1 9.4 S 20 6.1 3.0 9.1 
15 6.0 2.8 8.8 
Based on e= 1 for the trench surfaces and c 0.78 (i. e. 
oxidised copper 
(24) for the return and supply pipes in the 
experimental rig. 
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the convective plus conductive component, 
6conv+cond, 
are also 
presented. 
In order to determine the optimal position of the return 
pipe, the Q total values were plotted against the displacement 
ratio for the return pipe, E RI for different values of TR - see 
Fig. 7. The optimal position occurred with ERý -0-08 + 0.005 for 
the temperature range and the component sizes employed. This 
optimal value was almost independent of the return pipe tempera- 
ture. By employing these optimal data (i. e. ERý -0'08 and ES = 
0.67), a reduction of approximately 11% was obtained in the total 
rate of heat gain through the air compared with that for the 
side-by-side arrangement. 
ý^A? e4y r TCIT ^ATC! 
An optimal configuration (i. e. corresponding to the least 
rate of heat gain by the supply pipe) was achieved with ER "2 
-0.08 and ES=0.67. This means that having the return (i. e. the 
warm) pipe above the supply (i. e. the cold) pipe in a hot rect- 
angular trench leads to lower steady-state rates of heat gain 
than with any side-by-side arrangement or with the cold-above- 
warm pipe arrangement, within the same trench under identical 
boundary temperature conditions. 
A maximum reduction of 11% was obtained by using the optimal 
arrangement, compared with that for the traditional side-by"side 
arrangement (i. e. ER=ES= 0) - see Fig. 7. It has the added 
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advantage that it would permit the use of narrower (and hence 
cheaper to excavate) trenches compared with the present conven- 
tional practice. The pipe-over-pipe configuration has already 
been assessed to be cheaper to install than the pipe-beside-pipe 
(25) 
system 
The 11% improvement in the convective/conductive thermal 
resistance of the air-filled cavity would amount to only - 3% 
gain in the overall thermal insulation of the system (i. e. allow- 
ing for the slight variations of the radiation exchange between 
the pipes as their proximity changes and for the presence of the 
insulant on the pipes and the insulation provided by the earth 
surrounding the trench). Nevertheless over the expected lifetime 
(> 30 years) of a pipeline network, the lower refrigeration 
costs incurred represent a very worthwhile benefit because its 
attainment incurs no additional capital expenditure. Also, from 
an independent viewpoint, because narrower trenches can be used 
and hence lower capital investment costs incurred, the configura- 
tion of pipes suggested in this investigation possesses economic 
advantages over current traditional practice, and so deserves 
further attention by designers and contractors. 
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Fig. 7.1. Schematic representation of a 
vertical section through the 
considered horizontal pipes in 
the rectangular trench. 
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Fig. 7.2. A typical ccntour map of steady-state isothe = 
around a horizontal cooled pipe as revealed by 
Mach-Zel-mder interfercmtrj;,. The angular co-ordinate, 
0, is measured from the vertically downwards radius 
vector for the supply pipe. 
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CONFIGURATION 1 
(ER= ES =0 ) 
CONFIGURATION 2 
( -0-30-< EgýýO, ES =0-67) 
TO :: - TR > TS 
HORIZONTAL 
TO 
G 
TS 
G 
TR 
CONFIGURATION 3 
( ER = 0-67, Es =0 ) 
Fig. 7.3. Schematic vertical sections perpendicular to 
the lengths of the experimental 'district 
cooling' horizontal pipeline systezrs tested. 
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Fig. 7.4. Typical steady-state f" visualisatians with, 
TS = 10 u C, and TR= 20 C. 
E 
R 
(b) ER 7'- 0, ES = 0.67 ER = 0.67, ES =0 
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0 _"! 
r interferograms Fig. 7.5. Typical steady-state Mach-Zel 
with, TS = 10 C. and TR "_ 15 C: 
ER= ES = 
ER =-0.2 5, ES = 0.67 
(b) ER =-0.30, ES = 0.67 
(d) Ep 0.20, ES = 0.67 
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(e) ER =-0.15, ES = 0.67 (f ) ER =-0.10, ES = 0.67 
(g) ER =-0.05, ES = 0.67 (h) ER = 0, ES = 0.67 
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CHAPTER 8 
INFLUENCE OF BAFFLES UPON NATURAL-CONVECTIVE 
STEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFERS INWARDS ACROSS 
HORIZONTAL ECCENTRIC ANNULI 
-8.1- 
SUMMARY 
Flow patterns, temperature distributions and steady-state 
heat transfers inwards across a horizontal annular, atmospheric- 
pressure, air-filled eccentric cavity have been determined. 
Several different configurations of two, low-conductivity, 
baffles (arranged symmetrically with respect to the vertical 
plane through the centre lines of the pipes) inserted across the 
cavity and extending its whole length, were tested. With the 
horizontal inner pipe located at a vertical eccentricity of -0.65 
(i. e. in the lower region of the outer pipe), the optimal incli- 
nation of the two baffles, corresponding to the least rate of 
convective heat exchange, was achieved at + 1400 from the 
vertically-downwards radius vector emanating from the centre of 
the inner pipe. This enabled a reduction of -6 per cent in the 
steadyý-state convective heat leak to be achieved compared with 
that for the plain eccentric annulus under similar temperature 
differences between the pipes. However, by using a vertical 
baffle (i. e. at an angle of 00), an increase of - 14 per cent in 
the convective heat leak through the air occurred. The results 
agree qualitatively with those expected on the basis of previous 
studies for the inverse case (of a concentric annulus) with the 
heat flowing outwards. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Diameter of the outer (i. e. relatively hot) horizontal 
pipe, see Fig. 1, (M). 
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d Diameter of the inner (i. e. relatively cold) horizontal 
pipe, see Fig. 1, (M). 
e, Eccentricity of the configuration [= (H/G)], see Fig. 1: 
-1 
mean gap size [= (D - d)/2], (m). 
Gr d Grashof number for the convecting air, based on the dia- 
meter, d, of the inner pipe. 
Vertical distance between the horizontal centre-lines of 
the two eccentric pipes, see Fig. 1, (m). 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal cavity, see 
Fig. 2, (m). 
NU G NuG Local and average Nusselt numbers, respectively, 
for the 
steady-state heat transfers to the inner pipe, based on 
the average gap size, G. 
Ra G Rayleigh number for the air flow, based on the average 
gap size, 
TOJS Steadyý-state uniform temperatures of the inner surface 
of the outer pipe, and the outer surface of the inner 
pipe respectively, see Fig. 1, (OC). 
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AT Steady-state temperature difference [=(To -T SH, 
(OC). 
Inclination of the baffles (or spacers), measured from 
zero for the vertically downwards radius vector, emanat- 
ing from the centre of the inner pipe -- see Fig. 1, 
(degrees). 
Suffixes 
with respect to the diameter of the inner pipe. 
G with respect to the mean gap between the pipes. 
0 of the imer surface of the outer pipe. 
s of the outer surface of the imer pipe. 
HEAT TRANSFERS ACROSS THE ANNULUS, WITH BAFFLES ALONG ITS WHOLE 
LENGTH 
In an annulus bounded by two horizontal pipes, which are 
maintained at different steady-state temperatures, radiation, 
conduction and natural convection through the air occur; the 
magnitudes of these heat-transfer components depending on the 
geometry of the annulus (e. g. the gap size, G, and the diameter 
ratio, D/d), the bounding surface finishes, as well as the 
temperatures of the pipes (i. e. T0 and T. ). The inner pipe is 
sometimes supported within the outer pipe by means of radial, 
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conical, or axial baffles. However the resulting obstructions of 
the annular space by such baffles will influence all three heat 
transfer modes: the effects of the baffles upon the radiation 
contributions for the range of temperatures considered in this 
investigation, however are relatively small. 
Extensive experimental and theoretical studies concerning 
natural convection across pLain annular cavities, between 
horizontal concentric or eccentric pipes, have been reported('). 
Unfortunately there is a dearth of available published infor- 
mation about the heat-transfer changes which result from the 
(2-6) 
presence of baffles across air-filled cavities . Neverthe- 
less, such baffles are used in solar-energy collectors(7) I 
compressed-gas insulated electric power cables(8)t fusion-reactor 
(9) (10,11) blankets , and district-heating and cooling pipelines 
Grigull and Hauf 
(2) 
considered a concentric annulus, contain- 
ing air, with three equally"spaced balsa wood baffles (i. e. 
either at 0= 00,1200 and 2400, or at e= 60*, 1801 and 3000) 
between an inner and an. outer pipe. Turbulent flows in the obs- 
tructed annular cavities, of diameter ratios of 2,3 and 4 were 
investigated by Lis (3) using either six evenly-spced (i. e. at e= 
3011,900, ... etc. ) longitudinal baffles or a single helical 
spacer; the cavity being filled with various SF 6-N2 gas mix- 
tures. Both designs, it was alleged, reduced the natural 
convection rate by - 20% compared with that for the same annulus 
when unobstructed, across which the same temperature difference 
was applied. No satisfactory explanations were given to justify 
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either the observed reduction of the heat transfer rate at mode- 
rate Rayleigh numbers, or the subsequent ineffectiveness of the 
baffles at high values of RaG* 
Shilston and Probert 
(4) 
concluded that a reduction by - 11% 
of the steady-state convective plus conductive rate of heat flow 
through the air occurred as a result of using two horizontal 
radial co-planar spacers at E) =+ 901, across an open-ended con- 
centric annular cavity (with D/d = 1.5). Because the flows in the 
steady-state are symmetric with respect to the vertical plume 
through the centre-lines of the pipes, it was expected erroneous- 
ly that the presence of vertical spacers should not affect the 
convective contribution to the heat transfer. However, it was 
found that the use of vertical spacers increased this heat trans- 
fer rate by - 8%. 
To optimise the performance of a solar collector, the differ- 
ence between the rates of insolation absorbed and heat lost in- 
effectively by the collector tube has to be maximised. Minimising 
the latter requires that the thermal resistance of the air 
surrounding the collector tube should be a maximum. So, to 
achieve the least steady-state rate of heat loss across the 
atmospheric-pressure air in a concentric horizontal cavity 
between a heated inner pipe and a naturally-cooled surrounding 
pipe (with D/d = 1.6), Norton and Probert(5), following a series 
of experimental tests, concluded that the radial supports along 
the length of the cavity should be at approximately 0=± 300 
from the vertically downwards position. A maximum reduction of 
-8.6- 
- 25% in the convective heat leak was achieved by employing such 
a design compared with that for the plain cavity, under the iden- 
tical small values of AT considered. 
Kwon et al 
(6) 
studies, both experimentally and theoretically, 
the natural convcction which ensue across an annulus between con- 
centric horizontal pipes (for 1.5 < D/d ý 3.6) using three 
equally-spaced (i. e. either at 0= 00,1200 and 2400, or at 9- 
600,1800 and 3000) axial spacers. A thin-fin approximation was 
used to predict (via two-dimensional finite-difference numerical 
computations) the temperature distributions in the air boundary 
layers along the surfaces of the spacers. It was concluded that 
the presence of low-conductivity spacers could lead to decreases 
in the natural convection by as much as 20% (according to the 
configuration adopted) below that for the corresponding plain 
unobstructed annulus aross which the same AT was applied: the 
rate of heat transfer being less for the " 3-spacers A" configu- 
ration than for the " 3-spacers Y 11 type for heat travelling out- 
wards across the air cavity. Nevertheless even with significant 
reductions in convection, the use of high thermal conductivity 
baffles, and the resulting conduction through them, can lead to a 
rise in the total heat leak across the cavities. 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
It has been established 
(12) that the optimal location, to 
achieve maximum thermal insulation, of a cold pipe when enclosed 
by a relatively warm annular cavity occurs for an eccentricity, 
-8.7- 
e, equal to -0.65. The aim of this study was to determine the 
optiml position of a pair of radial wooden spacers (or baffles) 
bridging the gap between the isothermally heate outer pipe and 
the optimal-eccentricity placed, relatively cool isothermal inner 
pipe. This system could simulate a buried, insulated, pipe-in- 
pipe district-cooling assembly. Several configurations were 
examined and investigations were carried out to determine if such 
spacers could improve the thermal resistance of the optimal air- 
filled cavity over that of the unobstructed annulus. Steady-state 
isothermal contour maps (i. e. inerferograms with the Mach-zehnder 
interferometer used in the infinite-fringe manner) were photo- 
graphed. Qualitative analyses of the flow visualisations were 
used to suggest and to substantiate the quantitative explanations 
obtained from the corresponding interferograms. 
THE TEST RIGS 
The chosen values of the experimental parameters were: - 
D 140.5 or 108.0 mm 
d 42.5 or 28.5 mm 
e= -0.65 
610.0 mm 
15 OC < Tý < 42 OC 
7 'C <Ts< 19 OC 
3 'C < AT < 30 OC 
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Each of the measured temperatures was accurate to + 0.2 Oc, 
and the stated dimensions to + 0.2 mm. 
(i) Interferometry 
The experimental assembly consisted of two hollow pipes, one 
within the other, mounted rigidly, but with a means for changing 
the vertical position of the inner pipe relative to the outer 
one. The latter (with D= 140.5 mm) was rolled from a 1.2 mm 
thickness (18 SKG) mild-steel sheet. Shellac-insulated copper 
wires were wound uniformly in a tightlyýgrouped helical spiral 
around its external surface. A second layer of such wires was 
wound on top of the first, and connected in series electrically 
so that the same electric current passed through it in the 
reverse direction to that in the first layer. Thereby non- 
inductive heating was achieved. 
A guard-heater, also in the form of a cylindrical coil around 
the outside of the heater on the outer pipe, was used to help 
maintain a uniform temperature distribution over the surface of 
that pipe. Two variable transformers (each of 750 VA), one for 
the main heating coil, and the other for the guard heater were 
employed, together with two transformers (each of 750 vA), to 
control the power dissipations in the heating wires, and conse- 
quently the rate of inward heat transfer to the inner pipe. The 
outer pipe was protected by a further coat of shellac. 
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The inner copper pipe (having d= 42.5 mm) was supported by 
means of horizontal hollow tubular extensions at its two ends: 
these tubes also conveyed the relatively cold water (at tempera- 
ture Ts) into and out of the inner pipe. A controlled-temperature 
water supply was used. The tubular extensions were clamped to two 
vertical brackets, along which the clarnps could be moved up or 
down in unison, by identical amounts, thus altering the eccen- 
tricity, e, of the horizontal inner pipe relative to the hori- 
zontal outer pipe. 
Sixteen copper-constantan thermocouples were introduced 
through 1.5 mm holes in the outer pipe, so that the leads and 
thermojunctions remained flush with its inner surface. Ten of the 
thermojunctions were located on a circumferential helix at 
approximately equal radial intervals, so permitting the tempera- 
ture distribution over the inner surface of the outer cavity wall 
to be determined. The inner pipe was similarly instrumented. 
The thin radial baffles or spacers (3mm thick at their edges 
touching the outer pipe and tapering off to I mm at their tips 
touching the inner pipe) were made of balsa wood which has a low 
thermal conductivity (- 0.12 W/mK): they were positioned to span 
the eccentric (e = -0.65) air-gap along its whole length (see 
Fig. 3). The horizontal atmospheric-pressure air-filled cavity 
was closed at its two ends by means of two vertical, optically%. - 
flat, uniformly-thick, homogeneous glass plates - the so-called 
lend-plates' (see Fig. 2). 
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An 18 cm f ield-of-view, 3 WW He-Ne laser-stimulated, Mach- 
Zehnder interferometer was used as the temperature-field indica- 
ting instrument (13) __ see Fig. 2. This, when employed in the 
infinite-fringe mode, produced distinctive interferograms, which 
are isotherm maps of the air-filled cavity, for each two- 
dimensional configuration examined with each set of values of T0 
and Ts employed. (These interferograms; indicated the refractive 
index, and hence the density and consequently the temperature, 
variations of the air integrated over the axial length of the 
considered cavity). The effects of image distortion, due to the 
refraction of the laser beam through the test cell, were reduced 
by focussing the camera on the vertical plane at 0.33L from the 
(14) 
end-plate nearer the camera 
(ii) Flow Visualisations 
These were obtained with a rig having a horizonal outer 
cylindrical Perspex pipe (with D= 108 mm), which had been paint- 
ed matt black, except for a narrow circumferential slit window 
5 mm wide at 0.33L from the end-plate nearer the camera). This 
pipe was heated by circulating hot water at a constant tempera- 
ture (T 
0) 
through a polythene tube, which was wrapped uniformly, 
in the form of a single layer closely-wound spiral, around the 
pipe. The design and construction of the inner copper pipe (d = 
28.5 mm) were qualitatively similar to those for the pipe used in 
the interferometric measurements. 
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Steady"state tempertures of the surfaces of the pipes were 
monitored by eight copper-constantan thermocouples embedded, as 
previously indicated, in the inner surface of the outer pipe and 
four similar thermojunctions embedded on the outer surface of the 
inner pipe, so that the air flows in the annulus were not dis- 
rupted by their presence. 
The end plane, which was remote from the camera, of the 
cavity was sealed with a vertical opaque Perspex plate, whereas 
the front end (through which the observations were made) was 
blocked by a uniformly-thick, homogeneous, vertical transparent 
glass plate. A small amount of smoke was injected very slowly in- 
to the cavity and photographs were taken of the resulting steadyý- 
state flow patterns, the appropriate illumination being intro- 
duced transversely from three halogen projectors via the thin 
circumferential slit window in the outer pipe. In order to avoid 
the inner cylinder partially obscurring the flow patterns, the 
camera was aligned so as to make a small angle with the hori- 
zontal axis of the inner cylinder. This nevertheless results in 
some distortion of the images. 
THE OBSERVATIONS 
(i) Flow-Visualisation Studies 
Baffles, when introduced into a natural-convective flow 
field, can obstruct the paths of the air currents and so distort 
the shapes of the vortex patterns. The main flow cores rotated 
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symmetrically, about the vertical plane through the centre-lines 
of the pipes, in opposite directions, one in each half of the 
annulus. 
With the baffles at 0=+ 300 (see Fig. 4(a)), the flow 
indicated the presence of a weaker than normal (i. e. with no 
spacers present) flow-circulation in the top sectorial cell. 
However this minor reduction in the flow intensity (and hence in 
the rate of heat transfer) was more than compensated for by a 
stronger recirculating flow in the relatively small lower compar- 
tment (i. e. between the baffles). For baffle positions throughout 
+ 451 <0<+ 120*, the intensity of the recirculating eddies 
decreased in the lower sector as E) increased, so leading to a 
reduction in the rate of heat transfer, while the flow weakened 
in the upper sector (see Fig. 4(b)). 
With the baffles at 0=+ 1400, the air movements observed in 
the lower compartment approximated to the flows in the unobstruc- 
ted eccentric annulus under similar temperature differences 
across the air-filled gap. Simultaneously, the circulating flow 
in the upper compartment of the annulus was relatively weak (see 
Fig. 4(c)). 
With the pair of baffles arranged vertically (i. e. at a- 00 
and 1800), two small, almost stagnant zones adjacent to the 
middle of the upper baffle on its two sides were observed (see 
Fig. 4(d)). 
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(ii) Interferometric Studies 
For all the arrangements of baffles tested, the fringe- 
patterns (i. e. the steady-state temperature contour maps) were 
different from those for the plain unobstructed annulus under 
identical values of AT. Selected samples of these interferograms, 
along with that for the plain annulus, are presented in Fig. 5. 
Such results indicate that the distribution of the local Nusselt 
nurrber, NUG, around the cold inner pipe varied significantly near 
the baffles. 
Generally, for configurations of baffles such that 
+ 45* <9<+ 1200, the values of the local Nusselt number were 
relatively small for regions adjacent to the upper part of the 
spacers, whereas near the undersides of the spacers, they attain- 
ed higher values (see Fig. 6(a4c)). This behaviour was caused by 
the differences of strengths of the recirculating flows above and 
below the spacers. 
As the inclination of the spacers was increased to E)= + 1500 
from e=± 12011, no major qualitative changes, in the steady- 
state fringe patterns of the interferograms, were observed. The 
weak recirculating flow in the upper sector kept the local 
Nusselt numbers (i. e. the rates of heat transfer) relatively 
small. However in the lower sector of the air-filled cavity, the 
local Nusselt numbers gradually approached those for a plain un- 
obstructed annulus (see Fig. 6(d)). 
-8.14- 
When the pair of baffles were arranged vertically (i. e. at G 
00 and 180*), the interferograms do not show significant 
deviations from those for the upper part of the plain annulus - 
see Fig. 5(a) and (f). However, the presence of boundary layers 
on the baffles tends to affect the convective heat leaks. This 
phenomenon coupled with the air flow deflection by the baffles, 
result in them having significant influence on the local heat 
transfer coefficients (see Fig. 6(e)). 
The effect of the inclination E) of the spacers, upon the 
total rate of convective heat transfer travelling inwards across 
an eccentric, horizontal, air-filled annulus can be seen in Fig. 
7. The optimal location for a pair of radial spacers occurred 
approximately at E) =+ 1401. By employing such a configuration, a 
saving of - 6% in the steady-state convective heat transfer 
across the annulus was achieved compared with that for a plain 
annulus. However, by using one vertical spacer (i. e. at 9= 00), 
an increase of - 14% in the convective heat leak was observed 
compared with that for the plain annulus under otherwise iden- 
tical conditions. 
Conclusions drawn from the present set of results corroborate 
those from previous studies for the case of concentric annulus 
with the heat flowing outwards, i. e. for the inverse, vertically- 
inverted heat transfer system. For example, for a solar-energy 
collector, Norton and Probert(5), concluded that the optimal 
location of the spacers should be at 0=+ 300. 
-8.15- 
There is an optimal configuration, for two, low-conductivity 
baffles (spacers or supports) inserted symmetrically across the 
whole length of an eccentric annulus, whose use leads to the 
least rate of convective heat gain being achieved by the cold 
inner pipe. With the two baffles inclined at an angle of E) =+ 
1401, improvements of -6 per cent in the thermal resistance of 
the air-filled cavity were obtained compared with that for a 
plain annulus. However, with the baffle placed vertically (i. e. 
at 9= 0*), an increase of - 14 per cent in the heat leak was 
observed, once again compared with that for the plain annulus 
under an almost identical AT (see Fig. 7). Results from the 
present study agree qualitatively with those for a concentric 
annulus, with the heat flowing outwards. in practice, there is 
often likely to be another pipe in the cavity, i. e. that acting 
as the return pipe for the non-ambient temperature fluid, and the 
external enclosure may be rectangular rather than cylindrical. 
Then somewhat different flow patterns and isothermal contours in 
the cavity would be expected, and so further investigations in 
order to determine the optimal placements of both sets of baffles 
would be needed. 
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Fig. 8.1. Schematic representation of a vertical cross- 
section through the considered horizontal pipe 
aligned with a negative eccentricity relative 
to its horizontal circular enclosure. 
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Fig. 8.3. Vertical cross-sbctions perpendicular to the 
lengths of some of the considered horizontal 
pipeline systerm (all with e=-0.65). 
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Fig. 8.4. Typical steady-state flow visualisations for 
scine of the considered systems with e=-0.65: 
(a) 0 3bo, Ts = 14.3 0 C, (b) 0 850, Tý = 13.7 0 C. 
AT 4.0 0 C. AT 11.3 0 C. 
140 0, Ts = 11.8 0 C, 
AT = 12.9 
0C. 
(d) 0= 09 and 180c), Ts= 
12.5 OC, AT = 6.0 OC. 
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Fig. 8.5. Typical steadyýstate isothemal contour maps, as 
indicated by infinite-field Mach-Zehnder inter- 
ferograms for the considered syste - 0.65: 
_Rs 
with e= 
(a) Plain cavity, Ts = 7.7 OC, (b) 0t 45 , Ts = 7.7 C, 
AT = 15.6 0 C. AT 9.7 0 C. 
950, Ts=7.4 OCj 
AT = 15.8 
0C. 
Ts=7.6 OC. 
AT = 16.1 OC. 
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(e) 0=± 150 0, Ts = 7.2 0C, 
AT = 15.0 
0 C. 
0= 00 and 1800, Ts 
7.6 OC, AT = 8.3 
OC. 
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APPENDIX 1 
GEOMETRIC VIEW FACTORS FOR RADIATION EXCHANGES BETWEEN AN 
INFINITELY-LONG CYLINDER AND A PARALLEL INFINITELY-LONG 
ENCLOSURE OF EITHER CYLINDRICAL OR RECTANGULAR 
CROSS-SECTION 
1- 
SUMMARY 
The view (or shape) factor for an infinitely-long cylinder, 
enclosed in either a parallel cylindrical or rectangular enclo- 
sure, is independent of the relative disposition of the inner 
cylinder with respect to the enclosure or the dimensions of the 
system. Its value is unity. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Surface area of the considered length of cylinder, see Fig. 
1., (m 2 ). 
e Eccentricity of the inner cylinder relative to its parallel 
surrounding outer cylinder [= s/(R-r)], see Fig. 1. 
E Displacement ratio of the inner cylinder in the parallel 
rectangular enclosure = S/[(Y/2) - r1j, see Fig. 2. 
View (or shape) factor for radiation between the inner 
cylinder and its enclosure. 
m Strip parameter [=s sin - 1, see Fig. 1, (m). 
n Strip parameter [=R-s cos - ], see Fig. 1, (m). 
r Radius of the inner cylinder, see Fig. 1, (m). 
-Al. 2- 
Radius of the outer cylinder, see Fig. 1, (m). 
S, S Distances between the centre of the inner cylinder and the 
centre of the cylindrical or rectangular enclosure respec- 
tively [= (Y/2) - y], see Figs. 1 and 2, (m). 
x Dimension of the rectangular cavity, see Fig. 2, (m). 
y Space parameter defining the position of the centre of the 
inner cylinder with respect to an inner surface of the 
rectangular enclosure, see Fig. 2, (m). 
y Dimension, of the rectangular enclosure, orthogonal to the 
direction of the x dimension, see Fig. 2, (m). 
cc Radial co-ordinate, see Figs. 1 and 3, (degrees). 
Suffixes 
cyl for the inner cylinder. 
rect for the rectangular enclosure. 
1,2 for the first and second considered surfaces respectively. 
-Al. 3- 
INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfers by radiation can be thought of as photon 
fluxes released from excited atoms and travelling usually in 
straight paths until they are absorbed by other atoms. Such exch- 
anges can also be interpretted as energy transports via electro- 
magnetic waves 
(1). The heat radiated from a substance depends 
upon the fourth power of the absolute temperature of the emitting 
surface. As a consequence, the radiative exchange becomes large 
and eventually the dominant heat transfer mechanism, at high 
temperatures. However, as part of the design process for equip- 
ment which is to be used even at moderate temperatures, it is 
desirable to be able to predict accurately the magnitudes of the 
(2) thermal radiation exchanges likely to occur 
Radiation heat-transfer predictions for engineering systems 
(3) 
are usually carried out under the following assumptions 
Firstly, the enclosure surfaces are divided into what can be 
represenred as a large (but finite) number of isothermal regions 
at different temperatures. Secondly, the surfaces are regarded as 
"thermally grey-body" emitters, absorbers, or reflectors. Third- 
ly, the magnitude of the radiant energy flux leaving any consi- 
dered isothermal surface is uniform over that surface. 
The fraction of the radiant energy which leaves surface 1 and 
reaches surface 2 is termed the view factor of surface 1 with 
respect to surface 2. An analytical techniques has been developed 
to permit the prediction of the view factors for radiation from 
-Al. 4- 
spheres and infinitely-long cylinders to certain classes of 
surfaces 
(4). Such factors were found to be independent of the 
validity of Lambert's cosine law, and appropriate shape factor 
formulae for several other geometries have been deduced. 
The present analysis considered the effects of changing the 
eccentricity, e, or the displacement ratio, E, on the view 
factors (and consequently the net rate of radiation) from a hot 
infinitely-long cylinder enclosed, respectively, in either a 
cylindrical or a rectangular sectioned, parallel, relatively 
cooler duct. 
INFINITELY-LONG CYLINDER ENCLOSED ECCEWMICALLY IN A PARALLEL 
INFINITELY-LONG CYLINDER 
For an eccentrically-placed (i. e. e= 0), infinitelyý-long 
cylinder in relation to a portion of the outer cylinder 
(4) 
1 
F 
cyl-)In ý 
(1/2H) tan-' (m/n) ............... 
. 7. Fcyj_výdm = n/2fl(n 
2+m2)............... (2) 
This represents the factor for an arbitrary, infinitely-long 
strip of width dm, identified by the variables m and n as shown 
in Fig. 1. But. m, dm. and n are functions of the angle m, and AA '2 
is the area of the incremental strip dm. Therefore equation (2) 
becomes, 
-Al. 5- 
F Al--)dA2 =R 
d(x (R -S COS -)/2H(R 
2_ 2RS Cos =+s2).. (3) 
By integrating from a, to =21 the view factor for the inner 
cylinder relative to the portion PQ of the outer cylinder can be 
seen to be, 
F (1/211) (cc cc )/2] + tan-' {[(R + s)/(R - S)] tan Al->A2 21 
(cc 2 /2)) - tan-' [[(R + s)/(R - s)] tan(-1/2))) . (4) 
This factor is independent of the radius of the inner cylin- 
der. But, for the whole cylindrical cavity, H and 11* 
So, 
(1/211)[11 + tan-' tan-' 
cyll4cyl2 -2 
. '. cyll->cyl2 ý1.................... 
(5) 
INFINITELY-LONG CYLINDER ENCLOSED IN A PARALLEL INFINITELY-LONG 
RECTANGULAR CAVITY 
(i) E=0: see Fig. 3 
Let AEB be an arc of the circumscribed circle concentric with 
the cylinder (i. e. e= 0) - see Fig. 3. Provided that AB does 
not intersect the cylinder, the view factor from the radiating 
cylinder to the rectangular enclosure is the same as the factor 
from the cylinder to the portion AEB of the outer cylinder. 
Irrespective of the validity of Lambert's law, this factor equals 
-Al . 6- 
-/Il and does not depend on the radius of the radiating cylin- 
(4) der 
Because, 
-= tan-' (X/Y) 
. 7. F cyl-->AB ý 
(1/fl) tan-' (X/Y) .............. 
Because the view factor for the rectangular enclosure ABCD 
equals the sum of the factors for all the four sides of the 
cavity, then, 
F 
cyl--ýrect -ý 
(2/fl)[tan-1 (X/Y)l + (2/fl)[tan-1 (Y/X)l 
= (2/H)tan-1 ((X/y + Y/X)/[l - (X/Y)(Y/X)ll 
= (2/II)tan-1 (-) 
. 
. 7. cyl4rect ý1..................... 
(ii) see Fig. 2. 
once again the analytical method for evaluating the view 
factor can be employed. For the sides AB and CD of the rectan- 
gular cavity, see Fig. 2, 
F 
cyl4AB, CD -4 
(1/11)[tan-1 (X/2y)] + (I/H)Itan-1 [X/2(Y-y)]) 
(8) 
7- 
For the sides AD and BC of the rectangular cavity, 
F" (1/fl)[tan -1 (2y/X)l + (1/H)ftan-1 [2(Y-y)/X]l 
cyl->rect -ý 
(9) 
So for the rectangular cavity ABCD, 
cyl-ýrect "ý 
(I/H)[tan-1 (X/2y) + tan-' (2y/X)] + (1/fl)(tan-1 
[X/2(Y-y)] + tan-1[2(Y-y)/Xll 
= (1/n) tan-' (-) + (1/n) tan-' (-) 
= (2/11) tan-' (-) 
. 7. cyl4rect ý1.................... 
llr%WTIýT T TO TnMC 
An analytical technique has been used to derive the view (or 
shape) factors for a hot infinitely-long cylinder enclosed in 
either a cylindrical or a rectangular, relatively-cool, 
infinitelyý-long duct. Their values are unity, i. e. independent of 
the geometries or the dimensions of the systems. 
-Al. 8- 
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Fig. Al. l. Schematic representation of a pipe- 
in-pipe infinitely-long asserrbly. 
-A1.1O- 
sI 
Y-Y 
Y/I 2 
Fig. A1.2. Cross-section of a cylinder aligned 
with, but not centrally placed in, a 
rectangular sectioned duct. 
X12 
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/ 
1 
-7- 
Y/2 
Y 
Fig. Al. 3. As for Fig. A1.2, but with the cylinder 
placed centrally in its rectangular 
enclosure. 
APPENDIX 2 
IMPROVED PIPELINE CONFIGURATIONS FOR DISTRICT-HEATING 
AND COOLING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
-A2.1- 
SUMMARY 
Factors influencing the steady-state heat transfers to 
horizontal chilled-water or from hot-water pipelines, within an 
atmospheric-pressure, air-filled, relatively hot or cold respec- 
tively, horizontal rectangular trench, have been considered. An 
experimental investigation, using the displacement ratio of the 
pipe as the experimental variable, revealed the optimal config- 
uration, i. e. that which achieves the minimum steadyý-state rate 
of heat exchange between the pipe and its surroundings under the 
considered conditions. For a set of temperatures for the pipe 
and the trench walls, corresponding closely with those likely to 
occur in practice, it has been deduced that the optimal config- 
uration of the "supply" pipe occurred at displacement ratios of 
+ 0.67 and - 0.73, for district-cooling and district-heating 
systems respectively, i. e. with the horizontal pipe placed equi- 
distant between the vertical walls in the lower region of the 
cavity in the case of district cooling and in the upper region 
for district heating. Such conclusions are of significance with 
respect to achieving maximum energy thrift, because these 
recommended configurations differ radically from the arrangements 
of the pipes traditionally adopted in district-cooling or 
district-heating designs. 
DISTRICT-HEATING AND COOLING (DHC) 
By these processes, a heated or cooled fluid (usually water) 
from a central source is distributed to residential, commercial 
-A2.2- 
or industrial consumers in high-intensity demand areas, e. g. for 
high-density of occupation tall buildings, in which comfortable 
conditions need to be maintained. The central source may be 
either a chiller, a boiler (Neil, 1976), a refuse incinerator 
(Griffin, 1980), a geothermal source (Reistad and Lawrence, 
1984), solar energy (Lund and Routti, 1983), or "waste-heat". 
e. g. as a by-product of electricity generation (Mahini and 
Schrock, 1982). The extent of the delivery zone should not be 
specified alone as the sole criterion for assessing the economic 
feasibilities of proposed district-heating or district-cooling 
schemes. However it can be asserted with confidence that a small 
zone project can be worthwhile if a sufficiently large heating or 
cooling demand exists there, whereas it will probably be 
uneconomic to serve a large area having only low demands (Kennedy 
and Tschanz, 1983). 
The use of piped heating systems is a very old concept. 
Nearly 2000 years ago, such systems were employed by the Romans 
for heating dwellings as well as baths. In more modern times, 
Sir William cook in 1745 used pipe coils for conveying steam to 
heat his home in Manchester, England: he also attempted to warm a 
group of buildings from a single source of heat (Collins, 1976). 
subsequently in 1748, Benjamin Franklin used an underground iron 
stove-furnace to heat a row of houses via a small districtheating 
scheme at Philadelphia, USA (Meador, 1981). 
Birdsill Holly, in 1877, deserves the credit for being the 
first person to put district heating on a successful commercial 
-A2.3- 
basis (Collins, 1976). However as economies of scale began to be 
achieved in the generation of electricity during the early part 
of the twentieth centry, the total-energy approach was abandoned, 
and so district heating then failed to gain popularity. 
Significant installations of district-heating systems in 
Europe did not occur until after World War II. Since then, numer- 
ous sytems have been introduced mainly in Northern European 
countries, the USSR (the largest user of district-heating in the 
world) and the other communist block, central i sed-planning, 
countries. This was usually feasible because of the development 
of compact housing blocks, a policy which is favoured in many of 
these countries. District heating in some European countries has 
not grown in popularity because of the low unit fuel costs during 
the last 40 years and the abundance of fossil fuels locally. How- 
ever, in the USA, it has been adopted frequently for college/uni- 
versity campuses, and for commercial mixed-use buildings (Meeker 
et al, 1985). Such systems (e. g. in New York, NY, St. Louis, MO, 
Nashville, TN, Youngstown, OH, Baltimore, MD, Duluth, MN, and 
Pittsburgh, PA) are operating satisfactorily and increasing in 
number: the Philadelphia, PA system is currently under consider- 
ation for sale to new commercial owners. 
Due to the 1973/74 and 1979/80 oil crises and the political 
reluctance to permit nuclear power to substitute for other fuels, 
the problem of energy thrift has, intermittently, been regarded 
as urgent during the last decade (McMullan et al, 1983). Thus the 
terms "district heating" (DH) , "district cooling" (DC), and 
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"combined heat and power" (CHP) or "cogeneration" have become 
increasingly accepted as essential concepts in energy-thrift 
policies, rather than as just economically or socially desirable, 
by many engineers, architects, planners and even politicians. For 
instance, district heating is included in the US Government's 
energy-conservation programme and is now regularly commended in 
the British Parliament as an important means of saving fuel 
(Haseler, 1975). Yet surprisingly few of the good intentions have 
been translated into positive actions. However in the USA, new 
systems have recently been put into service in St. Paul, M, and 
Trenton, NJ, as a direct consequence of US government contribu- 
tion. In addition, more than 36 cities are actively considering 
or planning new DH systems as part of the US Department of Energy 
and US Department of Housing and urban Development grants and 
technical support. 
District cooling is not as technically advanced as district 
heating. Nevertheless more than fifty systems are already in 
operation, or are being installed, in various cities of Europe, 
USA, USSR and Japan (Diamant and Kut, 1981; Meeker et al, 1985). 
UNDERGROUND PIPELINE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
The most expensive component of any DH system is the 
distribution-pipework network. In older steam-based systems and 
in higher temperature hot-water systems, the distribution system 
can account for up to 75 per cent of the total system cost 
(center for Renewable Resources, 1984). 
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Traditional district heating and cooling (DHC) distribution 
systems can be classified as either (i) thermallyýinsulated clad 
pipelines, located in atmospheric-pressure air-filled rectangular 
trenches, which are slightly beneath ground level; (ii) insulated 
pipelines in such trenches, which are packed with loose-fill 
thermal insulants or pebbles around the pipes; (iii) insulated 
pipelines in trenches with poured-in-place concrete; or (iv) 
field-insulated, or pre-insulated directly-buried pipelines. For 
a pre-insulated or field-insulated buried district-heating pipe- 
line, there is an optimal burial depth for which the rate of heat 
losses from the pipe will be a minimum (Bau, 1984). 
The most frequently recommended and widely-used system in the 
UK and West Germany is that of group (i) (Quigg, 1976; Kell and 
martin, 1984; orchard, 1985). In the event of such a trench 
becoming flooded (which occurs intermittently in Britain, because 
of its maritime climate), drainage and evaporation from around 
the pipeline would be more likely to ensue automatically than 
with distribution systems of types (ii) or (iii). If the insulant 
is allowed to remain damp, the moisture often reduces the 
insulant's effectiveness and strength (sometimes permanently) as 
well as promotes corrosion of the underlying steel pipelilne, 
which is supposedly being protected by the insulant. However 
ventilation of the trench reduces the effective thermal resis- 
tance of this air cavity, and so usually should be constrained to 
the minimum which is likely to be necessary to permit the 
moisture to disperse readily by diffusion from the cavity. 
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The modern "pipe-in-pipe", pre-insulated systems (e. g. fibre- 
glass-reinforced plastic, cross-linked polyethylene or poly- 
butylene pipelines) are now accepted in some schemes as reliable 
and economical means of distribution (Quigg, 1976). The apparent 
disadvantages are the widely different coefficients of expansion 
of their components and the (ý 120 IC) operating temperature 
limitation (Haseler, 1970). In addition, such systems are more 
expensive than the trenched systems for pipelines with diameters 
exceeding - 700mm (Robinson, 1979). It is the author's conclusion 
that locating the pipelines in an air-filled rectangular trench 
should more frequently be the favoured choice for systems at high 
supply temperatures using large diameter pipes. 
THERMALLY-INSULATED PIPELINES 
DH pipelines in the USA, supply steam (at up to 215 *C), or 
hot water from a centralised plant to the consumers under a wide 
range of pressures (Strauss, 1979). In Europe, the heat-transfer 
medium almost universally adopted is water. It is pumped out, at 
an over-pressure, and returned to the plant at about 60 OC (IDHA, 
1983). However, for DC systems, the chilled water is initially at 
about 4 IC and returns at about 13 *C (Diamant and Kut, 1981). 
in the USSR, where pumping distances are immense, and in 
Iceland, where the heat sources are often geothermal springs, 
single pipeline systems have been used (Gromov, 1967; Kell and 
martin, 1984). In such cases, the Single flow-pipe conveys hot 
water to the buildings, the maximum use is made of the exergy by 
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satisfying initially the domestic hot-water demands, and the heat 
losses from these will, where desirable, be employed for space 
heating: any residual is conveyed to swimming pools, greenhouses, 
or to waste. Single pipelines are also used in steam-based DH 
networks in various cities in the USA -- e. g. in New York and 
Baltimore (IDHA, 1983). 
unfortunately from an anergy-thrift viewpoint, some under- 
ground DHC pipelines are still installed uninsulated in order to 
reduce the required initial capital investments and subsequent 
maintenance problems, but then the running costs are approp- 
riately higher. Much time, effort and money have been devoted to 
producing reliable, cheap thermally-insulated underground pipe- 
lines, but regrettably to date, these have not been completely 
successful (Borger, 1975). 
currently, most analysts tend to assume that a high "heat- 
demand density" alone is the key to reducing distribution costs. 
But, lowering the heat-supply temperatures can also lessen the 
cost of distribution system materials. Adopting innovative 
routing practices and installation techniques can reduce signifi- 
cantly the capital costs and the unit heating costs to consumers. 
Nevertheless attention has not so far been focussed upon the 
financial savings, which can be achieved by reducing the rates of 
heat loss resulting from choosing the optimal configuration for 
such pipes in a trench. 
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An optimal position for the supply pipe occurs because the 
convective and conductive contributions to the steady-state total 
heat leak (or gain) through the air vary in different ways as the 
proximities of the pipelines to one another and to the walls of 
the trench are changed. The "displacement ratio", as defined in 
the nomenclature, indicates the position of the considered pipe 
in its rectangular trench and is analogous to the "eccentricity" 
for the case of concentric pipes (see Fig. 1). 
SCOPE OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
The tests involved measuring the steady-state rates of heat 
transfer across an atmospheric-pressure air-filled gap for the: - 
DC SYSTEM, which is an isothermal hot horizontal rectangular 
sectioned, trench enclosing a single horizontal cold 
cylindrical pipe - see Fig. 1; and 
DH SYSTEM, which is an isothermal cold horizontal, rectangular 
sectioned trench enclosing a single horizontal hot 
cylindrical pipe - see Fig. 1. 
For each system, the aim was to determine the optimal posi- 
tion of the supply pipe, which results in the minimum rate of 
heat gain or loss for the DC and DH systems respectively, under a 
specified steady-state temperature difference, AT (= To -T S), 
between the pipe and its rectangular trench. 
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Airflow visualisations (for the various chosen steadyýstate 
temperatures of the surfaces of the pipe and the trench, and for 
different displacement ratios), were used to stimulate, supple- 
ment and corroborate conclusions being drawn from interferometric 
observations indicating the temperature distributions across the 
ai r gap. 
THE TESTED SYSTEMS 
The values of the experimental parameters (see Fig. 1) chosen 
for this investigation were: 
100 On, Y= 100 rmn, L= 630 m, and D= 28.5 mm. 
For the DC Syste 
-0.75 <E<0.80; 
6 *C <Ts< 10 'C <T0< 40 OC; and 
3 OC < AT < 30 *C. 
For the DH Syste 
-0.90 <E<0.50; 
13 OC <T0< 17 'C <Ts< 40 OC; and 
-25 IC < AT < -4 OC. 
Each of the temperatures stated was accurate to + 0.2 *C, and 
the dimensions to + 0.2 nn. 
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For all tests undertaken in this investigation, the centre- 
line of the pipe was maintained at X/2 (= 50 mm) f rom both 
vertical walls of the trench, with which it is parallel. 
Hauf and Grigull (1970), stated that the length, L, of the 
test cavity should exceed 500 mm in order to justify disregarding 
the three-dimensional heat transfer effects in the air near the 
end plates (see Fig. 2). Taking R as the radius of the circle 
passing through the four corners of a cross-section of the rect- 
angular trench perpendicular to its length, this implied that, 
for L/R > 8, three-dimensional motions in the annular cavity had 
only negligible influences upon the recorded steady-state rates 
of heat transfer (Grigull and Hauf, 1966). For the present 
system, L/R - 8.9, and so complied with this criterion. 
The walls of the trench for the experimental simulation were 
manufactured from polymerised methyl methacrylate (trade names 
for which are Perspex, Plexiglas, or Lucite) and were water- 
cooled for the DH system (or heated to simulate the desired net 
heat-flow direction being inwards for the DC system), each wall 
containing a series of enclosed channels through which water ran 
from the mains supply. Each wall was cooled (or heated for the DC 
system simulation). independentl , so as to avoid an appreciable 
rise (or drop respectively) in the temperature of the water, 
which would thereby lead to a significantly non-uniform tempera- 
ture distribution over the inner surfaces of the rectangular 
walls forming the cavity. Vertical, opticallyýflat, uniformly- 
thick, homogeneous glass plates - i. e. the end plates, see Fig. 
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2 -- were fixed flush to both ends of the trench in order to seal 
the cavity from the surrounding ambient air. The copper pipe was 
cooled by passing cold water from a water chiller at a steady 
temperature Ts(< To ). Alternatively it could be heated by 
passing a low-voltage, high amperage, alternating current between 
its two ends. The eddy-current dissipation resulted in uniform 
heating along the pipe, and thus Ts> To. 
The main instrument used was an 18 cm field-of-view, 3 MW He- 
Ne laser stimulated, Mach-zehnder interferometer (Babus'Haq et 
al, 1984). This, when employed in the infinite-fringe mode, 
produced a distinctive pattern of interference fringes which 
correspond to an isothermal contour map of the air-filled cavity 
for the chosen two-dimensional configuration and set of values of 
TO and Ts. (These interferograms indicated the refractive index 
(and hence density and consequently temperature) variations of 
the air integrated over the axial length of the considered 
cavity). This means of measurement permits the whole temperature 
field to be visualised simultaneously. As a non-contact method of 
measurement, it avoids the dileterious effects of the presence of 
any disturbing thermometry (e. g. thermocouple leads), whose asso- 
ciated heat leaks influence adversely the system being measured. 
Also by means of the Mach-zehnder interferometer, the heat- 
transfer consequences of design changes in the DH or DC pipleine 
systems, can be seen easily. 
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FLOW VISUALISATIONS 
These were undertaken for four different displacement ratios 
of the DC system. A small amount of smoke was injected very 
slowly into the cavity and photographs were taken of the result- 
ing steadyýstate flow patterns in the illuminated trench. A thin 
(- 5 mm wide) slit, parallel to the end plates and one-third the 
way along the trench, completely around the cavity, was employed 
to facilitate the introduction of adequate illumination from 
three projectors. The flow visualisations so observed indicated 
the occurrence of flow instabilities, and helped in the heat- 
transfer interpretations of the phenomena leading to the tempera- 
ture field distributions as indicated by the interferograms 
(Babus'Haq et al, 1986). 
For E=0.7, the flow patterns exhibited two, almost stable, 
counter-rotating, approximately triangular-shaped eddies, which 
when averaged with respect to time, were symmetrical about the 
vertical plane through the horizontal axis of the pipe - see 
Fig. 4(a). However the stabilities of the vortex patterns 
decreased if the displacement ratio was further reduced, e. g. to 
a value of E=0.5. 
The relatively fast, cooled air down-flow below the cold pipe 
(i. e. the plume), for the E=0 arrangement, oscillated slowly 
(about the vertical symmetrical plane) through an angle e of 
between 5 and 151, so resulting in an increased rate of heat 
transfer. Flow patterns for even lower positions of the inner 
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pipe relative to the trench, e. g. for E= -0.7, exhibited more 
rapid plume oscillations as well as the counter-rotating vortices 
in the cavity (see Fig. 4(b)). Most of the observed effects could 
be accounted for by the air circulation mean speed, which as 
expected, rose as the temperature difference, AT, increased. 
INTERFEROMETRIC STUDIES 
Enlarged prints of the steady-state isothermal contour maps 
for the air in the cavity were obtained for the different geomet- 
rical configurations examined, with various applied steady state 
temperature distributions (see Fig. 5). The isotherms were of 
qualitatively similar shapes for each arrangement, but the 
fringes became more closely"packed together as the temperature 
gradients were increased. The first five fringe-displacements 
from the pipe wall were measured at 150 increments around the 
pipe's circumference except where there were less fringes repre- 
senting the pipe's boundary layer (see Fig. 3). Hence the 
temperature gradients in the air adjacent to the wall could be 
deduced so that the variation of the local Nusselt number, NuGp 
versus the angular co-ordinate, E), could be evaluated - see 
representative plots in Fig. 6 for the tested DC and DH systems 
with selected values of the displacement ratio, E, and tempera- 
ture difference, AT. 
If -0.75 <E<0.6 for the DC system, and -0.5 <E<0.5 for 
the DH system, the minimum value of the local Nusselt number 
occurred at 9= 00 and 180* respectively. However, this optimal 
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angular position, corresponding to the minimum value of NuG, 
moved to 0= 401 and 1351 approximately (for the DC and DH 
systems respectively), for the extreme positive and negative 
displacement ratios of 0.8 and -0.9 respectively. This was 
because the gap between the horizontal pipe and horizontal 
internal surface of the trench decreased as the displacement 
ratio, E, increased for the DC system, or decreased for the DH 
system respectively, and hence conduction became eventually the 
dominant heat transfer process across this gap. As the tempera- 
ture difference, AT increased, the angular position, 0, at which 
the minimum local Nusselt number occurred decreased for the DC 
system and increased for the DH system. This is because the fluid 
velocity in the boundary layer increased and the flow penetrated 
further into what had formerly been the relatively stagnant 
region. 
It was suggested (by Grigull and Hauf, 1966) that for the 
combined steadyý-state conductive plus convective heat leaks 
M Gr n, which if fully%. -developed laminar through the air, 
-RuG 
D 
flow convection ensues throughout the region, then n=0.25. For 
both the DC and DH systems, the magnitude of M provides an 
indication of the effective conductance of the air surrounding 
the pipe, because for a constant Grashof number, Gr D, all the 
parameters affecting the conductive plus convective heat rela- 
tionship except the overall heat transfer coefficient, Th, are 
constant. Thus the minimum rate of heat transfer from the pipe is 
obtained for the system configuration with the minimum value of 
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m, i. e. this is the configuration for which the air provides the 
maximum thermal resistance of the pipe. 
The values of M for both the DC and DH systems were deduced 
and plotted versus the displacement ratio, E (see Fig. 7). For 
the DC system, the value of M was a maximum at the least dis- 
placement ratio employed, i. e. at E= -0.8, and decreased slowly 
as the value of E was increased. The minimum occurred at E- 
0.67 + 0.03 (i. e. with the pipe in the lower region of the 
cavity), which represents the approximate value for the optimal 
location for the single horizontal cold pip in the rectangular, 
relatively-warm trench considered, and for the temperature 
distribution tested.. 
However, for the DH system, the value of M was a maximum at 
the highest displacement ratio used, i. e. E=0.5 and decreased 
slowly as the value of E was decreased. The minimum occurred at 
E= -0.73 + 0.03 (i. e. with the pipe in the upper region of the 
cavity), representing the approximate optimal location for the 
single horizontal hot pipe in the rectangular, relatively-cold 
trench considered. 
By using such optimal configurations, increases of - 11% and 
- 13%, for the DC and DH systems respectively, in the thermal 
resistances (for heat transfers via conduction and convection 
through the air) of the air-filled cavity were obtained compared 
with current conventional practice, i. e. the use of systems with 
E=0- see Fig. 7. 
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The radiative component of the steady-state rate of heat flux 
across the cavity would be independent of the displacement ratio 
for an infinitelyý-long pipe and trench (Feingold and Gupta, 
1970). So the optimal position, as deduced from the "conduction 
plus convection through the air" data, is to a good first 
approximation also that for a long system when the total heat 
leak through the air is considered. 
CONCLUSIONS 
For air-filled trench installations there is an optimal con- 
figuration, whose use leads to the least rate of heat being lost 
or gained from the supply pipeline. With E=0.67 for the DC 
system and E= -0.73 for the DH system, increases of 11% and 13% 
respectively, in the thermal resistance of the air-filled cavity 
were obtained compared with current conventional practice (i. e. 
the use of systems with E= 0). Even greater percentage benefits 
would be achieved if smaller ATs are employed, as would be the 
case with thick layers of insulants on the pipes. 
In practice, for both the DH and DC systems, there is likely 
to be another pipeline in the trench, i. e. that acting as the 
return pipeline carrying the water back to the central plant. 
Therefore for DHC systems, by having the hot pipeline above the 
cooler pipeline in a rectangular trench, lower steady-state rates 
of heat loss from the supply pipe than with any "side-by-sidell 
arrangement under identical boundary temperature conditions can 
be achieved. The "hot-above-cooler" pipe configuration has the 
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added advantage that it would permit the use of narrower (and 
hence cheaper to excavate) trenches compared with the present 
conventional practice (orchard, 1985). Also this same system is 
the optimal one for district heating in winter and for district 
cooling in summer, the higher temperature pipe always being 
uppermost. Such a configuration is now employed in the DH system 
in the city of Rotterdam, The Netherlands. However, factors other 
than heat loss or gain will influence the practical choice of the 
selected position of the pipe in the trench, namely ease of 
access for repairing joints and the effects of the presence of 
supports structures on the optimal location. However, for no 
extra capital cost, with the optimal arrangement of the thermally 
insulated (or non-insulated) pipe, enhanced thermal insulation of 
the system can be achieved. obviously the greater the amount of 
insulant applied to the pipe, the less the percentage increase in 
the overall insulation of the system which can be achieved by 
employing the optimal location. 
In reality, for typically insulated pipelines, the 11% and 
13% increases in the thermal resistance of the air-filled cavity 
mentioned previously would amount to only - 3% gain in the 
overall thermal insulation of the system (i. e. allowing for the 
presence of the insulant cladding on the pipes and the insulation 
provided by the earth surrounding the air in the trench). 
Nevertheless, over the life-time (> 30 years) of the pipeline 
system, this is still a very worthwhile benefit as its attainment 
incurs no additional capital expenditure, which could even be 
reduced by using the narrower trenches suggested. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Diameter of the supply horizontal pipe, (m). 
Displacement ratio (= [ 2H/(Y - D) ]- 11, see Fig. 
-1 
Average vertical gap [= (Y - D)/21, (m). 
Gr D Local Grashof number 
for the air flows in the rect- 
angular trench, based on the diameter, D, of the supply 
pipe [GrD ý0g AT D3 /V 
2 1. 
Local gravitational acceleration, (m/s 
2 ). 
H The shortest vertical distance between the supply hori- 
zontal pipe and the upper horizontal internal surface of 
the trench, see Fig. 1, (m). 
2 h overall heat transfer coefficient, (W/m 11C). 
k Thermal conductivity of the air, (W/m "C). 
Axial length of the considered horizontal air-filled 
cavity, see Fig. 2, (m). 
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MA dimensionless coefficient in the steady%--state conduc- 
tive and convective heat transfer through the air equa- 
tion: it is dependent upon the geometry and temperature 
distribution of the considered system [= -rn NuG/G D 
Nu G Nu G Local 
(i. e. at position e) and average Nusselt numbers 
respectively, for the steady-state heat transfers from 
or to the supply pipe, based on the average vertical 
gap, G, [NuG=hG/kI. 
n Power index of the Grashof number in the Nu versus Gr 
relationship - describing the conductive and convective 
steady-state heat transfers through the air. 
R Radius of the circle passing through the four corners of 
a cross-section of the outer rectangular trench perpen- 
dicular to its length [= vf X2+y21, (M). 
0 
Steady-state uniform temperature of the inner surfaces 
of the model outer rectangular trench, as used in the 
present set of experiments, see Fig. 1, (OC). 
S 
Steady-state temperature of the outer surface of the 
supply pipe, see Fig. 1, (OC). 
X'Y Horizontal width and vertical extent respectively, of 
the rectangular cavity, see Fig. 1, (M). 
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01 Coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion of air at 
[(T 
0+Ts 
)/2], (K-1). 
AT Uniform steady-state difference between the temperatures 
of the inner surfaces of the rectangular trench and the 
outer surface of the supply pipe [= To - TS], (OC) 
V Kinematic viscosity of the air, (m 
2 /S) 
Angular co-ordinate, measured from zero for the verti- 
cally downwards radius vector emanating from the 
horizontal centre-line of the supply pipe and increasing 
for counter-clockwise rotations, see Fig. 3, (degrees) 
Suffixes 
for the outer diameter of the pipe. 
G based on the average vertical gap dimension. 
0 of the inner surface of the rectangular trench. 
s for the supply pipe. 
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Abbreviations 
CHP Combined heat and power 
DC District cooling 
DH District heating 
DHC District heating and cooling 
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Fig. A2.4. Typical steady-state flow visual- 
isaticns for a sinmlated %strict- 
cooling pipeline: Ts= 10 C. 
0.7, AT = 23 0 C. 
(b) E=-0.7, AT = 17 -C. 
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Fig. A2.5. Mach-zehnder interferograrrs for 
district-cooling and heating systems, 
indicating the steady-state isotherms 
in the air-filled plain cavity: 
(a) District-cooling, E=0.7, T9= 10 0 C, 
AT = 10.3 C. 
(b) District-cDoiing, h=-U. 75 
0 
TS = 10 
AT = 10.3 C. 
(c) District-heating, E=0.5, Tý = 16.3 
OC, 
AT =-9.9 0 C. 
(d) DistriCt-heating, E=-0.7, T0= 15.3 OC j 
AT =-9.2 0C. 
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Applied Energy 17 (1984) 
Suggested Design Improvements Concerning District- 
Heating Pipeline Configurations 
SUMMARY 
Factors itýlucncing the heat loss behaviours of horizontal 'supply' and 
'return' hot-woter pipes, within a rectangular trench, are considered (see 
Fig. 1). The use of such aintospheric-pressure air channelsfor district- 
heating systems is prct-alent in the UK in order tofacilitate drainage and 
craporation. By olnimising the location of the two pipes within the 
rectangular-sectioned trench, it is possible to achieve considerable 
reductions in the steady-state rate of heat loss from the supply pipe 
compared with conventional practice. Recommendations for future 
designs are presented. 
NOMENCLATURE 
D Identical diameters of both the considered "supply (i. e. 
tile hot) and the considered return (i. e. the relatively 
cooler) pipes (mm). 
E Displacement ratio 
I 
U, 
or I 
U. 
D) - D) 
for the lower or upper pipes, 
respectively (see Fig. 2) 
, 4pplied Energy 0306-2619/84/SO3-00 0 Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd, 
England, 1984. Printed in Great Britain 
Fig. I. Currcnt Lon%ciition. d pr. tý ,c Iiic -stdc' ariangement of district- 
heating I)Ilx: llllcs III a trench. 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal air-filled 
cavity (see Fig. 3) (mm) 
M I)Imcnsionless parameter dependent upon the geometry 
and temperature distribution of the system 
I= Nuj 
G r, ", 
Power index of the Grashof number in the K_uO versus 
Gro relationship 
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Fig. 2. Schematic mprcsentation of a vertical section through the horizontal pipes in the 
rcclangular duct. 
Ocont 
+ 
Contributions to the steady-state rate of heat leak 
through thcair from the horizontal supply pipe due to, 
respectively, convection +conduction and radiation (VI) 
(21'stal Total steady-state rate of heat loss from the supply (i. e. 
the hotter) pipe (W) 
TO Steady-state temperature of the inner surfaces of the 
outer surrounding 'isothermal' rectangular duct (see 
Fig. 4) ("C) 
V%Itlllz 
Aý4 sv 
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Fig. 3. Schematic plan-view or the Mach-Zchndcr inicrfcromcicr. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic vertical Sections of the experimental model *district-hcating* 
horizontal pipeline systems tested. 
TXI TS Steady-state temperatures of the outer surfaces of the 
return and supply pipes, respectively (see Fig. 4) (T) 
U, - U. Minimum gaps, i. e. the shortest vertical distances between the lower and upper horizontal pipes and the 
upper horizontal internal surface of the duct, respec- 
tivcly (see Fig. 2) (nim) 
x Horizontal width of the rectangular cavity (see Fig. 2) 
(m M) 
Vertical dimension of the rectangular air-filled cavity 
(see Fig. 2) (mni) 
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Gr, Local Grashof number, based on the width x of the 
rectangular cavity 
Nuo and Nuo Local and average Nusselt numbers, for the steady- 
state heat transfers from the hot supply pipe, based oil 
the width x of the rectangular cavity 
AT Temperature difference between the outer surface of 
the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe, at T, and the inner 
surface of the duct, at To 
1; Emissivity of the appropriately identified surface 
0 Angular co-ordinate, measured from zero for the 
vertically upwirds radius vector emanating from the 
centre of the supply pipc (see Fig. 5) (degrees) 
- 90* 
Frirjes cep 
to Ito (or". -d cylir4er's bok 
I 
Fig. 5. Isothcrnis around a horizontal heated pipeline as revealed by Mach-Zchnder 
jilicrferonictry. The angular co-ordinatc, 0. is nicasurcd from the top or the supply pipe. 
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Siijfi. ves 
cond Due to conduction through the air 
conv Due to convcction of the air 
I Rcfcrring to the lower pipe 
0 Of the inner surface of the rectangular enclosure 
R For the return pipe 
rad Due to net radiation loss from the supply pipe 
S For the supply pipe 
total Referring to the total steady-state heat leak through the 
air 
U Rcferring to the upper pipe 
0 At angle 0 
CURRENT PRACTICE AND THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
District heating usually refers to the distribution of heat from a 
centraliscd source to many different customers within a small locality, i. e. 
to a high density of big demand customers for the heat. ' Employing a 
single pipeline for the distribution of heat is usually unsatisfactory, both 
technically and economically. It is preferable to use twin-pipe systems, 
comprising ol'a'rcturn'pipe containing waterata lower temperature than 
that in the 'supply' pipe but still much higher than the environmental 
temperature. Most hot-water distribution systems nowadays are based on 
the two-pipe, side-by-si(le layout. Unfortunately, little attention has so far 
been devoted to the financial savings which can be achieved in reducing 
the heat losses by choosing the optimal configuration for such pipes. 
It is normal practice for district-heating pipes to be clad with insulants. 
These insulated pipes are then located in air-filled rectangular trenches. 
Thus, in the event of flooding of such trenches, which occurs 
intermittently in Britain because of its maritime climate (i. e. almost 
continuous high humidity and large rainfill), drainage and evaporation 
from around the pipes would ensue automatically. ' Otherwise, if allowed 
to remain damp, the effective conductivity of the applied insulant 
increases significantly: it would probably also suffer irreversible 
structural damage. As this atmospheric pressure air-filled cavity is often 
adopted for moisture removal purposes, it appears desirable to employ 
the air in the trench to achieve maximum energy thrift, i. e. to use its 
thermally insulating properties (air being the commonest thermal 
-A3.7- 
insulant) to minimise the rate of heat loss from the supply pipeline. 
Because of the conflicting dependences of the radiative, conductive and 
convectivecontributions through thcair to the total steady-state heat leak 
from the supply pipeline, there are optimal positions for the pipelines. By 
choosing this optimal configuration rather than the conventional system 
(see Fig. 1), the thermal insulation provided by the air can be increased 
without any extra financial expenditure being incurred. " 
Current conventional practice recommends a gap of 50mm clear 
spacing between the supply and return pipes for all pipe sizes, with the 
pipes being placed s&e-bj-side. 1 
The present investigation was aimed at studying the following: 
(i) The steady-state heat transfers across the atmospheric-pressure 
air-filled gap between an isothermal 'cold' horizontal rectangular 
sectioned Perspex duct enclosing two horizontal pipes, the first 
carrying hot water (i. e. the supply line) and the other, slightly 
cooler water (i. e. the return line), were measured-see Fig. 4. 
In particular, the effects of position changes of the horizontal 
pipes were examined, with a view to determining the optimal 
positions of the inner pipes in order to achieve the least rate of 
steady-state heat loss from the supply pipe. 
Because the owners of district-heating schemes are mainly 
interested in distributing hot water to their customers with the 
least heat loss from the supply (i. e. the hotter) pipe as possible 
during transmission, only losses from this pipe were considered in 
the present investigation. 
(i i) The convective flow patterns within the enclosed air-space were 
observed by injecting smoke particles slowly into the illuminated 
rectangular duct. Flow visualisations for diffeient steady-state 
temperatures of the pipes and enclosure, for different geometric 
con figuration s, were needed to supplement and corroborate 
conclusions drawn from interferometric observations of the 
steady-state isotherms in the air gap. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
The main instrument used in this investigation was the 18cm field-of- 
view, 3 mW He-Ne laser-stimulated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see 
Fig. 3). This, when employed in the infinite-fringe mode, produced a 
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distinctive characteristic interferogram for each two-dimensional steady- 
state tempcraturd distribution in the cavity examined. These in- 
tcrferograms indicate 
'd 
the refractive index (and hence density) variations 
integrated over the axial length or the considered cavity. The map of 
interference fringes so obtained represented isothermal contours within 
the cavity. The main benefit using Mach-Zehnder interferometry is that it 
enables the temperature distribution of the whole field-of-view to be 
measured without the disturbing influences of temperature probes or 
concomitant leads having to be present in the cavity. Thereby it satisfies 
the basic principle of measurement-the measuring system should not 
affect the system being examined. 
The horizontal rectangular cavity considered experimentally was 
closed at its two ends by meansof two vertical, optically flat, uniformly 
thick, homogeneous glass plates, i. e. the end-plates (see Fig. 3). The effects 
of image distortion due to refraction of the beam through the test cell, and 
also at the ends of the cavity, were reduced by focusing the camera on a 
vertical plane (at 0-33L) from the end-plate nearer to the camera, as 
recommended by Mehta and Black. ' 
EXPERIMENTAL TEST CELL 
The values of the experimental parameters chosen for this investigation 
were: 
x= 100 min, y= 125 mm, L= 650 mm, D= 28-5 mm 
- 0.6 < E. or ý, < 0-7 
and 
IOOC < To < 200C < TR< 300C < T, < 500C 
. The cold outer duct, manufactured from transparent Perspex, was 
painted matt blacý except for a thin (- 5 mm) slit (in the previously 
considered vertical cross-sectional plane at 0-33L from the end plate) to 
facilitate the introduction of adequate illumination from three projectors, 
so enabling the convecting airflows within the duct to be observed. The 
duct walls were cooled by passing water, at mains pressure and 
temperature, through a series of enclosed channels within each wall 
, 
in 
order to simulate approximately the conditions occurring in underground 
trenches. Thirty-six thermojunctions were attached flush with the duct's 
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inner surface, so permitting the temperature distribution over the inner 
surfýce of the cavity wall to be determined. The two contained copper 
pipes were heated by passing hot water through them at their respective 
steady temperatures, TR and Ts, so that TR < Ts. Both pipes were 
supported at theirends by means of horizontal hollow tubular extensions, 
which also served to introduce and remove the hot and the relatively 
cooler water: the water passed into and out of these pipes in a counter- 
flow manner. The tubular extensions were clamped to four vertical 
brackets, two at each end, along which the clamps could be moved, up or 
down, together by identical amounts, thus altering the displacement 
ratio, ER or E, of the horizontal pipes. 
FLOW VISUALISATION 
This was undertaken for several difrerent geometrical configurations (see 
Fig. 4). A small amount of smoke was injected slowly into the cavity and 
photographs were taken of the resulting steady-state flow patte ' 
rns. Flow 
visualisations provided qualitative indications of the convecting air flows 
that occur in the cavity and also indicated the presence of any flow 
instabilities, so that the conditions under which the latter occurred could 
be ascertained. 
Four different configurations were examined, each for two difrerent 
steady-state temperature differences between the hot and the relatively 
cooler pipes (see Fig. 6). 
Flow patterns for the 'ho t-above-cooler' pipe system (i. e. configuration 
I of Fig. 4) exhibited two stable counter-rotating, approximately 
triangular'shaped, eddies, which were symmetrical about the vertical 
plane, through the horizontal axes of the cylinders, bisecting the duct (see 
Fig. 60) and (ii)). There wits also a stagnant layer near the bottom of the 
air-filled cavity. For the two temperature differences tested (i. e. AT= 
17-5'C and 27-5'C), tile patterns were of almost identical shapes and 
qualitatively independent of T, 1, Ts and TR. The air circulation speed, 
as expected, rose as the temperature difference between the duct and the 
contained pipes increased. 
For the 'warm-above-hot' pipe system (i. e. configuration 2 of Fig. 4), 
the flow pattern was of an irregular shape. It also exhibited severe 
instabilities with intense mixing: an oscillating plume between the two 
pipes, as well as largc vortices, were produced above the cooler pipe (see 
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Fig. 6. Typical steady-state flow visualisations: T. = 12 7'C. (i) and (ii) Configuration I 
(E, = -0-65, E, =0.7). (iii) and (iv)Configurat ion 2 (E,, =0,7, Es = -0-65). (i) and (iii) 
AT= 17-5'C; (ii) and (iv) AT= 27-5", C. (v) and (vi) Configuration 3 (E], = E, =0). (vii) 
and (viii) Configuration 4 (E, = Es =0.7). (v) and (vii) AT= 17-5'C; (vi) and (viii) 
AT= 27-5'C. 
Fig. 6(iii) and (iv)). Consequently, relatively high rates of heat transfer 
occurred. The shapes of the eddies were again almost independent of the 
differences between T, ), TR and T.. 
Flow patterns for the 'si(le-b - v-side' system, 
having E=0 (i. e. con- 
figuration 3 of Fig. 4), could be considered as consisting of three zones 
(see Fig. 6(v) and (vi)). First, there was an approximately triangular- 
I 
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VII 
Fig. 6. -conid. 
shaped eddy circulating around the cooler pipe and this had the longest 
flow path of the threezones; secondly, awell-defined eddyensued between 
the hotter pipe and the wall of the enclosure and, thirdly, in the lower half 
of the duct, a weak, irregularly shaped vortex occurred. 
If E=0.7, i. e. configuration 4 of Fig. 4, the flow was observed to consist 
of two zones divided approximately diagonally across the duct section 
(see Fig. Qvil) and (viii)). The flows in these two zones again circulated in a 
counter-rotating manner, with a larger stagnant core (than that which 
occurred it' E=0, i. e. for configuration 3) near the base of the cavity. 
VI 
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Fig. 7. Mach-Zehnder intcrferograms, indicating the steady-state iscithernis ill 111C air 
cavity; 7. = 40'C, (i) Configuration I (E, = 0, E, = 0-7), AT = 21-4'C, (ii)Configuration 
I (E, = -0- 1, Eý, = 0-7), AT = 21.5 'C, (iii) Configuration I (E, = -0-2, E, = 0-7), AT = 
20-7'C; (iv) Configuration 2 (E, = 0-7, Eýs = -0-65), AT= 20-4'C, (v) Configuration 3 
(E, = E, = 0). AT= 21-5 *C, NO Configuration 4 (E, = Eý, = 0-7), AT= 20-4'C. 
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Fig. 7. -contd. 
INTERFEROMETRIC STUDIES 
Steady-state interferograms were obtained for the four difrerent 
configurations considered with various applied steady-state temperature 
distributions (e. g. see Fig. 7). The interferograms (see, for example, 
Fig. 7(iv)) with the hot pipe below the relatively cooler pipe systcrn (i. e. 
configuration 2) were not analysed in detail because the observations 
indicated that this was the worst situation, i. e. the rate of heat transfer was 
enhanced, rather than reduced, compared with that obtained with the 
conventional arrangement (i. e. configuration 3). The isotherms showed 
severe instabilities and the plume was observed to be oscillating from side- 
to-side, indicating the occurrence of intense mixing and hence the 
relatively high rates of loss of heat. 
For the 'ho t-abore-coo ler' pipe system (i. e. configuration 1), three 
different displacement ratios, E., were chosen for positioning the 
relatively less hot (i. e. the return) pipe. The supply (i. e. the hot) pipe 
position was kept constant at a displacement ratio, Es, equal to 0.7 (which 
is the approximate value for the optimal location for a single horizontal 
pipe in a rectangular duct, as recently established in another series of 
experiments at Cranfield). This may not be the overall optimal position of 
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the hot pipe for the present two pipes in a rectangular duct systemi but it 
represents a logical starting point for the present investigation. The 
isotherms for different AT's were of qualitatively similar shapes for each 
configuration, but the fringes became more closely packed together as the 
temperature differences were increased. 
The local and average Nusselt numbers, Nuo and ýTu-o, over the outer 
surface of the hot supply pipe, were calculated, together with the 
corresponding Grashof numbers (see Table 1). 
Figure 8 shows the variations of Nu. with AT for the considered 
systems. For configuration 1, the isotherms were packed most closely near 
the supply pipe's surface in the region 150 degrees <0< 165 degrees (see 
Fig. 8(a),. (b) and (c)). This region had the greatest rate of combined 
I TABLE I 
Steady-State Combined Convection and Conduction Through the Air from the Supply 
(i. e. Hot) Pipe Across the Considered Cavity 
(T, t = 30 *C) 
Qualitative Geonietrical T. AT 10-'Gr, Nu, 
coi! figiiration description (OC) T, - TO), (OC) 
descriplion 
E,, =0 35 16-6 2-2 6-0 
E, = 0-7 40 21-4 2-8 8-0 1 
4S 26-4 3-5 10.1 
so 39-7 5-2 13-8 
E, = -0-1 35 16-5 2-2 6-9 
1 E, = 0-7 40 
21-5 2-8 8-6 
45 29-2 3-8 10-5 
50 30-8 4-0 11-2 
E, =- 0-2 35 15-9 2-1 7-1 
1 E, = 0-7 40 
20-7 2-7 9.5 
45 25-3 3-3 10-6 
so 30-2 3-9 12-2 
E, =0 35 16-9 2-3 10.1 
E =0 40 21-5 2-8 12-6 , 3 45 26-5 3-5 13-4 
50 31-3 4-1 15.0 
E, = 0-7 35 15-7 2-1 1-7 
4 E, = 0-7 40 20-4 2-7 10.1 
45 24-4 3-2 11-8 
50 31-1 4-0 13-7 
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convective and conductive steady-state heat transfer Qconv+cond for the 
ER =0 configuration under a specified AT. As the return (i. e. the cooler) 
pipe was displaced relatively downwards (ER becoming -0-1 and 
subsequently -0-2), the value of 0, corresponding to the surface zone 
having the greatest rate of heat transfer, remained approximately 
unchanged. All the isotherms were symmetrical about the zero and 180 
deg ree axes (see Fig. 8(a), (b) and (c)). 
The maximum rate of heat transfer for configurations 3 and 4 occurred 
near the bottom of the hot pipe, i. e. in the 180 to 215 degree region (see 
Fig. 8(d) and (e)). For configuration 1, the flow pattern was observed to be 
stable with a stagnant region near the base of the air-filled cavity. 
The value of M in the standard equation describing the combined 
steady-state conduction plus convection through the air-ýKuo = MGr'o- 
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for this system is a complicated function of geometry and the temperature 
distributions. It needs more data than are at present available for its 
general form to be deduced. 
The way in which the total steady-state rate of heat loss 010t., from the 
supply pipe was dependent upon the temperature difference, AT, for 
different configurations is shown in Table 2, together with its radiation 
component, O. A. and its convective plus conductive component, Oconvlc. 
nd, through the atmospheric pressure air 
in the cavity. It can be 
seen that, for the hot pipe above the relatively cooler pipe, Orad is 
relatively insensitive to changes in TR, but Oconv+cond increases slightly as 
E. decreases from - 0- 1 to - 0-2, all conditions remaining invariant. For 
TABLE2 
Stcady-Statc Hcat Lcaks from the 0-65 m Long Supply (i. c. Hot) Pipc Through the Air 
Across the Considcrcd Cavity 
(T, t = 30'C) 
Confturation Geonit-trical 
description 
T, 
CC) 
AT 
(=T, -TO), (*C) 
ot-r 
+ C.. 
M 
d 
OW 
(IV) 
01.1.1 
(IV) 
E,, =0 35 16-6 1-5 4-2 5-7 
1 
E, = 0-7 40 21-4 2-6 5-7 8-3 
45 26-4 4-1 7-3 11-4 
so 39-7 8-4 10-8 19-2 
E, =-0.1 35 16-5 1-7 4-3 6-0 
E, = 0-7 40 21-5 2-8 5-8 8-6 
45 29-2 4-7 8-0 12-7 
50 30-8 5-4 8-9 14-3 
E, =- 0-2 35 15-9 1-7 4-2 5.9 
E, = 0-7 40 20-7 3-0 5-6 8-6 
45 25-3 4-1 7-2 11-3 
50 30-2 5-8 8.8 1.4-6 
E, =0 35 16-9 2-6 4-4 7-0 
E, =0 40 21-5 4-2 - 5-8 10.0 3 45 26-5 5-5 7-4 12-9 
50 31-3 7-3 9.1 16-4 
E,, = 0-7 35 15-7 1-8 4-1 5-9 
E, = 0-7 40 20-4 3-2 5-6 8-8 4 45 24-4 4-4 6-9 11-3 
so 31-1 6-6 9.0 15-6 
* Based on r=I for the trench surfaces and c= 0-78 (i. e. oxidised copper') for the return 
and supply pipes in the experimental rig. 
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the side-by-side configuration, relative to the hot above the warm pipe, 
the convective plus conductive contribution is significantly increased 
whereas the radiation component remains relatively unchanged. 
CONCLUSIONS 
There is an optimal configuration which leads to the least rate of heat 
being lost from the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe. Having a supply pipe above a 
return (i. e. the cooler) pipe in cold rectangular enclosures leads to lower 
rates of steady-state heat loss than with any 'side-by-side' (i. e. the 
conventional practice) arrangement or with the warm-above-hot pipe 
configuration within that same enclosure under identical boundary 
temperature conditions. A maximum reduction in the total rate of heat 
loss through the air of approximately 17 per cent was obtained with a 
temperature difference, AT, of 20'C between the wall of the trench and 
the outer surface of the supply pipe by using the optimal configuration, 
compared with that for the near conventional side-by-side configuration 
(i. e. ER = Es = 0). The 'hot-above-cooler' pipe configuration has the 
added advantage that it would permit the use of narrower (and hence 
cheaper) trenches compared with present conventional practice. 
The return and supply pipes should, in a real system, be externally 
insulated, and their surface temperatures would be nearer that of the 
environment than has been adopted in the present series of simulation 
tests. The percentage differences in the rates of heat transfer for the 
considered configurations would then be even greater than indicated by 
the present results. Thus, the use of the optimal configuration for any 
particular set of insulated pipes would be economically worth while, 
because no additional insulants, compared with those used in present 
practice, would be required to achieve the improved insulation 
performances. 
It is apparent that British Standard 4508 needs to be extended in order 
to include a recommendation with respect to the optimal location of 
district-heating pipelines in trenches. 
If the trenches were filled with pebbles, the improvements obtained by 
using the hot above the relatively cooler pipe, rather than the 
conventional side-by-side system, would be less than for the present air 
filled cavity but, nevertheless, qualitatively the proposed configuration 
would still be preferred as smaller heat leaks would occur. 
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'IMPROVED PIPELINE CONFIGURATIONS FOR 
DISTRICT-HEATING IN GREAT BRITAIN' 
SUMMARY 
Factors influencing the heat losses from horizontal 
'supply' and 'return' hot-water pipes. within an atmos. 
pheric-pressure air-filled. relatively cold. horizontal, 
rectangular sectioned. ground duct or trench are 
considered, This deliberately contentious paper has 
been written as a challenge to traditional practice, in 
order to prompt designers to become more aware of 
prospective energy and financial savings. 
An experimental investigation, using the dis. 
placement ratios for the two pipes as the experimental 
variables. revealed the optimal configuration. i. e. that 
which achieves the minimum steady-state rate of heat 
loss from the supply pipe for the considered conditions. 
For a representative set of temperatures for the pipes 
and thi inner surfaces of the trench. corresponding 
closely but approximately with those likely to occur 
in practice for district-heating systems. the optimal 
configuration of the supply and return pipes occurred 
at displacement ratios of +0.70 and -0.05. i. e. with 
the horizontal supply pipe in the upper region of the 
cavity, and the horizontal return pipe venicafly below 
it; the pipes being equidistant from the vertical walls of 
the trench. This configuration is of significance with 
respect to achieving maximum energy thrift for district. 
heating pipelines, because it differs radically from the 
'side-by-sids' arrangement of pipes adopted tradition. 
ally in district-heating pipeline designs. 
NOTATION 
The common diameter of both the considered 
supply (i. e. the hot) and return (i. e. the 
relatively cooler) p; pes. (m). (For the present 
tests D- 28.5 x 10-3 ml . 
E Displacement ratio 
ER- (I - 
! 
-HR 
) 
and E S-(I _2 
HS), 
o' 
Y-D Y-D 
, he return and supply pipelines respec. 
lively. see Fig. 1,1 
G Average vertical gal) size I- JY-D) /21 . 
(m). 
9 Gravitational acceleration, (m/s). 
GID Local Grashof n6mber for the air flows in the 
rectangular trench, based an the diameter, D. 
of the supply pipe (Gro'- PgU 0310 1. 
HR. HS Minimum depths, i. e. the shortest vertical 
distances. below the upper horizontal internal 
surface of the trench of the return and supply 
horizontal Pipes respectively. see Fig. 1, (m). 
Overall heat-transfer coefficient. (W/m". 6C) 
k* Thermal conductivity of the air. (W/m *C) 
L Axial length of the tonsidered horizontal air. 
filled cavity, W. 
MA dimensionless coefficient in the steady-state 
rate of conductive plus convective heatltransfers 
through the air equation: it is dependent upon 
the geometry and temperature distribution of 
-n 'the system I' ýuG/GrD 
NuG Average Nusselt number for the steady-state 
conductive plus convective rate of heat loss 
through the air from the supply (i. e. the hot) 
Pipe [NuG - iýG /kI. 
n Power index of the Grashof number in the Nu 
versus Gr relationship, which describes the 
conductive and convective steady-state heat 
loss through the air. 
6cond+cony. 6rad 
Components of the steady-state rate of heat 
leak through the air from the horizontal supply 
pipe due, respectively. to conduction plus 
convection. and radiation. W. 
6total Total steady-state rate of heat loss from the 
supply (i. e. the hotter) pipe through the air 
I- 6cond+conv + 6rad I-W. * 
To Steady-state temperature of the inner surfaces 
of the outer surrounding isothermal rectangu. 
lar trench. as used in the present series of 
experiemnial tests - see Fig. 1. (6C) 
TRJS Steady-state temperatures of the outer surfaces 
of the horizontal return and supply pipes res. 
pectively, see Fig. 1. I*Cl. 
X. Y Horizontal width and vertical extent. respec. 
tively, of the rectangular cavity as shown in 
Fig. 1. (m). 
AT Steady-state difference between the tempera- 
ture of the outer surface of the supply pipe 
and the inner surface of the trench: i. e. 
AT - TS - To, (*Cl. 
Coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion 
of the air. (K- I ). 
Emissivity of the appropriately identified 
surface. 
Kinematic viscosity of the air. (m3/sj. 
Suffixes 
cond Due to conduction throughý the air. 
cony Due to convection of the air. 
D For the diameter of the pipes. 
G For the average gap size. 
0 Of the inner surface of the rectangular trench. 
R For the pipe along which the hot water returns. 
rad Due to the net radiation loss from the supply 
pipe. 
S For the hot-water supply pipe. 
total Referring to the total steady-state heat leak 
through the air from the hot-water supply pipe. 
Abbreviations 
CHP Combined heat and power 
DH District heating 
SNG Synthetic natural gas 
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1. DISTRICT HEATING 
This is a method by which heat from a central 
Source is distributed to residential, commercial or 
industrial consumers for space, water or proce.; s 
heating. The central source may be a boiler. a 
refuse incinerator, a geothermal source. solar 
energy. or 'waste'-heat. e. g. as a by-product of 
electricity generation 1"51. 
The first districi-heating schemes to be intro- 
duced in the U. K. were at Gorton and Blackley in 
Manchester during 1919. but they failed due to pipe- 
line corrosion. Since then. various other systems have 
been installed. the best known of which is Probably 
the Pimlico scheme usingwaste-heat from Battersea 
power station in London. When completed in 1956. 
hot water was pumped to 2403 apartments spread 
over 31 acres(61. But the widespread installation 
of district heating has not occurred in the U. K. 
partly because of the high Capital costs. as well as 
the abundance and still relatively low unit costs of 
fossil fLICIS. 
Due to the 1973/74 and 1979/80 oil crises, 
and the political reluctance to permit nuclear 
power to substitute for other fuels as rapidly in 
the U. K. as in other countries (e. g. France), the 
problem of achieving energy thrift has become 
more urgent during the Iasi decade 
(7). In particular. 
the terms 'district heating' (DHl and 'combined 
heat and power' (CHP) have become increasingly 
familiar to many engineers, architects. planners 
and even to politicians 18-9). However, unfor. 
tunately less than I per cent of the U. K. space- 
heating demand is at present supplied by district 
heating compared with more than 10 per cent in 
countries such as Denmark and Sweden"Ol. 
In the USSR (the largest user of district heating 
in the world) and Eastern Block countries. it has 
proved to be extremely successful because of the 
compacl, but boring. development of housing 
estates which results Irom centralised planning. 
It has been estimated that 55 per cent of the 
population of Europe could be supplied econoini- 
cally from d; strict-heaiing plants, and this figure 
will probably rise during the next two decades. 
bi. ý. ause the world's urban population is growing 
ji a faster percentage rate than that for the total 
pt)lmlation"'), By tlii, - lime n3wral (jas Prices 
will have risen sufficiently for coal-derived syn- 
thetir. natural gas (SNG) to become economic 
and available ct)Fninp(cially, combined heig and 
liower. totji! lht: r with district heating scheiries 
(CHP/DH). will probably have the Potential to 
serve economically almost 30 per cent of the 
existing buildings in the U. K. 112). However. 
pertinent experience to date 113-14) has often 
been less than satisfactory. although these pre- 
dominantly employ mains heat-delivery systems 
not conforming to the relev3ni British Standards. 
2. DISTRICT-HEATING PIPELINE DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEMS 
These can be classified as either 11) thermally- 
insulated cladpipes located in almosphefic-pressure 
air-filled rectangular trenches, which are slightly 
beneath ground level; 110 insulated pipes in Such 
trenches. which are packed with loose-fill thermal 
insulants around the Pipes; or (111) insulated pipes 
in trenches with poured-in-place concrete. The 
most frequently recommended and widely used 
system is that described in group (1) 
115,161. In 
the event of such a trench flooding. which occurs 
intermittently in Britain because of its maritime 
climate, Possibly poor detailing of the trench or 
high water table, the drainage and evaporation 
from around the pipe would be more likely to 
ensue automatically than with distribution systems 
of types 0 11 or (I 11). 11 the ; nsulant is allowed to 
remain damp, the moisture often reduces the 
insulant*s effectiveness (sometimes permanently) 
as well as promotes corrosion of the underlying 
steel pipe. which is supposedly being Protected by 
the insulant. The prime purpose of the ouler case 
of the trench. in whatever form, is to protect the 
pipework and its thermal insulation against attack 
bywater andchemical action during the anticipated 
life of the system 115). However, excessive ventila. 
tion of the trench reduces the effective thermal 
resistance of the air cavity. and so usually should 
be Constrained to the minimum. which is likely to 
be necessary to permit the moisture to disperse 
readily by diffusion via the air from the cavity. 
3. THERMAL LY-I NSU LATED PIPE LINES 
Unfortunately (from an energy-thrift view. 
point). in the past. some undergfound cross-country 
hot-water pipelines have occasionally been installed 
uninsulated but with corrosion-protection wrap. 
ping, in order to reduce the required initial capital 
investments and the subsequent maintenance prob. 
lems. but then the running cosis are relatively 
high"ll. Neve(theless much time, effort and 
money have been devoted to Producing reliable, 
cheap thermally-insulaled underground pipelines 
but. regfettably to date 116). these have not been 
completely successful. 
In the USSR. where pumping distances are 
immense. and in Iceland. where the heat sources 
are often geothermal springs. single-pipeline OH 
systems haýe been used 1'81.0n the continent of 
Europe. it is most common to use double-pipe 
systems. comprising of a 'supr)ly* Pipe conýeyinq 
the hot water (at -9eC1 to the Customer. and a 
*return* pipe taking the water from which heat 
has been extracted by the customer Ibut which is 
still much higher in iemperatur., than the environ. 
mend back to the central boilers. 
Most hot-water distribution systems nowadays 
a, e based on the *s; de by-side' two-pipe layout"91. 
Unfortunately, attention has not so far been 
focussed upon the financial savings which can be 
achieved by reducing the heat losses resulting from 
choosing the optimal configuration for such pipes 
in a duct. 
4. SCOPE OF THE PRESENT TESTS 
The present investigation is an abstract ion from 
reality. in order to comprehend the energy-thtift 
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possibilities of what can be achieved through 
better design of a doublepipe DH system. It 
involved measuring the steady-state rates of heat 
transfer across the atmospheric-pressure air-filled 
gap between an isothermal 'cold' horizontal. 
rectangular sectioned, trench enclosing: 
i) initially. a single horizontal hot pipe (i. e. the 
supply pipeline) - see Fig. 1; and subsequently 
ii) two horizontal pipes, the first carrying hot 
water ji. e. the supply pipe), and the other. 
slightly cooler water (i. e. the return pipe) - 
see Fig. 2. 
These systems involved air-filled cavities 
rather than having pebbles. for instance. around 
the pipes (as frequently occurs in practice) because 
the tested arrangerýents indicate the upper limits 
of convection effects upon the rate of heat trans- 
fer. With system (i). the aim was to determine the 
optimal position of the hot (i. e. the supply) pipe. 
which results in the minimum rate of heat loss for 
a specified steady-state temperature difference 
6T(, TS - TO) between the Pipe and its rectangular 
trench. Then for system (ii). using this optimal 
position of the supply pipe as identified from 
experiments with system (i). the optimal position 
of the raturn pipe was identified experimentally. 
so that the least steady-state rate of heat loss from 
the supply pipe, for a prescribed LT. occurs. 
The Convective flow patterns within the 
enclosed air-space were observed by injeciing 
smoke particles very slowly into the illuminated 
rectangular trench. Flow visualisations for different 
steady-state surface temperatures of the pipes and 
trench, and for different geometric configurations. 
were needed to stimulate the development of, 
supplement and corroborate conclusions being 
drawn from interferomýtric indications of the 
steady-state isotherms in the air gap(29) 
In Practice. To is I ikely to be lesson the upper 
surface of the trench than at its base, because 
during winter the ambient environment air tem- 
perature will probably be low compared with the 
ground temperature. However when the district- 
heating system is in operation. the temperature 
gradients along the vertical surfaces of an actual 
trench in such circumstances will be very small 
because of the compensating effect of convec. 
tive losses fromthe hot pipes in the trench leading 
to the upper top strata a'I air being the hotest air 
region. Thus the isothermal assumption is a 
reasonable first approximation for the present 
design-oplimisation exercise. In practice. there 
would be a small non-uniform vertical tempera. 
lure gradient along the sides of the concrete duct, 
but the relatively small effect of this would have 
to be assesssed as a separate investigation when the 
probable magnitude of the gradient for each 
Particular aPPlication is known. 
Because controllers of district-heating schemes 
aim to distribute the maximum amount of heat to 
their customers. they are concerned primarily with 
recucing the heat losses from the supply pipelines 
during transmission. So. only losses from these 
pipes were considered in the present experimental 
investigation. Nevertheless, in practice. the return 
pipe would also be well insulated thermally. 
S. THE EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
The values of the experimental parameters 
(sei Figs. I and 21 chosen for this investigation 
were: 
il For the singfe-pips system: 
X- 100 mm. Y-I DO mm. L- 630 mm. 
D- 28.5 mm 
-0.5 -C ES 4 0.9 
17*C < TS 4 40% 
4*C C. 6T < 25% 
ii) For the double-pipe system: 
X- 100mm. Y- 125mm, L- 650mm 
D- 28.5 mm 
-0.6 < ER or ES -C 0.7 
10*C < To 4 20'C 4 TR -4 WC 4 TS 4 50*C 
Each of the temperatures stated were accurate 
lo: tO.? *C. and the dimensions to 0.2 mm. 
The main instrument used was an 18 cm field. 
of-view, 3 mW He-Ne laser-stimulaied. Mach 
Zehnder interferometer'211. This. when employed 
in the infinite-fringe mode, produced distinctive 
intefferograms which are isothermal maps of the 
air-filled cavity for each two-dimensional configura. 
tion examined and set of values of To. TR and TS. 
IThese interferograms indicated the refractive 
index. and hence density and consequently tem. 
perature. variations of the air integrated over the 
axial length of the considered cavity). 
6. THEOSSERVATIONS 
fil For the Single -Pipe System 
A4 enlarged ph otograL)h; cpr in is of the steady - 
state interferograms were produced for analysiS(211 
It was suggested 1221 that for the combined con - 
ductive plus convective heat leaks through the a; r. 
n ZG 
-MG, 0. However for this system. M is 
effectively an indication of the conduciancc. of the 
air surrounding the pipe: for a constant GraShot 
number. GrD. all the parameters affecting the 
conductive plus convective heat transfer relation. 
ship except the overall heat-iransfer coefficient, 
are constant. Thus the minimum rate of heal 
transfer from the pipe is obtained for the system 
configuration with the minimum value of M, i. e. 
the configuration for which the air Provides the 
maximum thermal resistance of the Pipe. The 
valueolM for this system was deduced ind plotted 
versus the displacement tatio. ES [see Fig. 31, The 
value of'M* was a maximum at the least displace. 
ment ratio employed. i. e. at Es -0.5. and de. 
creased slowly to its value at ES 0.3, where 
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it be§an to decrease more rapidly. The minimum 
occurs at ES - 0.70 ± 0.03. which represents the 
approximate value for the optimal location of the 
single horizontal pipe in the rectangular trench 
considered, and for the temperature distribution 
tested. The radiative component of the steady. 
state rate of heat flux across the cavity would be 
independent of the displacement ratio for an 
infinitely-long pipe and trench. So the optimal 
Position. as deduced from the 'conduction plus 
convection through the air' data. is to a good 
first approximation also that if the total heat 
leak through the air had been considered. 
Iii) For the Doubfe-Pipe System 
Flo- visualisations ýerc undertaken for 
several different geometrical configurations. These 
indicated the occurrences of flow instabilities, 
and helped in the heat transfer interpretations of 
the interferograms (201 
Steady-state contour maps of isotherms were 
obtained for the four different configurations 
examined (see Fig. 2), with various values of 6T. 
The interferograrris with the hot hori2ontal pipe 
below the relatively cooler horizontal pipe arrange. 
ment (i. e. Configuration 21 were not analysed in 
detail because the flow visualisation observations 
as well as experience indicated that this was the 
worst'thermal insulation' situation (i. e. the rate of 
heat transfer was enhanced, rather than reduced, 
compared with that obtained with the conventional 
arrangement - i. e. configuration 3), Severe convec- 
tive instabilities. as well as the plume oscillating 
from side-lo-side. occurred and hence the relatively 
high rates of loss of heat that ensued. 
. For the 'hot-aboye-cooler' pipe arrangement 
(i. e. configuration 11, the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe 
was positioned at a constant displacement ratio, 
ES. equal toO. 7 (which corresponds to the optimal 
location for a single-pipe in a rectangular trench. 
as had been deduced previously). Five different 
displacement ratios, ER, were then chosen for 
positioning the relatively cooler (i. e. the return) 
pipe directly below the hot pipe. 
The value of 'M' for this system (i. e. the double. 
pipe system) is a complicated function of geometry 
and the surface temperatures, It needs vastly more 
data than are at present available for its general 
form to be deduced. This needs to be investigated 
further! 
The way in which the total steady-state rate 
of heat loss, 610,31, from the supply p; pe was 
dependent upon the temperature difference. U, 
for different configurations is shown in Table 1, 
together with its radiation component. 6rad. 
(which for this system depends on the location of 
the two pipes in the cavity). Its convective plus 
conductive component, dconv + cond. through 
the atmospheric-pressure air in the cavity is also 
evaluated. 
The 6101al values were plotted against the 
displacement ratio for the return pipe in order to 
determine its optimal position. For the considered 
Circumstances. the optimal position occurred 
with Ep - -0.05 (see Fig. 4). These optimal data 
(i. e. ER - -0.05, ES - 0.701 apply within the 
temperature range and for the componnent sizes 
employed. A reduction of approximately 14% was 
obtained in the total rate of heat loss through the 
air, by using this optimal geometry for the 'hot. 
above-cooter' configuration compared with that 
for the %ide-by-slife' arrangement. under a selected 
steady-state temperature difference of, 6T - 23%. 
As this AT is reduced. the percentage reduc- 
tion in steady-state heat leak from the supply pipe, 
using the optimal geometry for configuration I 
rather than the 'side-by-side' configuration, 
increases. Therefore. in practice, for well-insulated 
pipes, the percentage improvement in the thermal 
resistance of the air achieved by using the present 
recommendation rather than the current conven.. 
tional practice will probably be greater than the 
14% value suggested here. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
There is an optimal configuration. adherence 
to which leads to the least rate of heat being lost 
from the supply (i. e. the hot) pipe. With ES - 0.7. 
an improvement of 13% in the thermal resistance 
of the air-filled cavity was obtained compared with 
current conventional practice (i. e. the use of 
systems with ES - 0) - see Fig. I 
Having a supply (i. e. the hot) pipe above a 
return (i. e. the cooler) pipe in a cold rectangular 
trench leads to lower steady-state rates of heat 
loss than with any 'side-by-side' arrangement or 
with the *warm-abov"ot' pipe arrangement. 
within the same trench under identical boundary 
temperature condiflons. An optimal configuration 
(i. e. corresponding to least rate of heat loss from 
the supply pipe) occurred with ER- . 0.05 and 
ES - 0.70. 
A maximum reduction in the total rate of 
heat loss through the air of approximately 14% 
was obtained with a temperature difference, LT. 
of 23*C between the wall of the trench and the 
outer surface of the supply pipe. by using this 
optimal arrangement. compared with that for 
the traditional 'side. by-side' arrangement li. e. 
ER - ES - 0), see Fig. 4. The 'hot-above-cooler' 
pipe configuration has the added advantage that 
it would permit the use of narrower (and hence 
cheaper to excavate) trenches compared with the 
present conventional practice. Also the pipe-over. 
pipe con figuration has already been assessed to be 
cheaper to install than the pipe-beside-pipe system! 2'1 
Nevertheless, undertaking maintenance would be 
somewhat more difficult. e. g. requiring the use 
of mirrors when repairing the lower pipe. How. 
ever. the average annual repair and preventative 
maintenance costs combined represent only -1.2* 
per cent of the installed cost of underground 
district -heating p; pelines1251. Therefore installa. 
tion and running costs are the main factors 
influencing the use of this optimal configuration. 
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TABLE I Steady-state heat leaks from the 0.65 sit long supply (i. e. the hot) pipe through the air across the considered 
cavity: Tn - 30*C 
Conft g- Ge crmt ri ca 1 
1s AT beonv co. d 
4r&d* btot 
1 
uratlon Descriptlon ('C) (-T s- 
To). (IC) 
Parameters - 
1 ER ' O-OS is 16.6 1.6 43 5.8 
Es 0.70 40 21.4 3.0 5.7 8.7 
45 26. S 4.2 7.3 11. S 
so 31.6 S. 9 9.0 , 
14.9 
1 ER 0 35 16.6 1.5 4.2 5.1 
ES - 0.70 40 21.4 2.6 5.1 8.3. 
4s 26.4 4.1 7.3 11.4 
so 39.7 8.4 10. a 19.2 
1 ER -O-OS 35 16.3 1.2 43 5.4 
1s0.70 40 Zi. 5 Z. 4 5.5 6. Z 
4s 26.5 4.0 7.4 11.4 
1 50 1 31.4 5.4 9.1 , 14.5 
1 FR0.10 3s 16. S 1.7 4.3 6.0 
0 21S 2.8 5.8 8.6 
s 29.2 4.7 8.0 12.7 
so 30.8 5.4 9.0 14.4 
1 ER '0'20 35 15.9 1.7 4.2 5.9 
0.70 40 20.7 3.0 5.7 8.7 
45 25.3 4.1 7.2 11.3 
50 30.2 5.8 8.8 14.6 
3 ER .0 35 16.9 Z. 6 4.4 7.0 
40 21.5 4.2 5. a 10.0 
4s 26. S S. s 7. S 13.0 
4 ER - 0-70 35 15.7 1. a 
* 
4.1 1.9 
40 20.4 3.2 5.6 8. a 
45 24.4 4.4 7.0 11.4 
so 31.1 6.6 9.1 15.1 
Deduced values based on e-I for the trench surfaces and c-0.78 (i. e. for oxidised coppeMll for the return and 
supply pipes' surfaces in the experimental rig. 
An overall loss of about 6 per cent of the 
distributed heat is usually acceptablef 26). but 
frequently the losses are higher. For example, the 
disirict-heaiing pipelines at Heathrow Airport 
suffered losses of about 9 per Cent of the boiler. 
house output at peak loads, i. e. during January. 
whilsi in July. due to the lower intermittent load 
demands then satisfied. this increased to 56 per 
centl27). The latter f; gure was reduced subse- 
quently to about 35 per cent by increasing the 
insulant thickness on the pipes. 
In reality for typically insulated pipelines. the 
14% improvement in the thermal resistance of 
the air-filled cavity would amount to only - 3% 
gain in the overall thermal insulation of the system 
(i. e. allowing for the presence of the insulant cin 
the pipes and the insulation provided by the car ih 
surrounding the air in the trench). Nevertheless. 
over the life-time I> 30 years) of the pipeline 
system. this is still a very worthwhile benefit as its 
attainment incurs no additiona: capital expendi. 
ture. which could even be reduced by the measures 
suggested in this investigation. 
Thus, from two completely independent 
viewpoints. (i. e. capital investment costs. and heal 
loss costs in Operation). the configuration of pipes 
suggested in this paper has economic advantages 
over current traditional practice. and so deserves 
further attention by contractors. 
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APPENDIX 5 
INFLUENCE OF BAFFLES UPON NATURAL-CONVECTIVE STEADY-STATE 
HEAT TRANSFERS ACROSS HORIZONTAL AIR-FILLED ANNULI 
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SUMMARY 
Flow patterns, temperature distributions and steady-state 
rates of heat transfer across horizontal, atmospheric-pressure, 
air-filled annuli have been determined. The optimal positions of 
two, low-conductivity, radial baffles inserted across Ma 
concentric cavity with the heat flowing outward , and (ii) an 
eccentric cavity with the heat flowing inwards were identified. 
It is feasible to interpolate from the way in which the results 
for these two quite different heat-transfer systems are pre- 
sented, what will happen for other pipe-in-pipe configurations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Air (or a high molecular-weight gas) has frequently been 
employed as the insulant in the annular gap of some underground 
pipe-in-pipe systems for distributing hot or chilled fluids (i. e. 
for district-heating or cooling systems respectively, or hori- 
zontal cylindrical solar-energy collectors). Such gases, because 
of their low effective thermal conductivities, inhibit the heat 
transfers between the surfaces: the magnitude of the rate of heat 
leak depends on the geometry of the system (i. e. the gap width, 
G, and the diameter ratio, D/d), the bounding surface finishes, 
as well as upon the isothermal temperatures of the pipes (i. e. TO 
and T 
The inner pipe is supported within the outer pipe by means of 
radial, conical, or axial baffles (or spacers). The resulting 
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obstructions of the annular space by such baffles will influence 
all three heat transfer modes (i. e. radiation, conduction, and 
natural convection). However, the effects of such baffles (in 
the considered systems) upon the radiation contributions over the 
range of temperatures considered for this investigation, are 
relatively small. 
Extensive experimental and theoretical studies concerning 
natural convections across plai annular cavities, between 
horizontal concentric or eccentric pipes at uniform temperatures, 
have been reported( 
1,2) 
. Unfortunately there is a dearth of avai- 
lable published information about the heat-transfer perturba- 
tions, which result from the presence of baffles (or spacers) 
(3-8) 
across air-filled cavities 
The aim of the present investigation was to determine the 
optimal position of a pair of radial balsa-wood baffles bridging 
the gap between: - (i) an isothermally hot inner pipe, placed 
concentrically in a relatively cold isothermal outer pipe, and 
(ii) an isothermally cold inner pipe placed at an optimal eccent- 
ricity (i. e. to achieve maximum thermal insulation of the plain 
cavity) of -0.65, i. e. in the lower half of the cavity(9), in a 
relatively hot isothermal outer pipe - see Figure 1. Several 
configurations were examined and investigations were carried out 
to determine if such baffles could improve the thermal resistance 
of the air-filled cavity over that of the unobstructed annulus. 
Steady-state isothermal contour maps (i. e. interferograms obtain- 
ed with the Mach-Zehnder interferometer used in the infinite- 
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f ringe adjustment -- see Figure 2) were photographed. Qualita- 
tively interpreted flow visualisations were used to suggest and 
to substantiate the quantitative explanations obtained from the 
corresponding temperature-field interferograms - see Figure 3. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
The chosen values of the experimental variables were: - 
108.0 mm <D< 140.5 mm 
28.5 mm <d< 82.5 mm 
e= -0.65 or zero 
L= 610.0 or 660.0 mm 
-30 IC < AT < 50 *C 
6.0 x 10 
4< Gr d<1.3 x 10 
6 
Each of the measured temperatures was accurate to + 0.2 Oc, 
and the stated dimensions to + 0.2 mm. 
2.1. Flow Visualisations 
These were obtained with a rig having a horizontal, outer, 
cylindrical, polymerised methyl methacrylat (trade names for 
which are Perspex, Plexiglass, or Lucite), pipe (with D= 114.0 
mm or 108.0 mm for heat flowing outwards or inwards respectively) 
which had been painted matt black, except for a narrow circum- 
ferential transparent slit window (- 5 mm wide) in an axial 
direction at 0.33L from the end-plate nearer the camera. This 
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pipe was cooled or heated as required by circulating chilled or 
hot water respectively through a polythene tube, which was 
wrapped uniformly, in the form of a single-layer closely-wound 
spiral around the pipe. The steady-state temperature (Tý) of the 
inner surface was monitored by copper-constantan thermojunctions 
embedded in the outer surface, so that the thermocouple leads and 
thermojunctions remained flush with the inner surface. 
For the heat flowing outwards experiments, the hot inner 
stainless-steel pipe (having d= 76.0 mm) was located concent- 
rically (i. e. e= zero) with the outer pipe. The inner pipe was 
heated by an eddy-current dissipation induced from a low voltage, 
high amperage transformer. Guard heaters were incorporated at the 
ends of the pipe-in-pipe configuration in order to inhibit axial 
heat losses. Copper constantan thermocouples were used to 
indicate the inner pipe's temperature (T S). 
The cold inner copper pipe (having d= 28.5 m) for the heat 
flowing inwards, was supported at an optimal eccentricity e of 
-0.65 by means of horizontal hollow tubular extensions at its two 
ends: these tubes also conveyed the relatively cold water (at 
approximately TS) into and out of the inner pipe. 
The thin radial baffles(3 mm thick at their outer extremities 
and tapering off to 1 mm at their tips touching the inner pipe) 
were of balsa-wood, which has a thermal conductivity (- 0.12 
W/mK): they were positioned to span the air gap along its whole 
length L- see Figures 1 and 2. The cavity was sealed by means 
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of the end-plates (see Figure 2), and a small amount of smoke was 
injected very slowly into it: photographs were taken of the 
resulting steady-state flow patterns which became fully observ- 
able - 15 seconds later -- see Figure 3. The appropriate illumi- 
nation was introduced transversely from three halogen projectors 
via the thin circumferential slit window in the outer pipe. 
2.2. Interferometr 
The design of the test cell (with D= 127.0 mm and d= 82.5 
mm) in the case of heat flowing outwards was qualitatively 
similar to that for the system used for the flow visualisations 
tests. 
For the heat flowing inwards, shellac-insulated copper wires 
were wound uniformly in a tightly-grouped helical spiral around 
the external surface of a stainless-steel outer pipe (having D= 
140.5 M). A second layer of such wires was wound on top of the 
first, and connected in series electrically, so that the same 
electric current passed, through it in the reverse direction to 
that in the first layer. Thereby non-inductive heating was 
achieved, so avoiding eddy current induced heating of the inner 
pipe. A guard heater, also in the form of a cylindrical coil 
around the outer pipe, and variable transformers were employed to 
permit one to select accurately the rate of inward heat transfer 
to the inner pipe. Copper-constantan thermocouples were employed 
to determine the temperature To of the inner surface. The inner 
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copper pipe (with d= 42.5 mm) was similar in its construction to 
that used in the flow visualisations studies. 
An 18 cm field-of-view, 3MW He - Ne laser stimulated, Mach- 
Zehnder interferometer was used as the temperature-field indi- 
cating instrument -- see Figure 2. The effects of image distor- 
tion, due to the refraction of the laser beam through the test 
cell, were reduced by focusing the camera on the vertical plane 
(10) 
at 0.33L from the end-plate nearer the camera 
3. DISCUSSION 
3.1.. Heat Flowing outwards 
Baffles, when introduced into a natural-convective flow 
field, can obstruct the paths of the air currents or by the 
establishment of slower moving air boundary layers, distort the 
shapes of the vortex patterns. Because of the geometries tested, 
vertical symmetry about the vertical plane through the centres of 
the pipes existed. The main flow cores rotated symmetrically, 
about the vertical plane through the centre-lines of the pipes, 
in opposite directions, one in each half of the annulus. with 
the pair of baffles arranged vertically(i. e. at 0= 00 and 1800), 
a stable coil-like vortex was observed adjacent to the upper 
baffle (i. e. at E) = 1800)(5) , and so the rate of the convective 
heat transfer and consequently local Nusselt numbers were greater 
than those for the plain cavity (i. e. with no baffles present) 
with identical values of T0 and TS. 
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AS the inclination of the baffles was reduced to 0=+ 1500, 
the local Nusselt numbers gradually approached those for the 
corresponding unobstructed annulus. However, for baffles posit- 
ions throughout + 601 <0<+ 1200, a very stable crescent-shaped 
(5) flow pattern ensued . The fluid moved much more slowly around 
the bottom half of the annulus than it did in both the plain 
cavity or that containing the vertical baffles, so corroborating 
the quantitative results deduced from the heat-transfer measure- 
ments. 
The effect of changing the inclination, e, of the baffles, 
upon the total rate of convective heat transfer travelling out- 
wards across the air-filled cavity can be seen in Figure 4. The 
optimal location for a pair of radial baffles occurred at 0 
+ 600 approximately. By employing this configuration, a reduction 
of - 20% in the steady-state convective heat transfer was achiev- 
ed compared with that for a plain annulus. However, by using one 
vertical baffle (i. e. at E) = 00), an increase of - 8% in the 
convective heat leak was observed compared with that for the 
unobstructed cavity under identical conditions. Conclusions drawn 
from the present set of results agree well with that of Kwon et. 
al. 
(7) for the "3-spacers A" configuration. 
In addition, results drawn for two concentric pipes agree 
(2) 
quantitatively with those of previous studies 
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3.2. Heat Flowing Inward 
The flow pattern at the top of the annulus was considerably 
changed by the introduction of baffles at E) =+ 300: it indicated 
the presence of weaker than normal (i. e. with no baffles present) 
flow circulations. However, this beneficial reduction in the flow 
intensity (and hence in the rate of heat transfer) was more than 
off-set by a stronger recirculating flow in the relatively small 
lower compartment. 
Generally, for configurations of baffles such that 
+ 450 <0<+ 1200, the intensities of the recirculating eddies 
decreased in the lower sector as 8 increased, while the flow 
weakened in the upper sector. However, local Nusselt numbers were 
relatively small for regions adjacent to the upper part of the 
baffles, whereas near the undersides of the baffles, they attain- 
(8) ed higher values 
The air movements in the lower compartment, approximated to 
the flows in the unobstructed eccentric annulus with the baffles 
at E) =± 1500, under similar temperature differences across the 
air-filled gap, and no major qualitative changes in the steady" 
state fringe patterns of the interferograms were observed. How- 
ever, local Nusselt numbers gradually approached those for the 
corresponding plain annulus. 
When the pair of baffles was arranged vertically (i. e. at 9= 
00 and 1800 ), two almost-stagnant zones adjacent to the middle 
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of the upper baffle, on its two sides, were observed. The pre- 
sence of boundary layers on the baffles affected the convective 
heat leaks. This phenomenon coupled with the air flow deflection 
by the baffles, resulted in them having significant influences on 
the observed local heat-transfer coefficients. 
The variation of the total rate of convective heat transfer 
travelling inwards across the annulus with the angle of inclina- 
tion, 0, of the baffles is shown in Figure 4. The optimal locat- 
ion for the pair of baffles occurred at E) =+ 1400 approximately. 
By adopting such an arrangement, an increase of - 6% in the 
thermal resistance of the annulus compared with that for a plain 
unobstructed cavity could be achieved. However by employing a 
vertical baffle (i. e. at 00 ), an increase of - 14% in the 
convective heat leak was observed compared with that for the 
plain annulus under similar conditions. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
There is an optimal configuration for two, low-conductivity 
baffles (or spacers) inserted symmetrically across the whole 
length of an annular, atmospheric-pressure, air-filled cavity, 
whose use leads to the least rate of convective heat transfer 
being achieved. 
For the heat flowing outwards in the concentriS annulus, with 
the two baffles inclined at an angle of ± 600, an improvement of 
- 20% in the thermal resistance was obtained compared with that 
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for a plain annulus. However, an increase of - 8% in the heat 
leak was observed, when the sole baffle was placed vertically 
(i. e. at 0= 1800). 
By adjusting the two baffles to be inclined at + 1400 in an 
optimally eccentric cavity with the heat flowing inward , an 
increse of - 6% in the thermal insulation across the cavity was 
achieved compared with that for an unobstructed annulus. However, 
an increase of - 14% was obtained in the convective heat leak if 
a vertical baffle at 0= 00 was employed. It is preferable if the 
inclined insulating baffles appear tangentially from the upper 
surface of the inner pipe, then less convective currents upwords 
in the top sector will occur. 
AS the radiation contributions for the range of temperatures 
considered are less than 20% of the total heat flux, the 20% and 
6% increases in the thermal resistance of the air-filled cavity 
mentioned previously would amount to only - 10% and - 3% gains 
respectively in the overall thermal insulation of the system. 
Nevertheless, these are very worthwhile benefits as their attain- 
ment involves no additional capital expenditures. 
Results drawn from the present investigation agree qualita- 
(2,6,7) tively with those of previous studies 
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NOMENCLATURE 
d, D Diameters of the outer surface of the inner pipe and 
the inner surface of the outer horizontal pipe respec- 
tively, see Figure 1, (m). 
e Eccentricity of the inner pipe relative to the outer 
one [= (H/G)]: -1 <e<1. 
mean gap width [= (D - d)/21, (m). 
Gr d Grashof number for the convecting air, based on the 
diameter, d, of the inner pipe. 
H vertical distance between the horizontal centre-lines 
of the two eccentric pipes, see Figure 1, (m). 
L Axial length of the considered horizontal cavity, see 
Figure 2, (m). 
MU G Average Nusselt numbers respectively, for the steady- 
state heat transfers from or to the inner pipe, accor- 
ding to the stipulated circumstances, based on the 
average gap width, G. 
T0Ts Steady%--state uniform temperatures of the inner surface 
of the outer pipe, and the outer surface of the inner 
pipe respectively, see Figure 1, (OC). 
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AT Steady"state temperature difference[=(To - Ts)], (OC)- 
G Inclination of the baffles (or spacers), measured from 
zero for the vertically downwards radius vector, ema- 
nating from the centre of the inner pipe -- see Figure 
1, (degrees). 
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Fig. A5.3. Typical steadyýstate 
flow visualisations for 
son-e of the ocnsidered 
system, with e=-0.65 
and the heat flawing 
inwards: 
(a) 0 30P, Ts = 14.3 
OC, AT = 4.0 
OC. 
(b) 0 Oý and 180(), Ts = 12.5 0 C. 
AT 6.0 0C. 
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Fig. A5.4. Typical steady-state 
Mach-Zehnder inter- 
ferograms for scine of 
the ocnsidered system, 
with e=-0.65 and the 
heat flowing irwards: 
(a) E) 120 0, Ts=7.6 OC, AT = 16.1 OC. 
(b) 0 ý- ± 150P, Ts = 7.2 0 C, AT = 15.0 0 C. 
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